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Maria A. Aguilar, deceased, and as the 
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and LORENA AGUILAR, minors and JOSE 
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HONORABLE GREGORY M. CULET, Presiding 
Steven K. Tolman, TOLMAN & BRIZEE, P.C., P. O. Box 1276, 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276 
Steven J. Hippler, GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP., P. O. Box 2720, 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Attorneys for Appellants 
David E. Comstock, P. O. Box 2774, Boise, Idaho 83701-2774 
Byron V. Foster, P. O. Box 1584, Boise, Idaho 83701 
Attorneys for Respondents 
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Notice of Service, filed 1-11-08 462 - 464 3 
Notice of Service, filed 1-12-07 349 - 351 2 
Notice of Service, filed 1-14-08 465 - 467 3 
Notice of Service, filed 2-13-09 1228 - 1229 7 
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Notice of Service, filed 2-26-09 1320 - 1321 7 
Notice of Service, filed 2-3-09 1144 - 1145 6 
Notice of Service, filed 2-3-09 1146 - 1147 6 
Notice of Service, filed 3-2-09 1402 - 1403 8 
Notice of Service, filed 3-2-09 1452 - 1454 8 
Notice of Service, filed 3-2-09 1455 - 1457 8 
Notice of Service, filed 3-22-07 392 - 394 2 
Notice of Service, filed 3-3-09 1458 - 1459 8 
Notice of Service, filed 4-25-07 397 - 399 2 
Notice of Substitution of Counsel, filed 3-4-09 1460 - 1462 8 
Notice of Substitution of Counsel, filed 6-19-08 761 -763 4 
Notice of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum of Thomas M. 
Donndelinger, M.D., filed 5-1-08 730 -734 4 
Notice of Taking Deposition of Dean Lapinel, M.D., (Duces 
Tecum), filed 4-28-08 722 -725 4 
Notice of Taking Deposition of Paul Blaylock, M.D., (Duces 
Tecum), filed 4-28-08 726 -729 4 
Notice of Taking Deposition of Richard L. Lubman, M.D., 
(Duces Tecum), filed 5-7-08 735 - 738 4 
Notice of Taking Deposition of William Blahd MD (Duces 
Tecum), filed 4-23-09 2866 - 2868 16 
Notice of Telephonic Hearing Re: Court Rulings on Post 
Trial Motions, filed 8-24-09 3897 - 3898 22 
Notice of Telephonic Hearing, filed 11-24-06 251 - 253 2 
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Notice of Telephonic Hearing, filed 2-15-08 602 - 604 4 
Notice of Vacating Deposition of Lorena Aguilar, 
filed 11-24-06 247 - 250 2 
Notice of Vacating Hearing, filed 2-10-09 1225 - 1227 7 
Objection to Plaintiffs' Proposed Amended Judgment, 
filed 9-2-09 3927 - 3929 22 
Objection to Plaintiffs' Proposed Jury Instructions, filed 5-8-09 3148 - 3155 17 
Order Adopting Amended Stipulation for Scheduling and 
Planning, filed 8-1-08 786 - 788 4 
Order Denying Motion to Amend Complaint as to West 
Valley Medical Center and Mercy Medical Center and 
Granting Motion to Amend Complaint as to Primary 
Health Care Center, filed 12-13-06 285 - 288 2 
Order Dismissing Defendant Mercy Medical Center, 
filed 3-16-07 389 - 391 2 
Order Dismissing Defendant West Valley Medical Center 
With Prejudice, filed 5-30-07 406 - 409 3 
Order Extending Expert Disclosure Deadlines, filed 12-31-07 454 -456 3 
Order Extending Plaintiffs' Expert Disclosure Deadline as to 
Defendant Nathan Coonrod, M.D., filed 12-17-07 445 - 447 3 
Order Granting Plaintiffs' Motion for Protective Order Re: 
Kenneth Bramwell MD, filed 4-21-09 2831 - 2833 16 
Order of Dismissal with Prejudice as to Defendant Andrew 
Chai, MD, filed 6-2-09 3264 - 3266 18 
Order of Dismissal with Prejudice as to Defendant Mitchell 
Long, D.O., only, filed 6-15-09 3311-3314 18 
Order of Dismissal with Prejudice, filed 6-26-09 3629 - 3631 20 
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Order on Plaintiffs' Verified Memorandum of Costs, 
filed 9-15-09 4029 - 4033 22 
Order Regarding Motion for Status Conference and Pretrial 
Deadlines, filed 7-21-08 775 -777 4 
Order Setting Case for Trial and Pretrial, filed 6-20-07 410 - 413 3 
Order to Shorten Time Re: Plaintiffs' Motion for Protective 2698A -
Order, filed 4-14-09 2698B 15 
Order to Shorten Time Re: Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate and 
Reschedule Trial Setting, filed 2-15-08 605 - 607 4 
Plaintiffs Motion for Protective Order, filed 2-19-09 1256 - 1258 7 
Plaintiffs' Amended Exhibit List, filed 4-21-09 2827 - 2830 16 
Plaintiffs' Bench BriefRe: Character/Impeachment of 
Defendant Newman, filed 4-28-09 2898 -2905 16 
Plaintiffs' Bench BriefRe: Defendants Undisclosed Expert 
Witness Testimony at Trial, filed 4-27-09 2892 - 2897 16 
Plaintiffs' Bench BriefRe: Dr Lebaron and the Local 
Standard of Care, filed 5-4-09 2962 - 3143 17 
Plaintiffs' Eighth Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure, 
filed 11-17-08 1118 -1123 6 
Plaintiffs' Exhibit List, filed 3-23-09 1772-1776 10 
Plaintiffs' Expert Witness Disclosure, filed 1-15-08 468 - 590 3 
Plaintiffs' Fifth Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure, 
Filed 4-14-08 707-711 4 
Plaintiffs' First Motion In Limine, filed 2-27-09 1379 - 1383 8 
Plaintiffs' Final Rebuttal Disclosure, filed 5-11-09 3172A-3173 18 
PlaintitTs' Fourth Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure, 
filed 3-17-08 688 - 702 4 
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Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Andrew 
Chai, MD's Motion In Limine, filed 4-13-09 2318-2334 13 
Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Long's 
Joinder in Defendant Dr. Newman's Second Motion In 
Limine, etc., filed 4-13-09 2338 - 2340 13 
Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Mitchell 
Long, DO's Motion In Limine, filed 4-13-09 2360 - 2365 13 
Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Steven 
Newman, MD's Third Motion In Limine, filed 4-13-09 2385 - 2395 13 
Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Steven 
R. Newman, MD's Second Motion In Limine, filed 4-13-09 2472 - 2492 14 
Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Steven 
Newman, MD's Motion In Limine, filed 4-13-09 2493 - 2497 14 
Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants Nathan 
Coonrod's and Primary Health Care Center's Second Motion 
In Limine, filed 4-13-09 2335 - 2337 13 
Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants Nathan 
Coonrod MD and Primary Health Care Centers Memorandum 
In Support of their Objection to the Judgment upon the 
Verdict, etc., filed 6-24-09 3579 - 3604 20 
Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants Nathan 
Coonrod MD and Primary Health Care Centers Motion for 
New Trial, etc., filed 6-24-09 3605 - 3626 20 
Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Nathan Coonrod, 
MD's and Primary Health Center's Motion In Limine, 
filed 4-13-09 2341 - 2346 13 
Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint to More 
Specifically Set for Allegations of Agency, etc., filed 9-27-06 55 - 57 1 
Plaintiffs' Motion for Protective Order, filed 4-13-09 2580 - 2584 14 
INDEX, Continued 
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Plaintiffs' Motion to Shorten Time Re: Plaintiffs' Motion for 
Protective Order, filed 4-13-09 2577 - 2579 14 
Plaintiffs' Motion to Shorten Time Re: Plaintiffs' Motion to 
Vacate and Reschedule Trial Setting, filed 2-13-08 599 - 601 4 
Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike, filed 3-2-09 1420 - 1439 8 
Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate and Reschedule Trial Setting, 
filed 2-11-08 595 - 598 3 
Plaintiffs' Ninth Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure, 
filed 4-9-09 1945-1950 11 
Plaintiffs' Objection to Defendants Nathan Coonrod MD and 
Primary Health Care Centers Trial Brief, filed 4-23-09 2863 - 2865 16 
Plaintiffs' Objection to Defendants Nathan Coonrod MD and 
Primary Health Care Centers Reservation of Right to 
Challenge Qualifications, etc., filed 4-24-09 2880 - 2883 16 
Plaintiffs' Objections to Defendant Steven R Newman MD's 
Memorandum of Costs and Affidavit of Julien E. Gabiola 
In Support of the Same, filed 6-15-09 3315-3322 18 
Plaintiffs' Objections to the Defendants' Proposed Jury 
Instructions, filed 5-11-09 3156-3168 18 
Plaintiffs' PretriaVTrial Memorandum, filed 3-23-09 1777 - 1787 10 
Plaintiffs' Proposed Jury Instructions, filed 4-13-09 2498 - 2576 14 
Plaintiffs' Proposed Supplemental Jury Instructions, 
fil ed 5 -1 1-09 3169 -3171C 18 
Plaintiffs' Rebuttal Expert Witness Disclosure, filed 11-17-08 1087 - 1117 6 
Plaintiffs' Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Leave to Amend Complaint, filed 11-20-06 209 - 225 2 
INDEX, Continued 
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Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendant Andrew Chai MD's Response 
To Plaintiffs' First Motion In Limine, filed 4-17-09 2728 - 2731 15 
Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendant Nathan Coonrod MD and 
Primary Health Care Center's Memorandum in Opposition 
To Plaintiffs' Motion In Limine, filed 4-17-09 2738 - 2741 15 
Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendant Steven R Newman MD's 
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for 
Protective Order, etc., filed 4-20-09 2774 - 2783 15 
Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendant Steven R Newman's 
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion In 
Limine, filed 4-17-09 2732 - 2737 15 
Plaintiffs' Response Bench BriefRe: Defendant Coonrod's 
Supplemental Trial Brief, filed 4-29-09 2906 - 2912 16 
Plaintiffs' Response to Motion for Status Conference, 
filed 6-30-08 769 -771 4 
Plaintiffs' Second Amended Exhibit List, filed 4-23-09 2869 - 2872 16 
Plaintiffs' Seventh Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure, 
filed 9-2-08 789 -797 4 
Plaintiffs' Sixth Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure, 
filed 6-8-08 743 -750 4 
Plaintiffs' Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure, 
filed 1-24-08 591 - 594 3 
Plaintiffs' Supplemental Rebuttal Expert Witness Disclosure, 
filed 3-2-09 1440 - 1446 8 
Plaintiffs' Third Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure, 
filed 2-19-08 649 - 656 4 
Plaintiffs' Verified Memorandum of Cost, filed 6-3-09 3300 - 3308 18 
Plaintiffs' Witness List, filed 3-23-09 1769 - 1772 10 
INDEX, Continued 
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Qualified Protecti ve Order, filed 2-18-09 1245 - 1255 7 
Register of Actions A-O 1 
Reply to Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant 
Andrew Chai MD's Motion In Limine, filed 4-21-09 2805 - 2810 16 
Request for Trial Setting, filed 3-5-07 354 - 358 2 
Response to Defendants' Objection to Plaintiffs' Proposed 
Amended Judgment, filed 9-9-09 3930- 3934 22 
Second Affidavit of Julian E Gabiola in Support of Defendant 
Steven R Newman MD's Memorandum of Costs, 
filed 6-22-09 3542 - 3578 20 
Special Verdict Form, filed 4-14-09 2687 - 2691 15 
Special Verdict Form, filed 4-9-09 2007 - 2011 11 
Special Verdict Form, filed 5-13-09 3174-3178 18 
Steven R. Newman, M.D.'s Answer to Complaint and 
Demand for Jury Trial, filed 5-8-06 30- 38 1 
Stipulation for Dismissal of Defendant Mercy Medical 
Center, filed 3-16-07 382 - 388 2 
Stipulation for Dismissal of Defendant West Valley Medical 
Center with Prejudice, filed 5-24-07 400 - 405 3 
StipUlation for Dismissal With Prejudice as to Defendant 
Andrew Chai MD, filed 5-29-09 3262 - 3263 18 
Stipulation for Dismissal with Prejudice as to Defendant 
Mitchell Long, D.O., only, filed 6-12-09 3309 - 3310 18 
Stipulation for Dismissal with Prejudice, filed 6-26-09 3627 - 3628 20 
StipUlation for Scheduling and Planning, filed 7-6-07 414 - 422 3 
INDEX, Continued 
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Stipulation of Parties for Execution and Filing of the Attached 
Qualified Protective Order, filed 2-18-09 1230 - 1244 7 
Stipulation to Extend Expert Disclosure Deadlines, 
filed 12-24-07 448 - 453 3 
Stipulation to Extend Plaintiffs' Expert Disclosure Deadline 
as to Defendant Nathan Coonrod, M.D., filed 12-17-07 441 - 444 3 
Voluntary Notice of Dismissal of Defendant Catherin Atup-
Leavitt, M.D., filed 2-28-06 18 - 20 1 
West Valley Medical Center's Opposition to Plaintiffs' 
Motion for Leave to File Amended Complaint, filed 11-13-06 152 - 162 1 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J HEIDEMAN, DEPUTY 
Attorney for Defendants Nathan Coonrod, MD and Primary Health Care Center 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF OANYON 
JOSE AGUILAR, individually, as the 
Personal Representative of the Estate of 
Maria A. Aguilar, deceased, and as the Case No. CV 05-5781 
natural father and guardian of 
GUADALUPE MARIA AGUILAR. 
ALEJANDRO AGUILAR, and LORENA 
AGUILAR, minors, and JOSE AGUILAR, 
JR.. heirs of Maria A Aguilar! deceased, 
Plaintiffs, 
VS. 
ANDREW CHAI, M.D., STEVEN R. 
NEWMAN, M.D., NATHAN COONROD, 
M.D., MITCHELL LONG, D.O.., and 
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CENTER, an 
Idaho corporation, JOHN and JANE 
DOES I through X, employees of one or 
more of the Defendants 
Defendants. 
DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD; 
MOtS AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE 
CENTER'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL 
DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES 
COME NOW defendants, Nathan Coonrod, MD and Primary Health Care Center, 
by and through their counsel of record, Steven K. Tolman of Tolman & Brizee, p.e., and 
hereby supplement the testimony of their expert witnesses who they may call at the trial 
DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD, MD'S AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CENiER'S seCOND 
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in this matter. This supplemental is in addition to the information contained in 
defendants' previous expert witness disclosures. 
Nathan Coonrod, M.D. 
cIa Tolman & Srizee, P.C. 
Post Office Box 1276 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276 
(208) 733-5566 
Dr. Coonrod has been provided the deposition transcripts of Dr. Gibson and Dr. 
Field and he may utilize the testimony set forth in these depositions with regard to his 
testimony concerning the care and treatment provided to and received by Maria Aguilar. 
Robert M. Franklin, D.O. 
Franklin Family Medicine 
520 S. Eagle Road, Suite 3201 
Meridian, 10 83642 
(208) 706-2200 
In addition to the documents previously identified, Dr. Franklin has reviewed the 
following items: Defendants Nathan Coonrod, M.D.'s and Primary Health Care Center's 
Supplemental Disclosure of Expert Witnesses (with attachments); Defendant Andrew 
Chai, M.D.'s Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Steven R. Newman, 
M.D.'s Second Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Steven R. Newman, M.D.'s Third 
Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Mitchell Long, D.O:s Second Expert Witness 
Disclosure (w/out attachments); X-ray films of 5-27-03 from Primary Health; Plaintiffs' 
Eighth Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Plaintiffs' Rebuttal Expert Witness 
Disclosure; Deposition of Dr. Gibson, with exhibits; Defendant Andrew ehai, M.D:s 
Second Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Steven R. Newman, 
M.D.'s Fourth Expert Witness Disclosure; Plaintiffs' Supplemental Expert Witness 
Disclosure; Defendant Steven R. Newman> MO's Fifth Expert Witness Disclosure; 
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Deposition of James C. Field, MD (with exhibits); Plaintiffs' Ninth Supplemental Expert 
Witness Disclosure; Defendant Andrew Chai, M;D:s Third Supplemental Expert 
Witness Disclosure; Defendant Mitchell Long, D.O.'s Second Supplemental Expert 
Witness Disclosure; medical journal article produced by plaintiffs' counsel, diagnostic 
electrocardiography and vectrocardiography. 
Dr. Franklin may utilize the information contained in the documents and 
depositions with regard to his testimony at the time of trial. 
Greg L Ledgerwood, MD, AAFP, ACAAI, AE-C 
2510 8th Street SE 
East Wenatchee, WA 98802 
In addition to the documents previously identified, Dr. Ledgerwood has reviewed 
the followIng items: Defendants Nathan Coonrod, M.D.'s and Primary Health Care 
Center's Supplemental Disclosure of Expert Witnesses. (with attachments); Defendant 
Andrew Chai, M.D.'s Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant steven R. 
Newman, M.D.'s Second Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Steven R. Newman, 
M.D.'s Third Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Mitchell Long, D.O:s Second Expert 
Witness Disclosure (w/out attachments); X-ray films of 5-27-03 from Primary Health; 
Plaintiffs' Eighth Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Plaintiffs' Rebuttal Expert 
Witness Disclosure; Deposition of Dr. Gibson, with exhibits; Defendant Andrew Chait 
M.D.'s Second Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendaht Steven R. 
NeWman. M.D.'s Fourth Expert Witness Disclosure; Plaintiffs' Supplemental Expert 
Witness Disclosure; Defendant Steven R. Newman, MD's Fifth Expert Witness 
Disclosure; Deposition of James C. Field, MD (with exhibits); Plaintiffs' Ninth 
Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Andrew Chai, M.D:s Third 
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Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Mitchell Long, 0.0.'$ Second 
Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; medical journal article produced by plaintiffs· 
counsel. diagnostic electrocardiography and vectrocardiography. 
Dr. Ledgerwood may utilize the information contained in the documents and 
depositions with regard to his testimony at the time of trial. 
Ronald C. Dobson, M.D., F.A.C.E.P. 
8315 N.E. Juanita Drive 
Kirkland I WA 98034 
(206) 718-4072 
In addition to the documents previously identified, Dr. Dobson has reviewed the 
following items: Defendants Nathan Coonrod, M.O.'s and Primary Health Care Center's 
Supplementa~ Disclosure of Expert Witnesses (with attachments); Defendant Andrew 
Chai, M.D.'s Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Steven R. Newman, 
M.D.'s Second Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Steven R. Newman, M.D.'s Third 
Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Mitchell Long. 0.0.'5 Second Expert Witness 
Disclosure (w/out attachments); X-ray films of 5-27~03 from Primary Health: Plaintiffs' 
Eighth Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Plaintiffs' Rebuttal Expert Witness 
Disclosure; Deposition of Dr. Gibson, with exhibits; Defendant Andrew Chait M.D.'s 
Second Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Steven R. Newman, 
M.O.'s Fourth Expert Witness Disclosure; Plaintiffs' Supplemental Expert Witness 
Disclosure; Defendant Steven R. Newman, MD's Fifth Expert Witness Disclosure; 
Deposition of James C. Field, MD (with exhibits): Plaintiffs' Ninth Supplemental Expert 
Witness Disclosure; Defendant Andrew Chai, M.D.'s Third Supplemental Expert 
Witness Disclosure; Defendant Mitchell Long, 0.0.'5 Second Supplemental Expert 
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Witness Disclosure; medical journal article produced by plaintiffs' counsel, diagnostic 
electrocardiography and vectrocardiography. 
Dr. Oobson may utilize the information contained in the documents and 
depositions with regard to his testimony at the time of trial. 
Brent P. Pistorese, M.D. 
Rocky Mountain Heart & Lung, Inc. 
350 Heritage Way, Suite 2100 
KalispelJ •. MT 59901 
(406) 257~8992 
In addition to the documents previously identified, Dr. Pistorese has reviewed the 
following items: Defendants Nathan Coonrod, M.D.'s and Primary Health Care Center's 
Supplemental Disclosure of Expert Witnesses (with attachments); Defendant Andrew 
Chait M.D.'s Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Steven R. Newman, 
M.D.'s Second Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Steven R. Newman, M.Do's Third 
Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Mitchell Long, D.O.'s Second Expert Witness 
Disclosure (w/out attachments); X-ray films of 5-27-03 from Primary Health; Plaintiffs' 
Eighth Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Plaintiffs' R~buttal Expert Witness 
Disclosure; Deposition of Dr. Gibson, with exhibits; Defendant Andrew Chai, M.D.'s 
Second Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Steven R. Newman, 
M.D.'s Fourth Expert Witness Disclosure; Plaintiffs' Supplemental Expert Witness 
Disclosure; Defendant Steven R. Newman, MO's Fifth Expert Witness Disclosure; 
Deposition of James C. Field. MD (with exhibits); Plaintiffs· Ninth Supplemental Expert 
Witness Disclosure; Defendant Andrew Chai, M.D.'s Third Supplemental Expert 
Witness Disclosure; Defendant Mitchell Long. o.o:s Second Supplemental Expert 
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Witness Disclosure; medical journal article produced by plaintiffs' counsel, diagnostic 
electrocardiography and vectrocardiography. 
Dr. Pistorse may utilize the information contained in the documents and 
depositions with regard to his testimony at the time of trial. 
Daniel J. Urbach, M.D. 
2525 NW Lovejoy. Suite 402 
Portland, OR 97210 
(503) 274-9678 
In addition to the documents previously identified, Dr. Urbach has reviewed the 
following items: Defendants Nathan Coonrod, M.D.'s and Primary Health Care Center's 
SUpplemental Disclosure of Expert Witnesses (with attachments); Defendant Andrew 
Chai, M.D.'s Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Steven R. Newman. 
M.D.'s Second Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Steven R. Newman, M.D.'s Third 
Expert Witness Disclosure; Defendant Mitchell Long, D.O.'s Second Expert Witness 
Disclosure (w/out attachments); X-ray films of 5-27-03 from Primary Health; Plaintiffs' 
Eighth Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Plaintiffs' Rebuttal Expert Witness 
Disclosure; Deposition of Dr. Gibson, with exhibits; Defendant Andrew Chai, M.D.'s 
Second Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosure; Oefendant· Steven 'R. Newman. 
M.D.'s Fourth Expert Witness Disclosure; Plaintiffs' Supplemental Expert Witness 
Disclosure; Defendant Steven R. Newman, MO's Fifth Expert Witness Disclosure; 
Deposition of James C. Field, MD (with exhibits). 
Dr. Urbach may utilize the information contained in the documents and 
depositions with regard to his testimony at the time of trial. 
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W. Cris Lewis, PhD 
Lewis, Bowles & Associates, LLC 
1165 Fox Farm Road 
Logan, UT 84321 
(435) 512-5594 
FAX No. 208- P. 009 
In addition to the documents previously identified, Dr. Lewis has reviewed the 
following items: Cornelius Hofman updated economic evaluation; 2006 and 2007 tax 
returns for Mr. Aguilar. 
Dr. Lewis may utilize the information contained in the documents with regard to 
his testimony at the time of trial. 
James Field, MD 
clo Jack Gjording 
Gjording & Fouser 
509 W Hays street 
P.O. Box 2837 
Boise, ID 8370~ -2837 
Based upon the deposition of Dr. James Field, which was taken on March 11 f 
2009, by plaintiffs' counsel, defendants hereby disclose that they may call Dr. Field as a 
witness and inquire into those areas and issues testified to and addressed by Dr. Field 
in his deposition. including those matters set forth in the medical records and chart 
notes authored and reviewed by Dr. Field concerning his care and treatment of 
decedent Maria Aguilar. 
Robb Gibson, MD 
clo Richard E. Hall 
Hall Farley Oberrecht & Blanton 
702 W Idaho, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise,lD 83701 
Based upon the deposition of Dr. Gibson, which was taken on February 11, 
2009, defendants hereby disclose that they may call Dr. Gibson as a witness and 
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inquire into those areas and issues testified to and addressed by Dr. Gibson in his 
deposition, including those matters set forth in the medical reco~ds and chart notes 
authored and reviewed by Dr. Gibson concerning his care and treatment of decedent 
Maria Aguilar. 
Andrew Chai, M.D. 
elo Brassey, Wetherell, Crawford & Garrett 
203 W. Main Street 
Boise,ID 83701-1009 
(208) 344w 7300 
Dr. Chai is a defendant physician in this matter, and a board-certified 
cardiologist. Dr. Chai has not been retained as an expert witness by Dr. Coonrod and 
Primary Health Care Center. Dr. Coonrod and Primary Health Care Center reserve the 
right to elicit expert opinion and factual testimony from Dr. Chai regarding his care and 
treatment of Maria Aguilar, including, but not limited to his care and treatment of Maria 
Aguilar, his observations, his impressions, his interaction and discussions with Maria 
Aguilar andlor plaintiffs and other health care providers, his record, causation and 
relevant standards of health care practice. 
Dr. Chai was deposed in this matter on December 5,2007, and he is anticipated 
to testify consistent with the testimony provided during the course of his deposition, 
which testimony and exhibits are incorporated herein, and he may testify as to a/l issues 
andlor opinions covered during the course of said deposition. 
I n addition, Dr. Chai is antiCipated to address medical subjects within his 
expertise and to rely upon his medical education and experience. his licensure as a 
physician in the state of Idaho, his practice as a cardiologist in the Treasure Valley, 
Idaho, area, his continuing medical education, his knowledge of medical literature 
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applicable to the matters at issue, his review of the medical records of Maria Aguilar, his 
review of the discovery and litigation record in this matter, and deposition testimony 
taken in the course of discovery In this matter. In addition, Dr. Chai may testify to and 
rely upon personal interactions with health care providers, Maria Aguilar and plaintiffs 
and his personal knowledge of the medical services he provided to Maria Aguilar. 
Steven R. Newman, M.D. 
c/o Moffatt. Thomas, Barrett, Rock & Fields, Chartered 
412 West Center 
Pocatello, I D 83204 
(208) 233-2001 
Dr. Newman is a defendant physician in this matter, and a board-certified famify 
medicine physician. Dr. Newman has not been retained as an expert witness by Dr. 
Coonrod and Primary Health Care Center. Dr. Coonrod and Primary Health Care 
Center reserve the right to elicit expert opinion and factual testimony from Dr. Newman 
regarding his care and treatment of Maria Aguilar, including. but not limited to his care 
and treatment of Maria Aguilar, his observations, his impressions, his interaction and 
discussions with Maria Aguilar and/or plaintiffs and other health care providers, his 
record. causation and relevant standards of health care practice .. 
Dr. Newman Was deposed in this matter on September 25, 2007, and he is 
anticipated to testify consistent with the testimony provided during the course of his 
deposition, which testimony and exhibits are incorporated herein, and he may testify as . 
to all issues and/or opinions covered during the course of said deposition. 
In addition, Dr. Newman is anticipated to address medical subjects within his 
expertise and to rely upon his medical education and experience, his licensure as a 
physician in the state of Idaho, his practice in staffing an emergency department in 
DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD, Mots AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CENTER'S SECOND 
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT WITNESSES, PAGE 9 
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, 
Caldwell, Idaho, his continuing medical education, his knowledge of medical literature 
applicable to the matters at issue, his review of the medical records of Maria Aguilar, bis 
review of the discovery and litigation record in this matter. and deposition testimony 
taken in the course of discovery in this matter. In addition, Dr. Newman may testify to 
and rely upon personal interactions with health care providers, Maria Aguilar and 
plaintiffs and his personal knowledge of the medical services he provided to Maria 
Aguilar. 
Mitchell Long, D.O. 
c/o John J. Burke 
Hall Farley Oberrecht & Blanton 
702 W Idaho, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
Dr. Long is a defendant physician in this matter, and board-certified in 
emergency medicine. Dr. Long has not been retained as an expert witness by Dr. 
Coonrod and Primary Health Care Center. Dr. Coonrod and Primary Health Care 
Center reserve the right to elicit expert· opinion and factual testimony from Dr. Long 
regarding his care and treatment of Maria Aguilar, including, but not limited to his care 
and treatment of Maria Aguilar, his observations, his impressions, his i.nteraction and 
discussions with Maria Aguilar and/or plaintiffs and other health care providers, his 
record, causation and relevant standards of health care practice. 
Dr. Long was deposed in this matter on September 27, 2007, and he is 
anticipated to testify consistent with the testimony provided during the course of his 
deposition, which testimony and exhibits are incorporated herein, and he may testify as 
to all issues and/or opinions covered during the course of said deposition. 
DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD, MD'S AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CENTER'S· SECOND 
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In addition, Dr. Long is anticipated to address medical subjects within his 
expertise and to rely upon his medical education and experience, his licensure as a 
physician in the state of Idaho, his practice as an emergency medicine physician in 
Nampa, Idaho, his continuing medical. education, his knowled~e of medical literature 
applicable to the matters at issue, his review of the medical records of Maria Aguilar, his 
review of the discovery and litigation record in this matter, and deposition testimony 
taken in the course of discovery in this matter. In addition, Dr. Long may testify to and 
rely upon personal interactions with health care providers, Maria Aguilar and plaintiffs 
and his personal knowledge of the medical services he provided to Maria Aguilar. 
In addition to the foregoing individuals, defendants Dr. Coonrod and PrimarY 
Health Care Center reserve the right to call and hereby identifies those indiViduals who 
may be qualified to render expert opinion testimony but who have not been retained as 
expert witnesses by plaintiffs or co-defendants, including but not limited to health care 
providers and the other parties to this litigation. These individuals include, but are not 
limited to, Catherine Atup~Leavitt, M.D.) Mark Thomas, D.O., James Field, M.D., Robb 
Gibson, M.D., Steven Newman, M.D., Mitchell Long, D.O., Andrew Chai, M.D., William 
BJahd, M.D., any and all individuals and health care providers who provided medical 
care and treatment to Maria Aguilar, and whose true and correct i~entities are set forth 
in the medical records. 
Defendants reserve the right to supplement and/or amend their disclosures as 
additional information becomes available. Defendants hereby adopt and incorporate, as 
if fully set forth herein, their previous expert witness disclosures, including all 
information. individuals and reservations of rights, as may be included therein. 
DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD. MD'S AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CENTER'S SECOND 
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DATED this ~ of April, 2009. 
TOLMAN & BRIZEE, 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE' 
I hereby certify that on this ~ of April, 2009, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing DEFEN~ NATHAN COONROD, MD'S AND PRIMARY 
HEALTH CARE CENTER'S SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF EXPERT 
WITNESSES to be served by the method indicated below, to the following: 
Andrew C. Brassey 
BRASSEY, WETHERELL, CRAWFORD & McCURDY 
203 W. Main Sf. 
P.O. Box 1009 
BOise. ID 83702 
Byron V. Foster 
Attorney at Law 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
P.O. Box 1584 
Boise, 10 83701-1584 
DavldE. Comstock 
Law Offices of Comstock & Bush 
199 N. Capitol Blvd .• Suite 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701 
Gary T. Dance 
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & Fields 
412 W. Center, Suite 2000 
P.O. Box 817 
Pocatello. ID 8320+0817 
John J. Burke 
HALL. FARLEY. OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
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Nicole L. Cannon (IS8 #5502) 
TOLMAN & BRIZEE, P.C. 
132 3rd Avenue East 
~.~. ~ _~M. 
APR 2 12009 / 
P.O. Box 1276 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303~1276 
Telephone: (208) 733-5566 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
D. BUTlER~ DEPUn' 
Attorney for Defendants Nathan Coonrod, MD and Primary Health Care Center 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OFTHE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE AGUILAR, individually, as the 
Personal Representative of the Estate of 
Maria A. AgUilar, deceased, and as the 
natural father and guardian of 
GUADALUPE MARIA AGUILAR, 
ALEJANDRO AGUILAR, and LORENA 
AGUILAR, minors, and JOSE 




ANDREW CHAI, M.D., STEVEN R. 
NEWMAN, M.D., NATHAN COONROD, 
M.D .. MITCHELL LONG, D.O., and 
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CENTER, an 
Idaho corporation, JOHN and JANE 
DOES I through X, employees of one or 
more of the Defendants, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 05-5781 
DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD, 
M.D. AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE 
CENTER'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION IN LIMINE 
COME NOW, defendants Nathan Coonrod, MD and Primary Health Care Center 
(hereinafter referred to collectively as "Defendants"), by and through their counsel of 
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SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE, PAGE 1 
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Defendants hereby acknowledge Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to 
Defendants, Nathan Coonrod, M.D.'s and Primary Health Center's Motion in Limine 
dated April 13, 2009. and specifically responds as such. 
II. 
LIMITATION OF MENTION OF INSURANCE 
Defendants respectfully request this Court follow Idaho Rule of Evidence 411, and 
restrict any mention of the insurance industry and/or existence of liability insurance as 
argued in their Motion in Limine based upon Rule 411. 
III. 
PROHIBITION OF TESTIMONY REGARDING GRIEF AND/OR MENTAL 
ANGUISH AND DECEDENT'S PAIN AND SUFFERING 
Defendants respectfully disagree this Court is unable to properly instruct 
witnesses as to the nature and content of their testimony, Defendants submit testimony 
may be provided regarding compensable damages as well as signs and symptoms 
experienced by Mrs. Aguilar which may have played a role in her diagnosis and 
treatment without unduly relying on the grief, pain and suffering experienced by her 
family after her loss. Defendants request a ruling as such by this Court. 
IV. 
EXCLUSION OF PLAINTIFFS' EXPERT WITNESSES 
As noted in Defendants' Motion in Limine and well-established in Idaho law, in 
order to testify regarding the community standard of health care practice, proposed 
expert witnesses must familiarize themselyes with the local community standard. 
DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD. M.D. AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CENTER'S REPLY IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE, PAGE 2 
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Defendants are aware that this Court is familiar with said standard and reiterate their 
position as set forth in their Motion. Dr. Lubman testified unequivocally in his deposition 
that he was not familiar with the community standard of heath care practice. Plaintiffs 
acknowledged he was not retained to offer testimony regarding that subject. As such 
Defendants request an order from this Court consistent with that. 
Dean Lapinel, MD, is an emergency medicine physician who Plaintiffs now 
propose to offer testimony against Defendant Dr. Coonrod, a family practitioner, 
regarding the community standard of health care practice. There is no indication in his 
testimony or any offerings by Plaintiffs that Dr. Lapinel is familiar with said standard or 
otherwise qualified to testify regarding it. Defendants request this Court restrict his 
testimony accordingly. Defendants hereby re-incorporate theIr full argument contained 
in their Motion in Limine regarding this matter. 
V. 
PLAYING UPON THE SYMPATHY OF THE JURY 
Defendants are fully aware of the admonitions found I in the Idaho Rules of 
Evidence regarding the submission of evidence which is prejudicial and not relevant to 
the facts at issue in this case. Defendants fully intend to honor those guidelines in 
accordance with Rules 402 andlor 403, Idaho Rules of Evidence. 
VI. 
SUBMISSION OF LEARNED TREATISES 
Defendants respectfully request this Court follow the accepted rule of law in 
Idaho and limit any treatises and publications alloweq into evidence only in accordance 
with Rule 803(13), and only upon a showing of good cause. 
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VII. 
CONCLUSION 
Defendants respectfully request this Court grant their Motion in Limine in 
accordance with the Idaho Rules of Evidence and Idaho case law cited herein and 
within their Motion in Limine, incorporated fully herein by reference. 
DATED thiS~fay of April,2009. 
TOLMAN & BRIZEE, P.C. 
·BY:-:~L~ NI60 t::cannon 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this .2!!ftay of April, 2009, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD, M.D. AND PRIMARY 
HEALTH CARE CENTER'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION IN LIMINE to be 
forwarded with all required charges prepared. by the method(s) indicated below. to the 
following: 
Andrew C. Brassey 
BRASSEY, WETHERELL, 
McCURDY 
203 W. Main st. 
P.O. Box 1009 
Boise,lD 83702 
Byron V. Foster 
Attorney at Law 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
P.O. Box 1584 
Boise,lD 83701-1584 
David E. Comstock 
Law Offices of Comstock & Bush 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, 10 83701 
Gary T. Dance 
CRAWFORD 
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & Fields 
412 W. Center, Suite 2000 
P.O. Box 817 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0817 
John J. Burke 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
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Nicole L. Cannon (ISB #5502) 
TOLMAN & BRIZEE, P.C. 
132 3rd Avenue East 
P.O. Box 1276 
~-~.ILEO 
APR 21 2009 ~ 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1276 
Telephone: (208) 733-5566 CANYON COUNTY CLeRK O.SUTLEA,DEPUTY 
Attorney for Defendant Nathan Coonrod, MD Primary Health Care Center 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE AGUILAR, individually, as the 
Personal Representative of the Estate of 
Maria A. Aguilar, deceased, and as the 
natural father and guardian of 
GUADALUPE MARIA AGUILAR, 
ALEJANDRO AGUILAR, and LORENA 
AGUILAR, minors, and JOSE 




ANDREW CHAt, M.D., STEVEN R. 
NEWMAN, M.D., NATHAN COONROD, 
M.D., MITCHELL LONG, D.O., and 
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CENTER, an 
Idaho corporation, JOHN and JANE 
DOES I through X, employees of one or 
more of the Defendants, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV 05-5781 . 
DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD, 
M.D. AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE 
CENTER'S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF 
. SECOND MOTIN IN LIMINE 
COME NOW, defendants Nathan Coonrod, MD and Primary Health Care Center, 
by and through their counsel of record, Steven K. Tolman of ToIman & Brizee, p.e.; and. 
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hereby submit this Reply in Support of Defendants Nathan Coonrod, M.D. and Primary 
Health Care Center's Second Motion in Limine. 
I. 
INTRODUCTION 
Defendants hereby respond specifically to any objections made by Plaintiffs to 
Defendants' Second Motion in Limine. 
II. 
EXCLUSION OF PROPOSED TESTIMONY OF FRIENDS AND FAMILY 
MEMBERS OF THE DECEDENT 
Defendants hereby respond by incorporating fully herein by reference their 
response to exclusion of certain testimony by friends and family members regarding any 
, 
grief, mental anguish and/or pain and suffering because of Mrs. Aguilar's death 
contained in their Reply in Support of Motion in Limine, filed April 20, 2009. 
III. 
EXCLUSION OF PROPOSED TESTIMONY OF DEPUTY CANYON COUNTY 
CORONER BILL KIRBY 
Defendants hereby respond by incorporating fully herein by reference the 
arguments of Defendant Steven R. Newman. M.D.'s Third Motion in Limine. 
Defendants further reiterate and incorporate herein their arguments located within their 
Second Motion in Limine. 
DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD, M.D. AND PRIMARY HEAl. TH CARE CENTER'S REPLY IN 
SUPPORT OF SECOND MOTIN IN LIMINE. PAGE 2 
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IV. 
CONCLUSION 
Defendants respectfully request this Court rule in accordance with Idaho Rules of 
DATED this dJ!. d~y of April, 2009. 
TOLMAN & BRIZEE, P.C. 
<"./7 L A o~ .. ./ 1I&,,,it ~ NiCOr L. Cannon ---.. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this dJ2fay of April, 2009, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD. M.D. AND PRIMARY 
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the followino: 
Andrew C. Brass~y 
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& McCURDY 
203 W. Main St. 
P.O. Box 1009 
Boise, 10 83702 
Byron V. Foster 
Attorney at Law 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
P.O. Box 1584 
Boise, ID 83701"1584 
I David E. Comstock 
Law Offices of Comstock & Bush 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, 10 83701 
Gary T. Dance 
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & Fields 
412 W. Center, Suite 2000 
P.O. Box 817 
Pocatello, 10 83204M 0817 
John J. Burke 
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A. 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
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Andrew C. Brasscy (ISS No.2128) 
Bmdley S. Riclwdson (lSB No. 7008) 
BUSSEY. WET.RERELL &, CRAWFORD 
203 W. Main Street 
P.O. Box 1009 
Boise. Idaho 83701-1009 
Telephone: (208) 344-7300 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7077 
Attorneys for Defendant Andrew Chai, M.D. 
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CANYON COUNTY OLEAt< 
O,l3UTlER,DEPUlY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE TBIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE AGUILAR, individually. as 'the Persona] 
Representative of the Estate of Maria A. 
Aguilar, deceased, and us the natural father 
and guardian of GUADALUPE MARlA 
AGUILAR, Al!JANDR.O AGUILAR., and 
LORENA AGUlLAR, minot'St and JOSE 




ANDREW CHAI, M.D., STEVEN R. 
NEWMAN, M.D. NATHAN COONROD, 
M.D., CATHER.INE-A'TUP .. LEAvm, M.D. 
MlTCHELL LONG, D.O., COLUMB1A 
WEST VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER, an 
Idaho corporation, MERCY MEDICAL 
CENTER, an Idallo corporation, and 
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CENTER, an 
Idaho corporation, JOHN and JANE DOES 1 
through X, employees of one or more of the 
Defendants, 
Defendants. 
. Case No. CVOS .. 5781 
REPLY TO PLAiNTms' 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO DEFENDANT ANDREW CHAI, 
M.D.'S MOTION IN LIMINE 
REPLY TO PI..AINTtFFS· MEMORANDUM :IN OPPOSITION TO DE1~ENPANT ANOtunV C.E1A4 M.O. 'S 
MOTION IN LTMINE - 1 
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COMES NOW Defendant AndreW Chni, M.D., by and through his eounsel·of record, 
Brnssey! Wetherell &. Crawford, LLP, and herebyprovidcs his Reply to Plaintiffs; Memorandum in 
Opposition to Dofcndan,t Andrew Chai, M.D. 's Motion 10. Limine. 
I. 
lNTRODUCT10N 
In Defendant Chal's Motion in Limine, said Defendant has requested that this Court enter 
an order limiting expert testimony from. Plaintiffs' experts, Dr. Brown, Or. Blaylock arid Dr. 
LeBaron for the renson that said experts cannot lay the necessary and proper foundation as ~crt 
witnesses, and. in addition, on the bfUlis tbat Dr. Blaylock and Dr. LeBnron are not in the same 
specialty as Defendant Chai and have not set forth the requisite knowledge required 1Uldcr Idaho 
Code § 6·1012 and § 6-1013 to render expert opinions against Defendant Chai. Finally, us to Dr. 
leBaron, no disclosure whatsoever has ever been given. with regard to Or. LeBaron's opinions as 
concerns Defendant Chai. For t11C r03.Sons set forth below, Defendant Chai respectfully requests this 
Court grant his Motion in .Limine. 
IT. 
ARGl1M:ENT 
A.. Dr. LeBaron. 
In their Memorandum. in Opposi tion, PlaintiITs indicate they do not intend to elicit testimony 
from Or. LeBaron regarding the applicable standard ofhcalth care practice for Dr. Chai in this 
matter. However, Plaintiffs do indicate they intend to elicit te5limony from Dr. LeBaron about the 
"universal standard or care" for a physician to take a detail hist0IY. to explore the patient's past 
history. signs and symptoms and to take steps to diagnose the Plaintiffs' condition in a situation 
where the testing ordered by the physician docs not explain the cause or signs or symptoms. The 
RE'PT .. Y TO P1..AIN1iFFS· MEMORANDUM TN OPPOSl1"lON TO DEFENDANT ANDREW C.HAt. M.D:S 
MOnON 1N UMlNE -2 
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Court should grant Defendant Chai.'s Motion with regard to Or. LeBaron. As set forth in prior 
briefing, Or. Samuel LeBaron is a family physician and docs not have the requisite kl10wlcclgc to 
testify as to.dle standard oreare for :Dr. Chai, a cardiologist. Additionally, the Court should preclude 
any testimony from Dr. LeBaron regarding Dr. Chai as Plaintiffs have failed to disclose, in any form 
or fashion, at any time, any opinions ofDT. LeBaron concetning Dr. Chat. 
Under Idal,o law, expert witnesses will be excluded if they are not timely disclosed. Pri~t 
v. Landon,13S Idaho 898,901, 21S :P:3d 1235, 1238 (Ct. App. 2001). Further, an opposing party is 
not requirccl to compel disclosure ofcxpcrt opinions. Clark v. Klenl, 137 Idaho 154, 160,45 PJd 
810,816 n.1. 
P.lai.o.tiJ1s have failed to include any opinions for Or. LeBaron as to Dr. ChID in any of 
Plaintiffs' eipert witness disclosures. Further, Dr. LeBaron admitted during his deposition that his 
expert wi mess disclosures did not include any opinions as to the standard of care for Dr. Chait See 
p.65 of Exhibit "]Y' of Affidavit of Counsel. as previously filed with tho Court. Moreover, Or. 
LeBaron conceded that he is not a cardiologist, and that he has no expertise in cardiology. See p.66 
of Exlll'bit "D" of Affidavit of Counsel, as previously filed with the Court. Despite Plaintiffs' 
contention that they do not intend to ask Dr. LeBaron standard ofcnre questions, the testimony I.hey 
have indicated they intend to elicit is, in fact. standard of care testimony and should not be allowed. 
As a result. the Court should gt"dnt Defendant Chai's motion with regard to Dr. LeBaron. 
B.' Dr. Bro\VnlDr~ Blaylock 
Plaintiffs argue that Dr. Brown should be allowed to tcstiIyregarding the app licable standard 
of health care practice for Dr. Chai. See p.12 .. 13 of Plainti1Ts' Memorandum in Opposition to 
Defendant Andrew Chai, M.D.' s Motion in Limine. fu making this argument, Plaintiffs allege that 
Dr. :Srown is personally familiar with the standard ofeare based upon his review of Or. Chai's 
REPl..Y TO PtATNTlFl;S' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSIT10N TO DEPENDAN*r ANDREW CHAT. M.D,'S 
MOTION .1N l..lMlNe • 3 
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deposition Wld his interaction with cardiologists practicing in the Boise area. See Affidavit of 
Daniel Brown, p.3 .. S. Defendant Chai respectfully disagrees thnt Dr. Brown has laid the proper 
foundation. Tn any event, Defendant Chai has set forth in the Affidavit of Counsel pertinent 
deposition testimony of Plaintiffs' expert, .or. Brown,' .or. Field, the cardiologist who actually 
conducted the heart catheterization of deceased Maria Af,ttUlar on Mny 29,200:3 and of Defendant 
Chai in support ofDefeodant Chai's Motion in Limine. 
As set forth above, Defendant Chai disagrees that Plaintiffs' expert., Dr. Brown., has laid the 
proper foundation in order to testify as an expert witness i.o. this matter. In addition, .or. Blaylock 
has not laid the proper foundation underldaho Code §§G-I012 and 6-1013 that he has thenec:essary 
professional knowledge and expertise to testifY against a physician in another specialty. Tn PlaintiJ1's 
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant Andrew Chai,. M.D. 's Motion in Limine. on Page 13. 
Plaintiffs assert that: "It follows that if Dr. Brown knows the standard of caro applicable to Dr. Chai 
i11 May of 2003; that he can impart that information to .or. Brow~ an emergency medicino 
specialist." ~cvernl things in thisrcgard should bcnotcd: Fi1'S~ talkiogwith a cardiologist does not, 
in and ofitself, impart the requisite knowledge and expertise to allow an emergency room physician 
to testify against a cardiology; Next, because Plaintiffs contend Dr. Blaylock knows the standard of 
health care practice applicable to Dr. Chai as a result of his conversation with Or. Brown, Dr. 
:e taylock should not be allowed to offer expert opinions that contradict the testimony ofDt . .Brown 
as concerns the care and treatment of Defendant Chai and whether such caro and treatment me the 
applicable standard of health care practice • 
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Ill. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing, and for the reasons set forth herein and in priorbriefing, the Court 
should Sraot Oefendant Chai's Motion in Limine. 
"A~ DATED tbis~ day of April, 2009. 
BJ.'-l'1.l.lJ I.JAJ RELL & eRA WFORO .' 
B~~~~+-~~~ __________________ __ 
CF"RTIFlCAXE OF SR&yrCE 
J HEREBY CERm"Y that on tb.ili _ day of April, 2009, J served tt true and c:orrcc;t copy of 
the tbrcgoingRF..PLYTO PlAINTIFFS'MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT 
ANDREW CHAI, M.D. 'S MOnON 1N LIM1NE upon cach of the foUowins individuals by causing 
the same to be delivered by the method and to the addresses indicated below: 
David E. COllllltock 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK. &: 
BUSH 
199 North Capitol Boulevard, Suite 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, Idnbo 83701-2774 
Byron V. Foster 
Attom~ at Law 
199 North Capitol Boulevard. Suite sao 
P.O. Box 1 SS4 
Boise, Tdaho 83701 
Gary T. DtWcc 
MOFFA"rT, nIOMASj BAR.RJ:"'1'Tj 
ROCK &: FIELDS, CHARTERED 
412 West Ccntcrj Suite 2000 
P.O. Box 817 . 
Poc:atcllo7 JD 83204-0817 
A.ttorneys/or Defendant Steven R. Newman. 
M.D. 
_ U.S. Mail, postage: prepaid 
Hand· OcHvcrc:d 
_ Overnight Mail 
~ Facmn!ile(20S)344-7721 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Deliverod 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile (208) 344-7721 
u.s. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
FaCbimile (208) 232-0150 
R£Pt Y TO P.l..A.tNnFF'S' MeMORANDUM IN oPPOSmON 1'0 PEF5NOANT ANDR.SW CHAT, M.D.·S 
MOnONlN LIMINE - S ' 
2809 
Ht'K-C:U-C:UU'::1U'lUN) I r:::l.J 
Steven 1(. Tolman 
Tolman & Brizcc 
1323111 Ave E 
P.O. Sox 1276 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303 
Attorneys/or Defendant Narhan Coonrod. 
M.D •• and p,.imary Health Care Center 
John Burke 
Hall. Farley, Obcrrccht & Blanton 
702 West JdallO, SuiLe 700 
P.O. Sox 1271 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Attont£:';Ys for Defendant Mitchell Lang. 
D.O. 
_ U,S. Mnil, postage prepaid 
-
Hand-Delivered 
_ . Overnight Mail 
..I:::::: Facsimile (208) 733-5444 
U.S. Mcri1, postage prepaid 
Hand-Oclivcn'ed 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile (208) 395-8585 
REPLY TO PLA1NTl.f'FS· MEMORANl)UM 1N oPPOSmON 1'0 DEFENDANi ANDREW CHAT. M.D,'S 
MOtiON IN LTMlNli • (; 
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t'. UUfluur 
nr"-L..U-L.UU:J\I'IUI'lJ ,UI I;J ':J, we: I.,. lie: I c: J. .I., c: to 0 J.. 
Andrew C .. Brasscy (!SB No. 2128) 
Bradley S. Richardson (TSE No. 7008) 
BRASS'BY, WETHERELL & CRA WFORO 
203 W. Main Street 
P.O. ,Box 1009 
Boise, Iclnho 83701-1009 
Telephone: (208) 344--7300 
:I::acsimile: (208) 34+.7077 
Attorneys for Defendant Andrew Chai, M.D. 
\1 nl\/L..UUJLP.", I U I I r. UUl:.fUl1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE O'F IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE AGun..AR, individually, as the Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Marin A. 
AgUilar, deceased, and as the natural father 
and guardian of GUADALUPE MARTA 
AGUILAR. ALEJANDRO AGUILAR. and 
LORENA AGUlLAR., minors, and JOSE· 




ANDREW CHAI, M.D •• STEVEN R. 
NEWMAN, M.D. NATHAN COONROD, 
M.D., CATHERINE ATOP-LEAVlTT, M.D. 
MITCHEll LONG, 0.0., COLUMBIA 
WEST VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER, an 
Idaho corporation, MERCY MEDICAL 
CENTER, an Tdaho corporation, and 
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CENTER, an 
Idaho corporation, JOHN and JANE DOES I 
through X, employees of one orn1ore of tho 
Defendants, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CVOS-57S1 
AFFIDAVIT OF COlJNSEL IN 
R.EPLY TO PLAINTIFFS' 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO DEF.ENDANT ANDREW CFJAI~ 
M.D.'S MOTION IN LIMINE 
Af'f1DAVIT OF COUNSJll.m REPLY TO PI..AlN1iFFS· MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITlONTO DEFENDANT 
ANDREW CI-IAl. M.D. 'S MOTlON IN LTMlN.E .. 1 
2811 
\1 111\/L..UV..J&.t-&.t-1 U I I r.UU..J/UII 
STAT.E OF IOAHO ) 
: 5S. 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
BRADLEY RICHARDSON sworn upon oath. deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am an attomey at the law firm ofBrassey, Wetherell & Crawford,lLP, attorneys 
of record for Dr. Andrew Chai in the above-referenced matter, and T am competent to make this 
Affidavit and do so based upon my own personal and direct knowledge. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct eopy of the deposition transcript 
p.6 .. 9, p.18-21 and p.3S-45 of the depOSition of James Field, M.D., as taken on March 11~ 2009t in 
the above-referenced matter. 
3. Attached hereto 'as ExhIbit UB" is a true and correct copy ofp. 5 .. 8, p.34-3 7, p.SO-53 
and p. 62-65 of the deposition transcript of Daniel Brown, M:O .• as taken on Apn114, 2008. in the 
above-referenced matter. 
4. Attacbed hereto as ~xhibit "C'· is a true and correct copy of p.S-8 and p. 10-13 oftbe 
deposition t.r4l1script of Andrew Chait M.D., as taken onDccember S. 2007, in the above-referenced 
matter. 
FURTH:E:R YOUR AFFIANT SAlTH NAUGHT. 
/1... 
Dated this ~ dny of April, 2009. 
Notary PUblic~o~r~~II::IQII::~ __ _ 
Residing at --II~~i.-t-l'?2""".J-rtI::;;;;..--
Commission expires: ~~~ __ _ 
AFFIDAV!T OF COUNSEL IN REP1..YTO PI...AlNT1.FFS· MEMORANDUM IN oPPOSmON TO DEl:BNDANT 
ANDREW C1:1Al. M.n. 'S Mo'nON .IN .tJMTNE ·2 
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~ERXrmc~TE Oft' SERVfCE 
ll-IEREBY CERTIFY U,at on thisZO - clay of April. 2009 t T served a true and cOrrect copy 
ofthc foregoingAFFIDA VlT OF COTJNSEJ .. IN REPLY TO PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM 
IN OPPOSITION TO :OEFENDANT ANDREW CHAt, M.D.'S MOTION IN LIMINE upon 
each of the fonowing individuals by causing the snme to bc delivered by the method and to the 
addresses indicated be1ow: 
David E. Coml>1ock 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & 
BUSH 
199 North Capitol Boulevard, Suite sao 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ldaho 83701.2774 
Byron V. Fostt..'T 
Attorney at Law 
199 North Capitol Boulevard, Suite 500 
P.O. Box 1584 
aoiS~t Idaho 83701 
Gary T. Danc~ 
MOFF KIT. THOMAS. BARRE.rr, 
ROCK & FIELDS, CHARTERED 
412 West Center, Suite 2000 
P.O. Box 817 
Pocatello, 10 83204-0817 
Allorney:; for Dt;fendant Steven R. Newman. 
lvl.D. 
StevenK. Tolman 
Tolman & Brizec 
132 3h1 Ave E 
P.O. Box 1276 
Twin Fans, Idaho 83303 
Attorneys lor Defendant Nathan Coonrod, 
M.D •• and Primory Healt" Core Center 
IohnBurke 
Ha.ll, Farley, Obc:rrccht & Blanton 
702 West Idaho, Suite 700 
P.O. Box 1271 
Boise. Idaho 83701 














U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hnnd-Dc:l ivc:rcd 
Overnight Mail 
racsimilc (208) 344-7721 
U.S. Mail, postage prc=paid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile (20S) 232·01 SO 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Ovc:rnight Mail 
Facsimile (20S) 733 .. 5444 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile (208) 395-8585 
J?i:~, - ._Eiv-
Andrew C. Brasscy 7 
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IN THE DISTRICT coonT OF THS THIRD JUDICIAL OISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COONTY OF CANYON 
JOSS AGUILAR, individually, ~3 the 
~arsonal R~p~e~en~~tive of the E~t~ta 
of Mari~ A. A9uila~, deec~$ed, and a~ 
the natu~al father and 9uardlan of 
GOADALO~t MARIA AGUILAR, ALEJANDRO 
AGUILAR, an~ LOReNA AGUILAR, minors, 
an~ JOSE ~GOILAR, JR., hoirs of Mari~ 
1?1a:l.ntiffs, 
(Caption continued on ne~t P~90): 
lC~sa No. CV 05-5781 
Dm~OSITION OF JAMeS C. Flt~D, M.D. 
March 11, 2009 . 
Rll:~ORTED Ji!Y: 
MARlA o. GLODOWS~, CSR No. 725, aPR 
Notary I?\,ll;)lic 
(20S) 345-9611 M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, !NC. 
EXHIBIT 
IlL 
(209) 345-SeOO (fa~1 
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-Page 6 t'age a 
1 JAMES C. PIELO, MD., 1 A. SutI:. I ~e to Idaho out of fctlowsWp and 
2 fits~ duly sworn to tell the truth li::l:ttins to solid 
:3 C01USC, testified ISS follows: 
2 z:t1rtcd to PlllctiCC: with a group called MCP. which is now 
3 called SaJt2cr Medical Group. 1 W:lS with them for a 
4 (Deposition &hibit Nos. 1,2, and 3 wc:tc 4 
5 
G 






BY MR. COMSTOCK: e 
Q. Or. Field, my name is D:.tvc Comstock. I 9 
10 represent the fiUl'lily of Mnrla AglJilat who pa.'\t:cd away fro nt 0 
11 a pulmonary embolU$ tt'ftc:t h;1ving been treated ovc:r;1 11 
12 period cftime by various pby:.;c;iims, imd at several 12 
13 medical C/U'I; hO!:pitals. . 13 
14 We're bc:rc to tllk to you today becnusc it 14 
15 appc::1l'Sthat you did a heart ~thctcrization proeeclurc on lS 
16 Mrs. AguillU' on or about May 29th onD03. And fm goin( 1 S 
17 to ask you 9Ome: ql.lr:st:ions about wbat you ltnc:W going into 17 
1 B Ihl1t procedure, what prcce:dutc yOU did, what 19 
19 CQnsidc:mtions you bad for 1111 cxpl:tMtion of her chest 19 
20 pain after the: pror:aiurc, and then whaL you did aftcl'the 2 D 
21 procedure to follow up, if:m;vthing. at nll. 21 
22 So 11m going to kmd of c;ovc:r that grouDd. 22 
23 Before we ga thc:tc, tbough~ would you introdu~ yourself 23 
24 to the record by Sl1ltmg your full Dame, let mc know what 209 
25 your c:tU'I'Cnt nddrcss is. You've: given me a curriculum 2S 
P~9C ., 
1 vi=. which we will muk UJ .Exhibit 4 to the deposition. 1 
2 so I won't go throuah your background. 2 
3 A. Ccnalnly. JIUTlCS ChDllcs Field is my name:. 3 
4 Pn::scntly live in Nampa.. 12622 Dcct Ridge Tmil in N:unpOi 4 
5 Q. And yeu lU'C prc:scntly a czudiologist? . 5 
6 A. Tlw is c:omet. 6 
., Q. Okay: And in MIlY of2oo3 you 'wc:rcprac:til:ing ., 
8 B.:S IS =:diologist in Idaho, comet? 8 
9 A. Th;u's c;orrect. 9 
10 Q. How 10ns- ... ofMg,yof2003. bow long had you 10 
11 bca1 in Idaho? 11 
12 . A. Approx1mllrdy two years. Maybe three. 12 
13 Q. Can you - 13 
14 A. No, waite minUle:. I'm sony. I want to be 14 
15 ICCurutc about that. It wu Ions - lonser thAD Wit. 15 
16 rVe been in - rvo bCCD in town DOW J 1 )'eA1'S. So it 1 G 
17 Vt'ould have been lonSer than that. 1 , 
18 Q. ems you describe f01' me the evolution of your 18 
19 pnu;tico from the time you statted up until Mill' of2oo3. 19 
20 ADd U:now - 20 
21 A. Ccnainly. t - 21 
22 Q. - I mow you're in a group with others as of 22 
23 Ih:ltpoint- 23 
24 A. Yes. T c;;une - 2'1 
25 Q. -- so take me th~ how do yeu set there. 25 
number of tnonths, not too mueh mon: thM a year. And at 
that point, I movt;d to fdaho C:ll'dioiogy and have pra~ced 
with them since, and W$ practicing with them at the lime. 
Q. HOI. ... c yoU bad ~ opportunity to l'e\Iicw the 
medicnl cbm1 for the c:u:hcterization procedure tbatyou. 
performed on Mrs. Asci!:t!'-
A. Yes. 
Q. - prior to tocby? Your 1IllSWc:r was yes, 
COlTCCit? 
A. That's COlTCCL 
Q. Have you looked at any ot.hcr documents to 
prepare yourself othc:r thaD that medical c;h:ut? 
A. No. 
Q. And the mcdical-
MR. GJOR.OlNG: We did loole. Itt the notice, the 
deposition notiee. 
MR. COMSTOCK: 011. the - okay. Very wCU. 
Q. (aY MR. COMSTOCK) You brought a copy ofth 
chart with you hc:rc tod:ty in a blue binder. Js that the 
nmtcrial tJW you studied to ~h yourself -
A. y=. . 
Q. - to pn:,pun; for the depo? And one: thins tJ1at 
Page 9 
you'll have to bc:u with me to finish my qUCltion: I try 
to ICpCIIk slowly ~ the c:owt reporter QD get it. AIle! . 
samdimc:s)lOU w;mt to jump iD on me end ofthc question. 
So H'you can w.1it 1111 I finish 4Uld th= answer, it'll . 
help both ofus. and the r=ord, itwill be clcanc:r. 
H':noc you ever givc:a. a deposition before? 
A. No • . 
Q. WdCOalC 10 your first time. 
A. 11m.nk you. 
Q.. Some; lawyers QI'C probab1y more offensive than 1 
am, but maybe :it the end oftbls, you'lllhfnk I'm 
offc:nshtc. So we'll sa: how it soes. 
So lcf!, talk about Maria AGUilAI' far 11 mom=L 
I kind oC WIUU to gc:t ript iDto this. 111lppc;us to me 
from the record - and you can clarifY it if you wish -
lh:u Dr. OW 'MIS cnUccl upon to look Ilt an EKO that 'W;2S 
doac iD the cmer;eDC)' room all ~ 271h of May. 
ADd he looked ~ it, as r recall, on the; 
momma of tile 281h. b:ld Mrs. A~ come b3I:k in bccDw 
lhe EKG WOUi aboomW. admitted her for beart 
c:atbc1criz:ation. :mG lhal same p:roccs.s took place. 0DCl you 
coded up doing the hCU't c::oubetedzadoo. In scncml, did 
I ~tcly ldate tha,·, 
A. Yes. 
Q. Olc:ly. ixphun to me how il is !hilt it came b) 
(208) 345-9t$11 M & M COORT REPORTING SERVICE, INC. 
3 (pages 6 to 9) 
(208) 3~S-8800 'f~x) 
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1 Q. Wlutt do you scc irllhcsc EKOs1l:i a c;u'diolo~:i:rt: 1 
Z thal's abnormnl? 2 
3 A. i W;;l'Vc: invc:t!lioM :md l=dt; VI through V4. and 3 
4 atc::ndiugprobubly to VS. 4 
5 Q. And you would agree thnt thnt is consistent 5 
6 WirJl potentially ischemi.,? G 
7 ~ Y~. 7 
a Q. Wll1IL is ischemia? a 
9 A. Ischcmill js the inodequ<1tC profusion of oxygen 9 
10 to., myoc::mtUal mWIClc. 10 
11 Q. I'm U~~ goinS to hnud you wllat I've lUlU'kr;d ttl 11 
12 Exhibit 2 to your deposition. And for those hc:n:. 12 
13 Exhibit 2 Ilrcthe Mercy MediCOll records produced to us 13 
14 Bnte f¢lmped Mercy Medical pllgl;!( 3lhrough 9. 14 
15 MR. .aAASSEY: Whatnre the dales on !hose, 15 
16 Dnvc? Okny. Do you WOlnt me to give dljS to him? 1 f5 
17 MR. COMSTOCK: No, hc:'~ got .. tICt. 1 i 
1 e M1t 13R.ASSEY: Obo 1 B 
19 MR.. COMSTOCK! You can toSS rhat around. 19 
.2 0 MR. BRASS!Y: Oh, all right. 20 
21 Q. (BY MIt COMSTOCK) Doctor, looking ut wMt 1''\1 1:21 
22 mnrked as Exhibit 2, I wouJd like to direct your attention 22 
23 to pOIse 8 of Exhibit 2. It's Mer~Medicnl Centcr'Bllfe 23 
24 IItlUnpcd 8. 24 
25 A. 1 sec: it. 25 
1'. UUI/UI r 
-
phygicnl dict1tion. 
M.R.. BURKE: Can we; intc:rn.tptjust lons c:nough 
that we Cllll make n copy ofthal? 
MR. COMSTOCK: There are ten billion copies of 
this :tJn;ady. 
MR. BUR.K.E: Yeah. But I baven't been around 
tong enough to eollcctilll of them. 
MR. GJOROlNG: Is this a copy of it? 
MR.. BRASSEY: We don't need !hi::; on the: record. 
(Off.the-record discussion.) 
Q. (BY MR. COMSTOCK) Forsettil,'lg the Bate starn 
tlumbQ'll rot' a minute - 'r;:nusc: 1 don't I;Ut'l: wluu: they 
nrc - Dr. Field, I'm just cUrccting yoUf att=tion to the 
history and physicnl ex:unination dlcmtion by Dr. Chai. 
And you had mentioned to mc prc:viou.-;ly thilt this is 
something you would have read prior to the pc:rfonnzuu:e OJ 
the heart cnthcterizatfon. correct? 
A. Yr;$. 
Q. You:ililo mc:ntion i.Mt YOUMO :t. cluU'lcc to j;pc:Wc 
with Dr. Chni. Cnn you tell me about tbnt cOl1vcrsatfon? 
~ Not much. 1 dODlt remember anything, other 
th:m tlutt he turnr;d the: p:ilir:nt ovc:r to me:. und th:1t the: 
plnn was to pc:rfonn a cat.bet~tion. I don't remember 
any dctUts of the conversntiClD. 
Q. Did hI; ~l;tin to you his t'I::l$OM why he: felt :I. 
P~9Q 19 Page 21 
1 Q. Is lhaf your sigoatarc uoder pbysicinn 1 heart ~tion w:II an :lPPl"Opri;m: proc:cdun: for 
2 bi~'T1:ttun= thc:rc? 2 bet? 
3 A. It is. 3 A. I doa't remember. 
4 Q. What is this dacumcnt? 4 Q. Lookin&:1t the history and phyaiCOll examioi&tion 
5 A. It is i1 stu1Cl:ud dcx;ument tNt we fill out, J 5 report by Dr. CJud. Docs llwt rdi'csh your r=oll=tion 
Ii be:Iic;Vc:, at discJwgc. 'nllu', what it is. 6 as to IlD}'thiDg Dr. Chai may have told you in resatd to his 
7 Q. What u the pw:pose of the document. if you 7 thinking about why i1 heart =thcterizatioD was Deceuary? 
8 lcDaw? 8 A. No. 
9 A. I don't "ctu:slly know. It hu inforrn:luon in 9 Q. What was your uudc:taLlnding 011 May 29th oe200,; 
10 it that's standard pan of disclulrgcs. 10 ilS to why)'Ou wen: pcrformiDa a bCU't cathctc:rizDtiDI1 aD 
11 Q. Is All the bD.odwriting 011 this document yours? 11 Mrs. Agwl:u'1 
l2 A. No. 12 A..Because stu: had 4J1 abaorDllll EKG sUs;c:Wng 
13 Q. Whose: handwriting is !.he: word chest pain? 13 ischcmiD, which I WDS Able to sec, and Iho.t she had 
14 A.. That's mine. 14 complain'll of chest polin. 
lS Q. Tho baodwritiDg c:ardmc COJmetcr, IUld thea I 15 Q. Dr. Ch:U wroLc: in hi. hiJtoty :uul physi;:alilt 
16 can't read thcn:st oiit? 16 Lbe bouom oflhe firstPIgc. EKO sbows normal sinus 
17 A. Cathetc:ri2adon. Thal's mine. 17 rhythm with deep T MlVC, symmetrical T wnve inversiol1 
18 Q. Thn~s yours. 18 leads Vl throuSh V4, and these ;rc new findiDSS sincc EK 
19 And which writing 011 this document is nDt 19 of April oflOO3. CbC:SlX-r".lY pcrfonncd ycstcrdAy3l1ci by 
20 you.,;? 2 C n::port is UDt'CQIArlaIble. 
2l . A. This - the :mUll! ooles on IJ1I: richt - In 21 . It4s my uodersamding Wf you reviewed the 
22 the - in the - this here. 2·2 EKGs ttmtwc:rc pcrfonncd on the 28th and the 29th before 
23 Q. Very well. 23 doing the hCltl calhctc:ri=ttion. colT'CCt1 
24 l'd like you next to tum to pogc: 10 orthal 24 A. I reviewed the EKOs lhatwcrc in tbec:barr I[ 
25 same exhibit Pace 10 IUld pace 11 arc the histOl)' nnd the 25 the time.. I would be confident that I lmvc J'e\lic:wcd the 
(209) 345-9611 M & H COORT REPORTING SERVICE, INC. 
?R1f1 
6 (Pages 18 to 21) 
(208) 345-8800 (fax) 
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1 by asking him to hypothetically include !bose t'l:Corcis. 1 Q. (BY MR. COMSTOCK) I mc."ml. if you think tbJ 
2 MR. 'SR.J\SSEY: Dave, my-lctmcjust objcc~ 2 the left hca:tt still was an is.'luC; then lel me: know~ IUld I 
3 'cause I'm not SLU'C - 3 want to - if you did think it was, then what you did ~ou 
4 MR. COMSTOCK: Well, you can objl:Cl ~o the fom <1 do~out. it? 
5 of the: question. and if it's a subsmntive question to the 5 A. Well, yOU'fc nol being sp¢¢ific. A clean bill 
G form. 1111l'Y to clt;M it up. but. •• IS ofhcalth is bronder than a left heart cath. I have 
7 MR.13R.A.SSEY: Dave. my objc¢tion is lhili. 1 7 t~lific:d that the left heart c.,theterization wns nonnnl 
e think you're giving him a hypothctiC41l. APd my objection a Ms. Coonrod - Cltr;usc: me, Ms. Asuilar WiIS 
9 i!,l don't think in the h)'pothctical you save him you 9 in~olved in an ongoing evaluation that I W'J$ i1~ of at 
10 included aU the inIommtion you !Ulould hn'V(;' but - 50 my 10 the time. and my C'Vnluation hnd specifically glvc:n her a 
11 objection is to the fonn. 11 good 'P\'01;,rtloL;is from the stsndpOint of her left hentt 
12 rvm. OJOROlNG: Now? I Wilnt you to - 12 catheterization. 
13 MR.. COMSTOCK: Wc::lt. let me ju..<tt put it this ' 13 And following me procedUfC. I wc:nt and 'Visited 
14 WIly. 14 with hc:r and hc:r family, nnd I cwlu.,tcd her for 
15 MR. GJORDlNG: - go ahead and nnswer this. but 15 postpt'OCedutal ~omplicutious, which she did not htl.ve: an' 
lIS you might nc;r;:d hc::r to t'l;ad it bar;k. lIS of. and I discharged her with the - with the W'u.icipadon 
17 11·m wrrNESS: Okay. 17 and the direction that she would re-cngage m that ongoml 
19 . MR. GJORDJNG: And you can disregard what we', c:l9 cvaluatiQ~ and ~:pecifically made: efforts to fitcilitltc 
19 been blUltaing :lbout 19 that. 
20 THE WITNESS: Sun:. 20 Q. And who did you undetStBnd was conducting the 
21 MR.. GJORDINO; So read the question back. 21 ongoing !;Valuation of this patient that you were 
22 Mlt COMSTOCK: Let me just -let me just- 22 discharging? 
23 THE WITNESS: Okay. 23 A. Her primary cnre physician and the - and other 
24 MR. COMSTOCK: ru start over again. 24 phy~ .. ic;iang as well. I did not have specific knowledge 
25 Q. (BY MR. COMSTOct<:) Fnir to say that iftbc 25 beyond the fact thlll Dr. Coonrod ~ het l'ritn;1ty c:;tte 
£I'age 39 Page ill 
1 cmcrscmcy room n::cords from ber cmergc:ocy .room 1 physjci3n,3l1d Ilt'PccifiCDlly din::ctcd her 1"CC01'ds to him. 
2 p"*=pUition on o,r: l71b wr;n: in ~ hospiull t:1w't. you 2 bc.causc of that role that he had. 
3 W01Ild hD.~e looked at? 3 Q. Looking lit your ca~rlOQ n:pon. 
4 A. Yes. 4 page 35, r just htlvc ODClnst questiOQ ~g that. I 
5 Q. F:dr to say th:lt the admission ta:orda iTom the 5 see or the bottom itt, copied - Ihc:rt's ;l cc to Dr. emu, 
6 28th, and aD the ICSf n:aullS .!tolD lbe l8\.b \J'uu wr;n: in 6 comet? 
7 the medical chart, you would .have looked at? 7 A. Yea. 
8 A. Yes. a Q~ And why was thilt done? 
9 Q. Fair to SolI)' lh& :my informAtion obtained on 9 A. Well. I assume 10 ,end the TeI;Orcis 10 Dr. Olai. 
10 tho 29th by bospiml pc:rsDMd, otbc:r tfwl yourscJ.t tbaI. 10 Thot wo-qld not - I - I don't mow how tho1 'J'CCiGcaUy 
11 \WS in the mcdlc:a) c1wt. you wauld bllve looked Olt before 11 SOL on thlll n:port. Could nilve bcco. that I did:lted it to 
12 you did yoUI' r::tthc:1cri2:ltion. com::ct? 12 scud it 10 him, but. .. 
13 A. y~ 13 Q. WeD. wus Ie youruaderstoDding at tbaE time 
14 Q. And so we set down to the cod with 14 o,al Dr. Ouli was going to do some follow up with .-r-' 
15 Mrs. ASW1:D". and she's Bot thcsc: symptoms ofwhlc:b you're 15 to this padenllO dct.crmfnc the etiology of her history 
16 I~ and yoU'4JC: testified to. Sbe: bus a CldU1 bill of 16 of chest pDia? 
17 bealth boscd em the Idt be:nn catheterization and 17. A. That was DDt my anticipatioa. no. 
18 c::xDrninatiOD you performed. WhAt dId you do fO 1Unbct he 18 Q. Whynot? 
19 mcdic:al CVIlUAtion from thOlt point on? 19 A. Because Dr. Chai h:sd bcal on =11 and Will -
20 MR. OJORDINO: l'm goiDS \0 objc=t to tnr: fonn 20 would Qot be anticipated 10 coadnu.c to care for:l poticnt 
21 of the: quesdOD. 00 ahead. 21 whose c:m'dUu: issue hod bcc:rl c:YiIluoltcd IUJd complcted. 
22 THE WITNESS: By answcriD~ me question. 11m I 22 Q. And blSl$Cd upon that iU1SWCt then. I gnther it 
23 "ipubting to Ill:lc::m biJ1 ofhc:D.lth1 23 was youruaderstancUnSlVld your impression thlll 
201 M1t COMSTOCJ<.: No. 24 Dr. Cocmrod was the ODe who was SOlD; to conlinuc 10 
2S '!BE WITNESS: Olaly. 25 fonow this ~ODW1 ilDd detemliDC the edology oiher 
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1· onsoin~ chest pain and aboonnal EKG? 1 Q. 111at~ not your bandwritin~? 
2 A. Pot=lLially. mnongst ol.hl:!" ph;Y!ri~ans. But, 2 A. No. 
3 yes. Or. Coonrod was the specific doctor thnr I was aware 3 Q. Okay. How nbout on the lcft-hlUld side? 
4 or wtsS involved, yes. .; A. No. 
S Q. Did you at:my point in time speak with 5 Q. SO the ItdmiN.'fion ordtm are written by whom? 
' 6 Dr. Coonrod? G MR.. OJOR.O.1NO: U'you know. 
7 A. I did not. 7 TIIE WITNEsS: I -1-1 believe: thnLlg 
e Q. Following the catheterization, did you take it S Pro Cha~1l hlUldwriting. but T don't know specifically. 
9 upon yoursc:lf to telephone Dr. Coonrod and tell him whal g l'm nOl .... l would ~e it -w;u; Or. Chm'II. 
10 your findings were? 10 Q. (BY MR.. COMSTOCK) All right. Turn ovet' to the: 
i 1 A. Specificnlly, I don't remember. But! do 11 nm two - ptlse 40, if you wilL 
12 rcsnc::mbl:!" thl1t it was in the late - !:hut lute evening. but 12 A. 40'1 
13 it wns deflnitely after bours at the time !.bat I 13 Q. Yes. 
14 disch61tged het. 14 And fm assumhlS that the handwriting inlbc 
1 sIr I hud tried to call him, 1 would assume that 15 bottom lcft :u;:~on of P'lgc 40 i~ youn:? 
16 I wculdn.'thavc goUc:n him. but I don'~ ~cific:aJly 16 A. y~ it is. wilh the c:.t~c;ptiou ofthill tlUtliinS 
17 remember that But that was the reason why I specificall' 17 note on dIe left. . 
18 wrote atl' otdcr to huve the records sent to him. 18 Q. Con'=-. 
lSi Q. And we'te going to get to that in a. moment. 19 Oln you rcud wl:!lltyol.1·ve,\vrittc::n there? 
20 That was kind of my n= n.rcn of questioning. So it's 2 Q A. DC home, rcfcaing 10 discbntgc home. Coutin~e 
21 your recall 'that you did not have a. convet'Sation with 21 iron. Copy chmt ;mel 01' reports to Dr. Coonrod's office. 
22 Dr. Coonrod. following yoW' ca:rdilU: cather.eri=t.ion'l 22 Q. Aud you've ~Iaincd. to me l1lrC<ldy why yOI1 
23 A. That is my recall. that I did not have a 23 wanted theOP reports and cburt to doctor - !lc:Ut tet 
24 conversation. 2,g Dr. Coonrod, correct? 
2 S Q. W1mI. is the nonnaJ practice in !.hiN setting 25 A. 'l1utt':& c:om:t:t. 
P~~O ' 43 Page 45 
1 where II PlltiCDt is being foUowcd by lhdr r.mDy ~ti~ 1 Q. On the right-band side 3bove lha1 slightly, I 
2 phyaic:im, in tbia ClUIC Or. Coaarcd. IIDd there hAs been a 2 believes. is :Usc your writins. IIDd it locks like your 
3 n;qu=t (on ~I; c;oMJltstion WOl ~tion 3 siSJWW"C thaw:, ~ 
4 that tumed out 10 be normal. is ihc;nonnall ~cc to 4 A. Correct. 
S contu.t the CoUowing physicinn in pcr5011. or by phone, or S Q. <;an)'aU rend your writing for me. please? 
6 mnpty just send the l"CIUlu olthc test? IS A. Cardiology, refc:rriu; to c:nrdjology nate. Then 
7 MR. TOl.MAN: Objl:l:t to the ronn. 1 doing well afu:r the calh is what !.he P mens to.' Will 
8 THE WITNESS: Variable. It would ~ place in e disclwse ho=e. ~oUow up priawy MD, 1'I:fming to the 
9 diffcnmt wu)'S. in di.ffi:n:nt sitwltioos. IIDd people would 9 primm)' care physician. tWlt one with. 1he... 
10 bltVe different pr.sc:ti"," 10 Q. So allcast4L the ~nelusion ofyout 
11 Q. (BY MIt COMSTOCK) Wha1 would need 10 be; ir 11 cothetc:rizntico. it was your impression tlult Ihc follow-up 
12 existence fbr you to pick up tho phoac and CAlllhc 12 ~ to dctcrmiac tho etiology for thi5 woman's symPlo~ 
13 pbyai~on who', soin~ to n::~eiw this patient back OI.Od frJ 13 was soing 10 be c.onduc:tcd by Dr. Coonrod? 
14 to.figure out Ihcn:uon for lbeirc:hc:st pmtund their 14 A. Yes. And I was aware that that wu ~in; up 
15 ilbDCtmDl EKO? 15 relatively soon.1Uld that was the teaSOD for the specific: 
16 A. 1'bolt'. 11 hypotbcticoU qucstioa. J don't - 16 order ' .0 send the recorda. 
17 Q. You can't sM: me any cxmnplcs oreases when: 17 Q. To whallU"C you rcfcn1nS to when you say you 
18 you've picked up the phone and made the phone call? 18 were AWDrC it WIlS cominS up prdlY soon? 
19 A. It's a bypolh~cal situation. I CAll 19 A. Won. I dOl1't bvc n direct recollection of any 
20 phyaic:i:w rosuJarly. I - I don't - I don't hiIVC is 20 kind of daLeS. But 1 Wl:I8 just D'MlrC tbnt there was this 
21 specific: 1UlSWCf. It's v:uioshlc. 21 wodmp saine on in the backgound. And I did Dot-1 
22 Q. Let's lock at YOUI' orders. PlSC 37 • .Gtst. And 22 don't bcUcvc that I had spcdfic knowlcd~ of when th3t 
23 I b:lte (0 nsk you to do Ihis. but I think th1:It's your 23 WOII iD terms of the dntcs. but I understood rhaL it was 
24 h;&ndwriting on the right-hand .ide? 24 soon. And J would usUAlly usc: that term to rc:fc:r to duys. 
25 A. nUll's DOl com:ct. 25 A few days. 
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Q. (BY MIl BRASSEy) Dr. Brawn. I'm 
going to hand you what's been marked for 
identification as Deposition Exhibit 1. 1'11 
4 ex.umitU1tian by Mr. BI'IlSSe)' G 4 represent to you tllats Ii notice:: Lhut lllent. 
5 Exuinlltion by Mr. McCollum 61:1 
6 &nmrnntion by Mr. Ounce 80 
5 It's my understanding in. Ullking to counsel that 
S you didn't sec that until today, so you don't have. 
'1 Further ~mjnuliCln by MI'. Bnu,;ey 88 
a EXl1mintU.ion by Mr. LY\1l;h 95 
!} exnminuLicn by Mr. Folitcr 98 
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oiDllniel C. Brown. MJ). 
6 
your tile here with yoU; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Okay. And so you've brought no 
documents with you? 
A. That's correct. However. the 
documents are at home nnd tl1=Y could be here in 
twenty minutes. I would have had my wife bring 
them, howevCf, she, unfortunately. is out of town. 
Q. Why don't we do thIs. Why don't we 
just proceed. And then when we get to the cnd. we 
ctlU make a decision on whether somebody w:mts to 
physioatty look at what you've looked at. . 
Without Mr. Foster's help, do you 
recall what you've looked at? 
A. Thcnll'lswer is a lot of Pllpc:r. A 
stack lhut probably mcasutC$ about 4-112 inches. 
Q. Have you looked nt any films? 
A. No. 
MR. BRASSEY: Byron, do you have a 
Page 5' Page 7 I ____ ~·~ ___ ~-·,_· _____ -· .. ·_·_.w__+---.. ·-----· ~-----~· 
1 DANIEL C. BROWN. M.D.~ 1 list of what, Ilt Jca..;t, you've sent Dr. Brown? 
2 fin.1 duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
:3 cause, testified as follows: 
2 MR. FOSTER.: I do. 
3 MR. BRASSEY: Why don1t you give 
4 (Exhibit 1 marked.) 4 
5 























QUESTIONS BY MR. BUSSEY: 7 
Q. Would you state your name for the e 
record. pleasc. ~ 
A. Daniel Brown. :- 0 
MR. BRASSEY: The record should i 1 
reflect tllis Is the time and place of Dr. Brown's ~2 
deposition to be takt:n pursuant to lhe ldaho Rules t5~ 
of Civil Proced.ure. ., 
Anybody else have anytlling else they w.:tnt 
to add to that? Anybody else have anything they ~ 6 
wanted to add? ~ 7 
MR. MCCOLLUM: Not anything. Do you ~ a 
want whol,; here and who we rcpr~ent on the ~ 51 
record? 20 
MR. LYNCH: TIle reporter can do 21 
thaL 22 
MR. FOSTER: We're aU hcre:. ~ 3 
l\I1R. BRASSEY: We'll let the reporter 4 
~ili~ 5 
Pilse Ei 
Just this one pa.ge? 
MR.. FOSTER.: That's ~orrcc:t. Well, 
let me see. 
MR.. BRASSEY: I just don't W.u1t to 
paw through your fil~. 
MR. FOSTER.: Yep, that's it. 
MR. BRASSEY: 00 you have any 
problem. Byron, if we just make a copy of that? 
MR. FOSTER: No. 
Q. (BY MR. BRASSEy) Or. Brown. J'm 
going to show you what I believe is Mr. roster's 
file about documents that tbnt bingle page wouJd 
i ndicatc were: sent to you. If you'd look at thal. 
and I w~t you to tell me whether you believe 
you've re~civcd and reviewed all orthOtic 
documents. 
A. I do believe that thatls correct 
Q. SO you've read Dr. Chai's records 
and his deposition; is that correct? 
A. Yt:S. 
Q. As well as the othc:r depositions 
Page e 
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1 Q. With regard to the strip -. and 1 1 Q. Do you have privileges at any of tho 
2 bc:li~e there were several EKO strips, correct? 2 bospitaIs in the Twin Falls area? 
3 A. Well, I think the scm.ina1 EKO is the 3 A. Yes. 
4 important one. 4 Q. Which hospitals? 
S Q. And which onc: is that? 5 A. Sf. Luke's. 
6 A. The one that prompted him to can 6 Q. . Docs rhe Twin Falls Clinic still 
7 tho patient or have the patient c::sl.lcd. ' 7 ~ 
e Q. SO whichcvt:t one that was - a A. No. 
9 A. Yes. 9 Q. Is it even - arc they owned by St, 
10 Q. - y01:l. believe: that's the important 10 Luke's now? 
11 EKG? 11 A. Yes. 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And did you look at the strip of 
12 Q. Do you - is it your undcr.:.tmding 
14 tbaLEKG? 
15 A. I looked at the: aKCi, yes. 
13 that Or. Chai was present at Mercy to at Iom.'1 
14 ovcrrcad EKOs, to come in on a day and look at 
15 the:: EKGs or cardiology tests thaL.bad been 
1 S Q. And how did you read that EKO? 16 completed? 
1 i A. Tha.t there were T -wave inversions 
18 across the nnterior =ordfan. 
17 A. ' Ask that again. plcttSC. 
18 'Q. Well, whatrm trying 10 get at, 
19 Q. And was that a different reading 19 you've read Dr. Chai's deposition? 
20 I.hnn made by 'Or. Chai? 20 A. Yes. 
21 A 1 don't believe: so. 21 Q. Is it your understanding that he was 
22 Q. SO you're not critic;nl of the manner 
23 in which he read the EKG? 
24 A. No~ 
22 at Mercy Medical on a panieularmor.ni:ttg. read the 
23 .EKO of Mrs. Aguililr. nnd tbnt's how he became 
24 involved in this ease? 
25 Q. I llS!:o'Ume you aren't critical of Dr. 25 A. Ycs. 
Page 35 
1 Chat requesting that th~ patient return to the 1 
2 bospi1n17 2 
3 A. Well, the only thing that! would 3 
4 say in that rcgnn1 is that, as J undcrst:md it. 4 
5 his function was to ovcn-cad aD EKO. And 10 some 5 
6 degree, most physicians who will OVCD"eDd EKOs do 6 
7 C?CIcLly thot and presume that me clinical 7 
8 decisions that Mve been made by the physician who 8 
9 ordc:rcd the EKG. somcone in the emergency IO~ 9 
10 had bean appropriate. 10 
11 MR.. L YNCB: I move to saikc as 11 
12 DOJll'CSPonsivc. ADd no founc1ation for any opinion. 12 
13 Q~ (BY MR. BRASSEY) So ate you tcTIinS 13 
14 me that when Dr. Chai came to tbe bospitnl, read 14 
15 the £1(0 lhat you and 1 have been talking about, 15 
16 the seminal EKG. arc you saymg that it would have 16 
17 bem Dppropriatc for Dr. Cbai and he would have 1 7 
18 been within the stQndard of care to not request 1 e 
1 9 the patient come back to the hospiml? 1 9 
20 A. Yes. , 20 
21 Q. And then let's assume that happcacd. 21 
22 Then what would you haYe: expected to happen? 22 
23 A. Idon'tlmveanyidca. 23 
24 Q. Do you know Dr. ChDi? 24 
2S A. No. 25 
P~90 37 
Q. Do you perfonn a similar function 
aQyWherc here in. the Twin Falls area? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And is that aft where? 
A. The only hospi1n1 in town. 
Q. SO is itnow - ' 
A. St. Lnke:ts MaGic V:Ulcy RegioDill 
McdJc:a1 Ccntt:r. 
Q. Okay. And other than your grtIUP. 
how IDIlIlY other cantiologists i1l'I: thr:rc in Twin? 
A. One. 
Q. The gantlcmum you mentioned before? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. And do you illl rotntc 
and So BSSisl: the hospil3l by reading EKGs? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Similar fashion as Dr. Cbai? 
A.. Yes. Yes. 
Q. Do you .know Or. Field? 
A. No. 
Q. A cardiolor;jst also -
A Yes. 
Q. You're fumiljarwith who be is? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did the catheterization in this 
10 (Pages 34 to 37) 
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1 casc is the abnonnru clectrocanliogtam. And there 
2 are: a nUlIlber of things t.h::tt can cause an abnormal 
3 electrocardiogram besides coronary artery disC<lSc, 
4 which is what they went after. It is, in my 
5 opinion, the rcsporu.ibllilY oEthe cardiovascular 
I) specia.l:U.'t to deal with alternative caust:S that 
7 might produce an abnormal EG. 
a Q. And, again, as 1 read .Plaintiffs' 
9 Foutlh Supplctncntal Expert Witness Disclosure. 
1 0 ~asc 12, the sentence that I read you about onel:; 
11 the left heart failed to rr:vca1 any patholo1;.'Y, 
12 tilrthcr tcst:1ng needed to be done. so is it after 
13 the c:atb. comes back negative that you believe it 
14 was appropriate to do further testing? 
15 A. Yes. , 
16 . Q. And once Lbo catheterization was 
1 i completed by Dr. Field on May 29, 2003, do you 
18 hold any opinions as to whose oblig<ttion it was 10 
19 . either refer Ms. Aguilar to a physician or 
20 conduct further testing? 
'21 A. Well, r think that Or. Chai was the 
22 pbysician who did the history and physicaly and, 
23 therefore, he. theoretically" had primary 
24 responsibility. He was the one that initinted the 
25 c:aU that established the 
Page 51 
1 relationship. 
:2 Now, tt~ I am not privy to how' 
3 Dr. Chai and Dr. Field deal with situations when 
4 somebody is going to be out of town and somc~ody 
5 else bas to jUU'lp in, tWt.L'S not an uncommon nor an 
6 innpproprlatc thing to have happen. But you can't 
7 essentially not ha.ve a plan based on whnt hnppcns, 
9 So 1 don't know whether Dr. :Field came 
9 into the cnthelcrization laboratory. did a test, it 
10 was normaly and blew the whole thing offbeeausc he 
11 didn't ha.ve tho perspective oftb.c patient that 
l2 Dr. Chai did, Ijust don't have any information 
13 to speak 10 that question. 
14 Q. Do you. hold. any opinion as to 
15 whether Or. Field and Mrs. Aguilar had a 
16 physician-patient relationship? 
17 A. Well. by definition, be invaded ber 
18 body. 
19 Q. SO is the ttnb'WCl', yes, they did? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Now. as 1 undcrsumd it, you don't 
22 knowwhatfurtbcrsteps, ifany, Dr. Field took? 
23 A. That's co.ttCCt. 
2 -1 Q. And you. don't have any id.ca of any 
25 fllnhcr Dr. Chai took? 
\1 Iln/L.Vu..J ....... IUI I I. U I..JI U I I 
1 A. No. 
2 Q. If Dr. Field referred Mrs. Aguilar 
3 back. to .Primary Health 3lld had the records Sent to 
4 Primary Health, was that appropriate and within 
5 the standard of care for Dr. Field 10 do? 
6 At Not in my opinion. 
7 Q. And what" in your opinio~ did he 
e need to do? 
9 A. He needed to either send the patient 
10 back to Dr. Chai. from whom he essentially got the 
11 patient, or be needed to pi~k up the ball and .run 
12 with the: fact that there was tiO diagnostic 
13 resolution. And, again, not having been 
14 privileged to bow they deal with situations like 
15 that; r c;a,n1t comment what the rules of ~gagc:ment 
16 were. ( 
17 Q. Do you know why Dr. Field ilid the 
1 e catbctcri2ation and not Or. Chni? 
19 At It was my understanding that Dr. 
20 Cbai was out of toWll. 
2l Q.. Arc YOll ~riticnl of the fud; that 
22 Or. Chai did not conduct the caLbct.crization the: 
23 morning - or the day of May 29 and had Or. Field 
24 do it? 
25 A. No. 
Page S3 
1 Q. Wba.tinfotmation. irany. do you 
2 bave about whether Dr. Chai and Dr. "Field talked 
3 about 1WS patient? 
4 A. We1l, Or. Field did illl angiogram or 
5 E::athcteri2:ntion on the patient, they obviously 
6 must have talked. 
7 Q. fm sony. I may have asked the 
9 question poorly. What I was trying to :figure out 
9 is whether Dr. Chai 3lld Dr. Field talked, What 
10 data. do you bave about that? 
11 A That Dr. Field did the angiogram. 
12 Q. Okay. Do you have any idea if 
13 Dr. Fleld 3lld Dr. Chat 1alked about the patient .......... J ..... ,. 
14 the tt:St on the 29th? 
15 At By definition. because Dr. Field did 
1 G the angiogram., is be just going to walk into the 
1 7 cathctcrimtion suite, bere's a gtU lying on. the 
1 e table that be knows nothit1g about, that bas been 
19 ad.n:Utted by one of hls partners and perform the: 
:2 a test? or course they had to 1alk. T haVI:; no idea 
21 . what they talked about. But by that, I suspect 
22 that the c::onvcrsation, speculation. was, I've got 
23 this patient here., I'm concerned about her, she 
2 <1 ncccls a lcIt-heart cath, fm out of town, would 
25 do it tomorrow. That have been the 
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1 A. T don't. In his histOry and 1 
2 pbysic;a1, he spccifically states that she was not .2 
3 having shortness of brea~ but rather has chest 3 
4 pain? which seems to be at variance with some 4 
" 5 other doc:u.mcnts from the ER. et cetera., ct cetera. 5 
G Now. tlutt type of1:Ustorical ineonsistc:nc;y is not 6 
7 uncommon in medicine. 7 
8 Q. Okay. So src you telling us a 
9 that it Dlily have been reasonable for Or. Chai to 9 
10 not know Mrs. Aguilar had a history of sbortness 10 
11 ofbrcam? 11 
12 . A. No. 12 
13 Q. Okay. So my question is, if she 13 
14 didn't tell him, bow was it be was supposed 10 14 
15 know that? 15 
16 A. Well, 1 think, ag~ this is the 16 
17 continuity of care issue. And if he had CODlC back 1 , 
1 a with a nonnal angiogram, which would have been lIle 18 
19 reasonable data at the outset for the reasons that 1 9 
20 rYe SlUted, 'then he's got to say to himself; nre 20 
21 you sure you don't have any shortness of breath, 21 
22 tcU me about your cxel"Oise tolerance, what 2 2 
2 3 happens when you go out to wal.k, what c:an you do 23 
24 in comparison with. what you could do ~ months 24 
25 ago, c:t c::etem, et cetera. lic needs to be more 25 
E'age 63 
1 probing about the questions. 1 
2 Q. Okay. In the disclosure ~t was 2 
3 provided to us by counsel. there's QJ1 indicntio.n,. 3 
. 4 generally speaking, that other tests sbould b3vc 4 
5 been conducted. to test wbether Mrs. ASW1ar was 5 
6 having a pulmoDary condition. Will youjust 6 
7 accept that for me. that it's' in &he disclosure? '7 
8 A. Yes. e 
sa Q. Okay. As l1lDdctstaDd, Dr. Srt)V/n, 9 
10 what you've been lCl.liDg me today. you believe 10 
11 addltional tests to cbeck pulmoDary function 11 
12 should have been made by Mrs. Agw1ar. but from 12 
13 what you've told me. is it true that those tests 13 
14 could have been conducted fonowing the ncgutive 111 
lS c;ath? 15 
16 MR. FOST.ER.: l/m gomg to obje= to 16 
1 7 the foIDL. Because I think you misspoke something. 17 
1 e Q. (BY MR.. BUSSEY) Well, here's wbiit 18 
19 I'm gctt:iag aL 1 9 
20 MR. FOSTaR.: You said other tests 20 
21 conducted by MIs. Agullilr. 21 
22 MR. BRASSEY: Pm sony. 22 
23 Q. (BY MR. BRASSEY) fm going to rcpbr.ls4 23 
24 it. 24 
25 A.. I goth. 25 
Page 64 
Q. Here's what rm gettins at. We've 
been through the cathetcti2ation, it was 
appropriate, ot cetera. I undcrsWld that. !sn't 
it true that if other pulmonary tests should in 
fact have been conducted, they did not nc:ccssarily 
have to be conducted before lIlc catb.1 
A. W clt~ that's true. 
Q. Okay. 
A. They could have been done. 
Q. I understand. But you're not saying 
Or. Cbaj breached the standard of care or the 
standard ofhcal.th care practice: by not performing 
other tests to check pulmoD..1.l'y !unction prior to 
the cathetcrimon? 
A- .Let me bc pic:ky about that and say 
your statement is cotrett, but puhnonary function 
bas a. very specific connotation in the realm of 
medicru testing. The question is whether or not, 
either before or after the catheterizntio~ a 
diagnosis of pulmonary embolus should bnvc been . 
entcrt.a.ined, and it would be "my opinion that Lbe 
anb"Wct to that question is yes. 
Q. Okay. Now, lhat's a different 
question than J asked. So T want to make sure you 
and I are ott the same pagc. The disclosure with 
PCl98 6S 
regard 10 the tc:sti:mony that you may give in this 
C3SC at Ilia! mentions :1 D-dhnet VQ sam., CT pr 
CT pulmonary angiography. So my question i! this. 
twofold, 1 guess, arc there other tests you're 
referring 10 that should hava been conduc:tcd, at 
some point in time. with regard to Mrs. Aguilm's 
pulmonary S1atus, or is that the Jist? 
A. Well, blood glasses, you aut throw 
blood pies in there. 
Q. Okay. But assuming we add blood 
gases. As 1 undc:rstrmd it, what )'Cu're tctling 
me today is Dr. ChDi did ttot breach the staDdard 
of can: by not performinQ or having a. D-dimct, VQ 
scm, cr or cr pulmonazy angiognun or blood gases 
done prior to the Cilth? 
A. l'ha1's cotrCCt. 
Q. Okay. Or. Brown, have you seen the 
orders that Dr. Cba.i entered in this case? 
A. The orders? 
Q. I assume you have. 
A. I think r have. 
Q. Let me just ask you this. BOd. I can 
show them to you if you like, but is there 
anything that you tcc.1Il about the orders that you 
felt was - that you're critical of or you felt 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRIC1 
OF TgS STATE or lOAllO, IN AND FOR TH~ COUNTt or CANYON' 
JOSE AGOILAR, individu~lly, ~s ) 
~he l?e~"onal Rcpresentat.i.ve of , 
thQ Estate of Maria A. Aguilar, l 
decea~edi ~nd asl:he natu.:al 1 Case No. CV 05-5781 
father and guardian of GUADALUPE ) 
t-lAlUA J\GOI~, ALEJANORO ) VIDEOTAPED OEE'OSI'r!ON 
AGUILAR, and r..Otu:NA AGUILAR, 
minor~, ~nd JOSE AGUI~\R, JR., 
heirs of Maria A. Aguilar, 
l?laintiUs, 
vs. 
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3 'I'hls III till: dcpo:lllion or AnUrcw Chili. M.D •• In 
-t the m:tuer or AlJlIllllr v. CIuII, M.D. The 
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:1.0 lind the bll:lln.:u utltll'Cllll i.·m W~t FranklIn 
11 Street. aol~, TduhQ, 83702. And the Court 
12 
o :39:116 13 
~portl)r ill Sheri FOCIe of M&M COllrt Reporting 
Scrvil)~ Will coul1scll'lcnse Idcnlir), 
o :38:<19 14 I1I1~m~clvcs. 
o :3B:4!1 1S 
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MIt. COMSTOCK: Yt:2I. l'm OliVe: Comstock 
lind l'm here wlllillyron FOillei' lind WI: rcprC$Clu 
tlle A~lIlIlIr rllmily in thill C2C. 
MIl LYNCH: Jllm= Lynch lien: 
I'I::pl'l*tlting Or.l..onu. 
M.1t. DANca: 0111')' '011111)1; I'l:fIl'I:ScnrinS 
Dr. Newman. 
MS. JlJLtAN: Al1dr= Julllln on bchlIlr o( 
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o :39:11 :14 
o :39:l:t. 2S 
MIl BRASSHY: Andy arwC)' rotOr. Chili. 




:I TllS'flMONY OF ANDtmW U. CHAI. M.O. 
l ~mlnlltlpn by Mr. ClltnJll~k 
4 ~mlll:ltlon by Mr. llnwc:y 
5 
15 ijXHIBITS 
'1 NO. PCSCIUI>TION 
" I· Mercy Mc:dlc:ll CentI:l'RcC4:lI1hlIte: 




10 2- Priln:ll)' 1'll:IIltl, NlitrIpII EKO rar MlIria 7 
11 ABU liar. 5fl7/03 
:1.:1 3 - I'ritnlU')' Hl<llhh Namp~ El{O (or MIU'iIl '1 
13 J\#uiI:ll'. $121103 
14 ,*. Mcn:y Medial Cenl~ BKQ jill' Marhl 7 
15 "suIlDr. 51:27/03 
115 S - Pr\mury HCIIII.h J>hYlllcllin RetonJ Re: 7 
1'1 tvt", J\#lIl1u 
111 Ii· Mercy MediCI' Ccnlt:!' GJ{O for MlII'Ili '1 . 
19 Aguilar. 5129/03 
:10 '1. Mc:n:y M.:dlctll CcnlJ:t ~KC; for Marlll 7 
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:I. m)'$elfbcforc Wl; BlUrled Ihe dc:po:dtian Mel r 
2 IPl"C you Il copy oClhc Mercy Mec!leIll chtu1.lItId We 
3 mIIY be rcrcrrinS to that. I reprCllent the 
4 Asuiluf family rcslU'dlng the dc:uth orme 
S children's mother Md Mr. AI,>uilllr's Wife. which 
G occurred not lon~ ut\cr your Involvement in her 
7 ClU'e. 
a rn IcntlS Qrwhcre we're galng ladny. 
9 Or. Chui,l'yc reQd the record lind I'm goIng to 
10 be Wlking you 11 lot orquCiltiatt5l1boutwfult 
U oeensloned you 10 umInge for Mrs. Agullllr 10 
1;: come bllCk 10 Mercy Mcdl~. whtU you did 
13 thcr=l'Ier und ),OJ.lf rolc, I r lUI)" thllt you played 
14 liner Dr • .FIeld did Il CArdilie OImcrcrlmdon. 
:15 Be/ore I get Inlo thosc matterS with 
3.6 you. Or. CIuli, though.l would I15k thc Court 
17 Reporter to swelll' you +1$11 wltnCSilln the CIl$C 
1 a Md we'll procecd ;11\c:r thlil. 
19 ANDR.EW U. CHAI, M.D., 
20 Lim duly !iWorn 10 lellthe tnlth rcliltlng to 
2:1. snld ClI~ testified ~ rolloW$; 
~;J IDCAMINATlON 
23 QUESiIONS BY ~ COMSTOCK: 
2'1 Q. Or. ebbl. IlS plUt !)rthe procedure for 
2S tAking your tc:itlmony here lodllY. we :lent:1 
l?aqte e 
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Pa9c 11 
Cudioloa;y or II shArcboJda'1 0 9 : 4 5 : 20 1 
A. 2003? J think T WOIS u1wcholdcnt 09: 4 S: 2l 2 
milulmo. 09: 45: 241 3 
Q. Arc you cc::taa.iD ubou~ lbat? B~ I 09 : 41 5 : 27 4 
wOl1'lbold you LOiL 09:45:285 
A. Yes, 200lT believe T w:su slw-c:holdc:r, 09: 45: 33 6 
yes. 09: 45: 33 7 
Q. So. )IOU bqun in 1999 wim IdAho 09: 415: 36 B 
CatdiolosYl 09:45:399 
A. YCR. 09:45:4010 
Q. IUlUIDJC poiDL 1l.I00a Lbc linc you becDlm 09: 45 : 4 311 
lllilwn:holdcr. And you ~ II ~holdcr In 09: 45: 4512 
that cndry as ofmc dmc that you ~ _tilJIIt 09: 45: 4813 
M~ ASUj):u'l 09: 45: 5114 
A. I believe LhlL'S correct. yes. 09: 45; 551 S 
Q. With respect to whot you wc:rc doing in 09: 4 6 : 0016 
your pnacdtOe bAde In 2DD3, describe tlwL ror me 0 SJ: 4 6: 0517 
in g.cnc::r.Il. When: wen: you primarily 'Workins" 0 9: 4 6: 1019 
What typc:I or CllrdjoJoa:y wera yoa doinG1 09; 4 G : 1119 
A. I'm A ;enerul audiologi8t. which mClJlll 09: 4 6: 1520 
that J, you know, sec aJlIlOJ'tI of curdhtc: 09 z 4 6: 2021 
pn:Jblcms. I'm 1111 inWllivc peru.! CDtdioloSisf. 09:" 6: 2222 
which I1ldLIlS 1 do cunwlI: ~zottion. And 09; 4 6: 2723 
some ~cnLJ audioloal.<IIl~mysclfdo 09: 4 6: 272" 
p~ implantAdo",!Did olber lhinp. l'm 09: 4 6 r 282S 
~rHI\ uOj'1'1rurr r , UlffU l r 
PaCJQ 12 
ba:srd cc:rtUicd in nua1car cardiolDS)'. So. rm 
ILlso Ii Duelcur cardloloSi5t. About SO to 
60 percent of my p1':lctice is probOlhly offidc 
b3scd. the l'CDIAinder beiD, hOl)'P114I bASed. 
Q. WbAt hospitlll$ ;arc you Iicen5ed to 
pr.LCtfc:e in'1 
. A. I am - I blIve priviJ~'C$ culTCDllY.1IL 
Wr::Il Vullcy. SL Lukc's Mcridl~ St. Alphonsu.'i, 
And St. Luke's 1tq;lonaJ Mcdic:Al Ccnu:r downlowt 
At th~timc in 2003'1 abo bad prlvilCid ill 
Mc:n:y McdiClll Cenler. 
Q. Arc you board ecrdf1ed in =dialog)' 3S 
well:&II nudcar-
A. YCII. 
Q. - c:ardloIOsY? When dId you become 
board certified In =rdlolagy? 
A. 1998, I believe. 
Q. ADd have you c:onllnuously since 1999 
pl'ACIlced inv:Wve =rdlology, ~ you've 
da:cn'bc:d it? 
A. Yc:I. 
Q. One of me thlnss that you ordc::c:chu 
phYt'iciM (or MrJ. AgIU'b' ~ :I CIl'diac 
c:athdc:ri2:d:ioo. 'IU1 is fA type oCiDwslvc 
c::ardlolOl)' that YOII yoUl'5df do: III it not? 
.Pogo l3 
A. Tblrtt,~ 
Q. llmow that you Dmlngcd for her to c:omc 
bxlc to the hospit\l on May 28th oflOO3. 
A. RighL 
Q. And LbAt thcralft.c:r Dr. Field performed 
the aud:io1c c;;uhctcri7.olti on. 
A. Corn:ct. 
Q. OClCribc Cor me why thAt happened that 
WIly lIS opposccl to yourself doing It 
A. The CIU'Ilio.c - the plSticat came buck md 
I A",! be" isl the cmcraCDC)I room. At that time 
she was suable. She 1IID$ not hAvi"g lWtilblc 
syJnplOrnI III that time. She WIllI not baving 
ongoing cb~pa.iD. So. iL wu decided LO u=t 
lbe poticat mcdfClllly overnisht with tho aim:mt 
medJall ther.lpy. which is DnticoasuJ:uion lUld 
Mripbll:lct1hcnapy, ld:lbili= her. a.nd 1.'Ct~ 
infaJ'D1D1iol1 such lIS cardiac enzymcs 10 sec if sh 
had myOCDrdiDl injUl)'. anel then LO perform the 
audiAc c:ouhercri2::ldon me folloWing morning. 
Q. ThAt still doc='t gplWc far me wby il. 
ill Dr. Field pcnormcd the pmc:cdun: lIS opposed 
loyoW'SClt 
A. Oh. why Will it Dr. Field the: I1Qt dI:Iy? 
r W:IS not O.D duty lit the bO;lpitaJlhc oCItL day. 
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David E. Comstock, ISS No.: 2455 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Ste 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2774 
Telephone: (208) 344-7700 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
Byron V. Foster, ISB No.: 2760 
Attorney At Law 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Ste 500 
P.O. Box 1584 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344"7721 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
APR 2 11.009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J HEIDEMAN, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON COUNTY 
JOSE AGUILAR, individually, as the Personal ) 
Representative of the Estate of Maria A. Aguilar, ) 
deceased, and as the natural father and ) 
guardian of GUADALUPE MARIA AGUILAR, ) Case No. CV 05-5781 
ALEJANDRO AGUILAR, and LORENA ) 
AGUILAR, minors, and JOSE AGUILAR, JR., ) 
heirs of Maria A. Aguilar, deceased, ) PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED 





ANDREW CHAI, M.D., STEVEN R. NEWMAN, ) 
M.D., NATHAN COONROD, M.D., MITCHELL ) 
LONG, D.O., and PRIMARY HEALTH CARE ) 
CENTER, an Idaho corporation, JOHN and ) 
JANE DOES I through X, employees of one or ) 
more of the Defendants, ) 
} 
Defendants. ) 
PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST -1 
COME NOW, Plaintiffs, by and through their attomeys of record, David E. Comstock 
of Comstock and Bush, and Byron V. Foster, Attorney at Law, and pursuant to the Court's 
Scheduling Order, hereby submits the following list of exhibits to be utilized at the trial of 
this matter: 
1. Primary Health Medical Records (certified copy); 
2. Mercy Medical Records (certified copy); 
3. West Valley Medical Center Records (certified copy); 
4. Maria Aguilar's Autopsy Report; 
5. Coroner's Report; 
6. Canyon County Paramedics Records; 
7. Death Certificate; 
8. Cornelius Hoffman Economic Charts; 
9. Maria Aguilar Wage Loss Summary; 
10. Maria Aguilar Funeral Expenses; 
11. Photographs; 
12. Maria Aguilar's Obituary; 
13. Maria Aguilar's Funeral Program; 
14. Maria Aguilar's Death Notice; 
15. Anatomical Charts (as yet undetermined); 
16. Tlmeline of Maria's Aguilar's Medical Care; 
17. Radiological scans and x-rays; 
18. Defendants' Discovery Responses; and 
19. 2003 Calendar. 
PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 2 
~/£ Ti.2~~~2 Hsna ~ ~80LSW08 Wd ~£:TO 6002-T2-JdV 
Siv 
Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this list, not to use any of the exhibits listed 
herein and/or to use any exhibit listed by the Defendants. 
DATED This ~ day of April, 2009, 
PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST· 3 
£;/G 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ?.. '\ day of April, 2009, I served a true and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
Andrew C. Brassey, Esq. 
Brassey Wetherell Crawford & 
Garrett LLP 
203 W. Main St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorneys for Defendant Andrew Chai, 
M.D. 
Steven K. Tolman 
Tolman & Brizee, PC 
132 3rd Ave. E 
P.O. Box 1276 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Attorneys for Defendants Nathan 
Coonrod, M.D. and Primary Health Care 
Center 
Gary T. Dance 
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & 
Fields Chartered 
412 W. Center, Suite 2000 
PO Box 817 
Pocatello I D 83204-0817 
Attorneys for Defendant Steven R. 
Newman, M.D. 
John J. Burke 
Hall Farley Oberrecht & Blanton 
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700 
PO Box 1271 
Boise, ID 83701 
Attorneys for Defendant Mitchell Long, 
D.O. 
PLAINTIFFS' AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 4 
o U.S. Mail 
o Hand Delivery 
ca-- Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
o U.S. Mail 
o Hand Delivery 
~ Facsimile (208) 733-5444 
o U.S. Mail 
o Hand Delivery 
0--- Facsimile (208) 232-0150 
o U.S. Mail 
o Hand Delivery 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
~CRAWFORD,DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON COUNTY 
JOSE AGUILAR, individually, as the Personal ) 
Representative of the Estate of Maria A. Aguilar, ) 
deceased, and as the natural father and ) 
guardian of GUADALUPE MARIA AGUILAR, ) 
ALEJANDRO AGUILAR, and LORENA ) 
AGUILAR, minors, and JOSE AGUILAR, JR., ) 
heirs of Maria A. Aguilar, deceased, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
ANDREW CHAI, M.D., STEVEN R. NEWMAN, 
M.D., NATHAN COONROD, M.D., MITCHELL 
LONG, D.O., COLUMBIA WEST VALLEY 
MEDICAL CENTER, an Idaho corporation, 
MERCY MEDICAL CENTER, an Idaho 
corporation, and PRIMARY HEALTH CARE 
CENTER, an Idaho corporation, JOHN and 
JANE DOES I through X, employees of one or 


















Case No. CV 05-5781 
ORDER GRANTING 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR 
PROTECTIVE ORDER RE: 
KENNETH BRAMWELL, M.D. 
THIS MATTER HAVING come before the Court on Plaintiffs' Motion for Protective 
Order and the Court having been advised in the premises; oral argument having been 
heard on March 26, 2009; the Court, in the exercise of discretion, balancing the policy to 
encourage physicians to participate on behalf of allegedly injured patients in malpractice 
cases with Defendants' argument to discover the underlying qualifications of an expert, and 
good cause appearing therefor: 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER RE: KENNETH 
BRAMWELL, M.D. - 1 
2R31 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER That: 
A protective order will be entered preventing defendants from taking the deposition 
of Dr. Bramwell who has spoken with Plaintiff's experts regarding standards of medical 
care. 
DATED this ~ l day of April, 2009. 
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J HEIDEMAN. DEPUTY 
Attorney for Defendant Nathan Coonrod, MD Primary Health Care Center 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE AGUILAR, individually, as the 
Personal Representative of the Estate of 
Maria A. Aguilar, deceased, and as the 
natural father and guardian of 
GUADALUPE MARIA AGUILAR, 
ALEJANDRO AGUILAR, and LORENA 
AGUILAR, minors, and JOSE 




ANDREW CHAI, M.D., STEVEN R. 
NEWMAN, M.D., NATHAN COONROD, 
M.D., MITCHELL LONG, D.O., and 
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CENTER, an 
Idaho corporation, JOHN and JANE 
DOES I through X, employees of one or 
more of the Defendants, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 05-5781 
DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD, 
M.D. AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE 
CENTER'S TRIAL BRIEF 
COME NOW the defendants, Nathan Coonrod, M.D. and Primary Health Care 
Center (hereinafter referred to collectively as "Defendants"), by and through their 
counsel of record, Tolman & 8rizee, P.C., and hereby submit their Trial Brief. 





In this wrongful death cause of action, plaintiffs allege defendant Nathan 
Coonrod, M.D. committed medical malpractice with regard to medical treatment 
provided to decedent Maria A. Aguilar during the approximate time period of April 26, 
2003 through June 4, 2003. Plaintiffs allege said negligence caused decedent's death 
on June 4, 2003. Plaintiffs further allege Primary Health Care Center is liable through 
the theory of respondeat superior, as Nathan Coonrod, M.D. was employed by them 
during the time in question and Plaintiffs allege he was acting within the course and 
scope of his employment during his treatment of the decedent. 
Maria A. Aguilar was first seen by Dr. Nathan Coonrod (hereinafter referred to as 
"Dr. Coonrod") on April 28, 2003, for a follow-up from her previous visit with Dr. 
Catherine Atup-Leavitt. She was diagnosed with anemia and difficulty swallowing and 
Dr. Coonrod initiated evaluation and treatment to address these health issues. Dr. 
Coonrod referred Mrs. Aguilar to Dr. Robb Gibson, a specialist in gastroenterology for 
work-up of a possible internal bleed, as it would be the most likely cause of her anemia 
that would require further intervention. On April 29, 2003, Mrs. Aguilar returned again to 
see Dr. Coonrod. 
On May 5, 2003, Mrs. Aguilar returned to Dr. Coonrod for follow-up for her 
anemia. On this visit she stated she was doing a little better, but was now complaining 
of mild right flank pain. 
On May 19, 2003, Mrs. Aguilar finally had her first appointment with Dr. Gibson. 
On May 27, 2003, Mrs. Aguilar returned to see Dr. Coonrod for follow-up of her 
anemia and complaint of sharp mild chest pain for a few days. Dr. Coonrod ordered a 
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chest x-ray, which was read as normal, as well as an EKG, which was not normal. Dr. 
Coonrod sent Mrs. Aguilar to the emergency department at Mercy Medical Center with 
her EKG and her chest x-ray. Mrs. Aguilar was seen in the Mercy Medical Center 
emergency room by Dr. Michael Long, the physician staffing the emergency department 
on this day. Mrs. Aguilar was discharged from the emergency department that day. 
After reviewing Mrs. Aguilar's EKG the next day, Dr. Andrew Chai, a cardiologist, 
called her back to the emergency department for further evaluation. 
A cardiac catheterization procedure on May 29, 2003, showed normal coronary 
arteries and no obstructive stenosis, which suggested non-ischemic change. Mrs. 
Aguilar was discharged from the hospital to home. 
On May 30, 2003, Mrs. Aguilar returned to Dr. Coonrod for a follow-up visit from 
her hospital admission. At this time she was to follow-up with Dr. Gibson, the 
gastroenterologist, for an already scheduled endoscopy. After the endoscopy she was 
then to follow-up with Dr. Coonrod. 
On May 31, 2003, Mrs. Aguilar was seen in the Columbia West Valley Medical 
Center emergency room by Dr. Newman, the physician staffing the emergency 
department on that day. 
On June 3, 2003, Mrs. Aguilar saw Dr. Gibson, the gastroenterologist, for her 
scheduled endoscopy. He recommended a colonoscopy in the near future. 
On June 4, 2003, Mrs. Aguilar returned to Dr. Coonrod after her May 31, 2003, 
visit to the Columbia West Valley Medical Center emergency department and the June 
3, 2003, procedure by Dr. Gibson. He noted that while she had been seen by Dr. 
Gibson on June 3, 2003, for the upper endoscopy, Dr. Gibson had not completed his 
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evaluation of a gastrointestinal source for her complaints and prior anemia. He also 
noted that Dr. 'Gibson felt a colonoscopy was needed to complete Mrs. Aguilar's 
gastrointestinal evaluation. The plan at that time was for her to follow-up with him on 
Monday, June 9, 2003. Unfortunately, Mrs. Aguilar died on June 4, 2003. 
II. 
PLAINTIFFS HAVE THE BURDEN OF PROVING THE LOCAL STANDARD OF 
HEALTH CARE PRACTICE AND THE BREACH THEREOF BY QUALIFIED 
EXPERT OPINION WHICH COMPLIES WITH FOUNDATIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ADMISSIBILITY OF SAID 
EXPERT WITNESS TESTIMONY 
In order to prove their case, Idaho Code § 6-1012 requires plaintiffs in this 
medical malpractice case to prove by direct expert testimony, and by a preponderance 
of all the competent evidence, that Dr. Coonrod negligently failed to meet the 
"applicable standard of health care practice in the community." I.C. § 6-1012; 
Rhodehouse v. Stutts, 125 Idaho 208,211,868 P.2d 1224, 1227 (1994); Strode v. 
Lenzi, 116 Idaho 214, 215, 775 P.2d 106, 107 (1989). Idaho Code § 6-1012, which 
provides for the exclusive means for recovery in a medical malpractice action, provides 
in ,relevant part: 
In any case, claim or action for damages due to injury to or 
death of any person, brought against any physician and 
surgeon or other provider of health care ... on account of the 
provision of or failure to provide health care or on account of 
any matter incidental or related thereto, such claimant or 
plaintiff must, as an essential part of his or her case in 
chief, affirmatively prove by direct expert testimony and 
by a preponderance of all the competent evidence, that 
such defendant then and there negligently failed to meet 
the applicable standard of health care practice of the 
community in which such care allegedly was or should 
have been provided, as such standard existed at the 
time and place of the alleged negligence of such 
physician and surgeon ... and as such standard then 
and there existed with respect to the class of health care 
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provider that such defendant then and there belonged to 
and in which capacity he, ,she, or it was functioning. 
Such individual providers of health care shall be judged 
in such cases in comparison with similarly trained and 
qualified providers of the same class in the same 
community. taking into account his or her training, 
experience, and fields of medical specialization, if any ... 
As used in this act, the term "community" refers to that 
geographical area ordinarily served by the licensed 
general hospital at or nearest to which such care was or 
allegedly should have been provided. 
I.C. § 6-1012 (emphasis added). 
The Idaho Supreme Court has consistently upheld the local standard of health 
care practice as set forth in Idaho Code § 6-1012. See Dulaney v. St. Alphonsus 
Regional Medical Center, 137 Idaho 160, 45 P.3d 816 (2002); Dekker v. Magic Valley 
Regional Medical Center, 115 Idaho 332, 766 P.2d 106 (1989); Gubler v. Boe, 120 
Idaho 294, 815 P.2d 1034 (1991); Frank v. East Shoshone Hospital, 114 Idaho 480,757 
P.2d 1199 (1988); Grimes v. Green, 113 Idaho 519, 746 P.2d 978 (1987). 
In order for the expert testimony required by Idaho Code § 6-1012 to be deemed 
admissible, plaintiffs must lay the foundation required by Idaho Code § 6-1013. 
Dulaney, 137 Idaho at 164, 45 P.3d at 820. Idaho Code § 6-1013 provides: 
The applicable standard of practice and such a defendant's 
failure to meet said standard must be established in such 
cases by such plaintiff by the testimony of one (1) or more 
knowledgeable, competent expert witnesses, and such 
expert testimony may only be admitted in evidence if the 
foundation therefor is first laid. establishing (a) that 
such opinion is actually held by the expert witness, (b) 
that the said opinion can be testified to with reasonable 
medical certainty, and (c) that such expert witness 
possesses professional knowledge and expertise 
coupled with actual knowledge of the applicable said 
community standard to which his or her expert opinion 
testimony is addressed; provided, this section shall not be 
construed to prohibit or othelWise preclude a competent 
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expert witness who resides elsewhere from adequately 
familiarizing himself with the standards and practices of (a 
particular) such area and thereafter giving opinion testimony 
in such a trial. 
I.C. § 6-1013 (emphasis added). 
Pursuant to this provision, expert testimony is only admissible if (1) the opinion is 
actually held by the expert witness, (2) the expert's opinion can be testified to with 
"reasonable medical certainty," and (3) the expert possesses sufficient professional 
knowledge and expertise, and has actual knowledge of the applicable standard of 
health care practice in the community where the care was rendered, through first-hand 
knowledge or by familiarizing himself or herself with the applicable community 
standards. I.C. § 6-1013; Kolin v. st. Luke's Regional Medical Center, 130 Idaho 323, 
326-327, 940 P.2d 1142, 1145-46 (1997); Gubler, 120 Idaho at 296, 815 P.2d at 1036; 
Pearson v. Parsons, 114 Idaho 334, 337, 757 P.2d 197,200 (1988); Litz v. Robinson, 
131 Idaho 282, 285, 955 P.2d 113, 116 (Ct. App. 1997); Keyser v. Garner, 129 Idaho 
112,119,922 P.2d 409, 416 (Ct. App. 1996); Kunz v. Miciak, 118 Idaho 130,131,795 
P.2d 24, 25 (Ct. App. 1990). In this case, plaintiffs have the burden to prove, by 
admissible direct expert testimony, Dr. Coonrod failed to meet the local community 
standard of health care practice related to the provision of emergency medical care and 
treatment, in Nampa, Idaho, in April, May and June, 2003. 
With regard to the determination of the adequacy of plaintiffs' showing, it is this 
Court, not the jury, which determines whether plaintiffs' designated expert witnesses 
meet the foundational requirements of Idaho law. I.R.E. 104; Dulaney, 137 Idaho at 163, 
45 P.3d at 819. 
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The relevant community, for purposes of the "community" standard of health care 
practice, is defined by Idaho Code § 6-1012 as the "geographical area ordinarily served 
by the licensed general hospital at or nearest to which such care was or allegedly 
should have been provided." I.C. § 6-1012. In the case at issue, care was provided to 
decedent in Nampa, Idaho. 
In order to introduce expert testimony in accordance with Idaho Code §§ 6-1012 
and 6-1013, plaintiffs must establish each expert witness possesses actual knowledge 
of the applicable standard of health care practice. In Strode v. Lenzi, supra, plaintiffs 
contended an out-of-state board-certified orthopedic surgeon was competent to testify 
regarding the standard of health care practice of a similar specialist in the relevant 
community without first demonstrating the physician had "actual knowledge" of the local 
standard of health care practice. Id., 116 Idaho at 215, 775 P.2d 106 at 107. The Idaho 
Supreme Court disagreed, and in affirming the trial court's dismissal of the action, ruled 
Idaho Code §§ 6-1012 and 6-1013 require an expert outside the local community 
demonstrate he or she has "actual knowledge" of the local standard of health care 
practice. The Court wrote: 
[Plaintiffs'] argument that [physician expert witness] did not 
have to establish that he possessed "actual knowledge of 
the applicable ... community standard" for [the particular 
specialty in the relevant community], because both he and 
[defendant] were certified by the American Academy of 
Orthopedic Surgeons contradict both Idaho Code §§ 6-1012 
and 6-1013, and the decisions of this Court which have been 
consistently applied to those statutes . 
... [I]n order to testify, a competent expert residing outside 
the applicable community must "adequately familiariz[e] 
himself with the standards and practices of (a particular) 
such area ... " Thus, an expert from outside the state must 
demonstrate that he possesses actual knowledge of the 
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local community standard. If he is board-certified in the same 
specialty, he must, at a minimum, inquire of a local specialist 
to determine whether the community standard varies from 
the national standard for that board-certified specialty ... 
Id., 116 Idaho at 216,775 P.2d at 108 (citations omitted). 
Further, the Idaho Court of Appeals addressed the expert witness requirements 
in Kunz v. Miciak, supra, wherein it affirmed the District Court's order granting summary 
judgment for failure to meet the expert witness requirements of Idaho Code §§ 6-1012 
and 6-1013. Id., 118 Idaho at 131, 795 P.2d at 25. In Kunz, the Court of Appeals 
wrote: 
[T]he statute requires the expert witness to possess 
"professional knowledge and expertise coupled with actual 
knowledge of the applicable said community standard ... " The 
phrase "coupled with" denotes a contemporaneous 
relationship; awareness of the standard must exist when the 
expert testimony is given. If contemporaneous awareness 
is not demonstrated, the expert's testimony is subject to 
being excluded or stricken at trial ... 
Id. (Emphasis added). 
In accordance with Kunz, if each of plaintiffs' designated expert witness(es) 
cannot demonstrate adequate professional knowledge and expertise, coupled with 
actual knowledge of the applicable standard of health care practice in the community 
during the relevant time period, said expert(s)' testimony is subject to being excluded at 
trial. Kunz, supra. 
The Idaho Supreme Court in Rhodehouse, supra, cited the Strode opinion 
favorably, reinforcing the requirement that even if an expert witness testifies in a 
medical malpractice action that there is a national standard of health care practice, then 
the expert must be able to link the national standard to the local standard by inquiring of 
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a local expert to verify there is no deviation from the national standard in the relevant 
community. lQ. Defendants should be entitled to cross-examine plaintiffs' out-of-area 
expert witness(es) regarding whether or not such expert has actual knowledge of the 
local standard of health care practice, how he or she gained such actual knowledge and 
if his or her under understanding is consistent with the local practitioner's description 
and/or definition of the local standard of health care practice. 
Furthermore, pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-1012 a health care provider must be 
compared to a health care provider with similar training and in the same category or 
class, "taking into account his or her training, experience, and fields of medical 
specialization." Evans v. Griswold, 129 Idaho 902,905,935 P.2d 165, 168 (1997), citing 
I.C. § 6-1012. 
The language of Idaho Code §§ 6-1012 and 6-1013 is extremely important in this 
medical malpractice cause of action and should be applied by this Court with regarding 
its determinations of admissibility of expert testimony and in the instruction of the jury. 
In addition, failure by plaintiffs to present expert witness testimony in compliance with 
the requirements set forth in Idaho Code §§ 6-1012 and 6-1013 is grounds for a 
directed verdict in favor of Defendants. 
III. 
WHERE THE LAW GOVERNING A CASE IS EXPRESSED IN A STATUTE, THE 
COURT SHOULD USE THE LANGUAGE OF THE STATUTE IN ITS 
INSTRUCTION OF THE JURY 
As a general rule, where the law governing a case is expressed in a statute, the 
Court, in its instruction of the jury, should use the language and terms of the statute, 
and may be guilty of error if it employs an instruction which constitutes a departure from 
the express language and terms utilized within the statute. In State v. Rutten, 73 Idaho 
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25, 245 P.2d 778 (1952), the Idaho Supreme Court quoted Am.Jur. as follows: "As a 
general rule where the law governing a case is expressed in a statute, the Court in its 
charge not only may, but should, use the language of the statute, ... " 73 Idaho at 31, 
245 P. 2d at 782, quoting 53 Am. Jur. Trial ~ 542 at 433; see also State v. Bixby, 177 
P.2d 689, 703 (Wash. 1947) ("[A Court may] be guilty of error if it employs language 
which constitutes a departure in an essential respect from the statute"). 
Likewise, in Holland v. Peterson, 95 Idaho 728, 518 P.2d 1190 (1974), the Idaho 
Supreme Court held it was proper for the trial court to give the jury "verbatim" the 
provisions of a governing statute. 95 Idaho 731, 518 P.2d at 1193; see also Mendenhall 
v. MacGregor Triangle Co., 83 Idaho 145, 149,358 P.2d 860, 862 (1961) (reading to 
jury language of statute constituted proper instruction); Dawson v. Salt Lake Hardware 
Co., 64 Idaho 666, 674, 136 P.2d 733, 736 (1943) (Court properly instructed jury using 
language of the statute). In the context of instruction regarding an alleged criminal 
violation, the Idaho Supreme Court, in State v. Aragon, provided the following reasoning 
for utilization of the language of the statute: 
An instruction to the jury that essentially follows the words of 
a statute normally is not error. "Ordinarily, the language 
employed by the legislature in defining a crime is deemed to 
be best suited for that purpose, and error cannot be 
predicted upon its use in information and instructions." ... 
Because these instructions follow the language of the 
statute, it was not error to give them. 
Id., 107 Idaho 358,362,690 P.2d 293, 297 (1984) (citations omitted), quoting State v. 
Brooks, 49 Idaho 404, 409, 288 P.2d 894 (1930). 
In the present case, Idaho Code §§ 6-1012 and 6-1013 contain the language 
utilized by the Idaho legislature to define the standard of proof necessary in an action 
brought against a health care provider in a medical malpractice case, and the language 
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and descriptive terms set forth therein should be deemed best suited for instruction of 
the jury in this cause of action. 
Accordingly, in Robertson v. Richards, 115 Idaho 628, 769 P.2d 505 (1987), the 
Idaho Supreme Court ruled instructions embodying the language and terminology 
contained in Idaho Code § 6-1012 were correct. Id., 115 Idaho at 657,769 P.2d at 534. 
By so ruling, the Idaho Supreme Court approved the District Court's utilization of the 
language and terminology set forth in Idaho Code § 6-1012, as opposed to prior Idaho 
Pattern Jury Instruction 205.1 
Section 2.10.1 of the revised Idaho Jury Instructions provides: 
A health care provider undertaking the treatment of a patient 
has a duty to possess and exercise that degree of skill and 
learning ordinarily possessed and exercised by other health 
care providers of the same or similar specialty practicing in 
the community in which such care is provided. It is further 
the duty of health care providers to use reasonable care and 
diligence in the exercise of their skill and application of their 
learning. 
IDJI2d 2.10.1. 
Section 2.10.2 of the revised Idaho Jury Instructions provides: 
A health care provider undertaking the treatment of a patient 
has a duty to possess and exercise that degree of skill and 
learning ordinarily possessed and exercised by other health 
care providers who are trained and qualified in the same or a 
similar field of care and who practice in the community in 
. which such care is to be provided. It is further the duty of 
1 IDJI205 provided: 
Id. 
A physician or surgeon undertaking the [treatment] [care] of a patient has a duty to possess 
and exercise that degree of skill and learning ordinarily possessed and exercised by the 
members of his profession in good standing, practicing in the community in which he 
provided such [treatment] [care] (should have provided such [treatment] [care]). It is further 
his duty to use reasonable care, skill and diligence and to use his best judgment in the 
exercise of his skill and the application of his learning. 
The term "community" means that geographical area ordinarily served by the licensed or 
general hospital at or nearest to which such [treatment] [care] [was] [should have been] 
provided. 
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health care providers to use reasonable care and diligence 
in the exercise of their skill and application of their learning. 
IDJI2d 2.10.2. 
In light of Idaho Code §§ 6-1012 and 6-1013, IDJI2d 2.10.1 and 2.10.2 are 
improper instructions to be utilized in this medical malpractice cause of action. The 
instructions purport to define, in general terms, a health care provider's duty of care. 
However, under Idaho Code §§ 6-1012 and 6-1013, the applicable standard of health 
care practice in the defendant's community is to be established by plaintiffs through 
expert testimony in each case. Moreover, IDJI 2.10.1 and 2.10.2 omit any reference to 
the standard of health care practice as it existed at the time of the occurrence. Such a 
reference is especially important in this matter because the alleged malpractice at issue 
occurred approximately 6 years prior to the date of trial. See Gubler v. 80e, supra. 
Accordingly, it would be error for the Court not to instruct the jury using the language 
and terminology set forth within Idaho Code §§ 6-1012 and 6-1013. 
In addition, in the event this Court determines it is proper to submit the issue of 
punitive damages to the jury, Defendants respectfully submit it is proper for this Court to 
instruct the jury in accordance with the terms of Idaho Code § 6-1604. As was set forth 
in Defendants' jury instruction pleading, in the event this Court determines it is proper to 
submit the issue of punitive damages to the jury, Defendants' reserve the right to submit 
proposed jury instructions on said issue. 
IV. 
PLAINTIFFS' EXPERT TESTIMONY IS INADMISSIBLE. AND MUST BE EXCLUDED. IF 
THE REASONING OR METHODOLOGY UNDERLYING THE OPINONS 
IS NOT SCIENTIFICALLY SOUND 
8ecause the expert opinion testimony plaintiffs seek to offer in this matter is of a 
scientific and technical nature, this Court must determine whether or not there is an 
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adequate scientific bases for the expert(s)' opinions. Swallow v. Emergency Medicine 
of Idaho, P.A., 138 Idaho 589, 592, 67 P.3d 68, 71 (2003). To be admissible, an 
expert's opinion testimony must assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to 
determine a fact in issue. 19.., citing Bromley v. Garey, 132 Idaho 807, 979 P.2d 1165 
(1999). When an expert's opinion is based upon scientific or technical knowledge, it 
follows that there must be scientific or technologic bases for the expert's opinions. 
Swallow, supra. If the reasoning and/or methodology underlying the opinion are not 
scientifically sound, then the opinion will not assist the trier of fact to understand the 
evidence or determine a fact in issue. Id. The foundation for the admission of expert 
opinion testimony based upon scientific knowledge requires "the witness is an expert in 
the field and that there is a scientific basis for the expert's opinion." Swallow, 138 Idaho 
at 593, 67 P.3d at 72. 
This Court has the discretion to determine not only whether the expert is properly 
qualified, but also whether there is a scientific basis for the expert's opinion. lQ. It is for 
this Court to determine, pursuant to Rule 702, Idaho Rules of Evidence, and the 
decisions of Idaho appellate courts (including Swallow, supra) prior to submission to the 
jury, whether plaintiffs' expert opinions are based upon sound scientific and technologic 
bases. 
V. 
IN ORDER TO RECOVER, PLAINTIFFS HAVE THE BURDEN OF PROVING 
CAUSATION; CAUSATION MUST BE PROVED BY EXPERT WITNESS 
TESTIMONY TO A REASONALBE DEGREE OF ' 
MEDICAL CERTAINTY 
In order to prove their medical malpractice/wrongful death claim(s) against 
Defendants, plaintiffs must establish Dr. Coonrod breached the local community 
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standard of health care practice and said breach proximately caused decedent's death 
and plaintiffs' injuries and damages. Conrad v. St. Clair, 100 Idaho 401,404,599 P.2d 
292,295 (1979). The burden is on the plaintiffs to affirmatively prove both breach of the 
applicable standard of health care practice and causation. Id. Failure to do so should 
result in a directed verdict in favor of defendant. Id., 100 Idaho at 403-04, 599 P.2d at 
294-95 (affirming the trial court's directed verdict in favor of physician who had allegedly 
negligently performed back surgery where plaintiff did not present sufficient evidence of 
medical malpractice and causation, instead asking that negligence be inferred from 
condition which was at least as likely to have been due to further deterioration of 
plaintiffs' original condition as due to surgical error). 
Typically, proximate cause in a medical malpractice cause of action must be 
proved by direct expert testimony, and must be proven to a reasonable degree of 
medical certainty. Therefore, said language should be included in the proximate cause 
jury instruction. Idaho Code § 6-1012 places a burden upon plaintiffs to affirmatively 
prove by direct expert testimony Dr. Coonrod negligently failed to meet the applicable 
standard of health care practice in the community where the alleged negligence 
occurred. 
However, plaintiffs must not only produce expert testimony, but the expert 
testimony must meet the requirements of Idaho Code §§ 6-1012 and 6-1013, which have 
been previously outlined for this Court. In accordance with Idaho Code § 6-1013, 
Defendants submit plaintiffs must prove their case by providing specialized expert 
testimony. Under Idaho Code § 6-1013, the expert is required to testify to his or her 
opinions "with reasonable medical certainty." Defendants submit if the expert is being 
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used to establish causation, the same holds true: the expert must be able to testify 
"with a reasonable degree of medical certainty" regarding causation. 
The Idaho Supreme Court recently addressed the issue of causation in Swallow 
v. Emergency Medicine of Idaho, supra, wherein the Court provided the following 
analysis: 
We have previously held that a lay person was not qualified 
to give an opinion about the cause of a medical condition or 
disease. Bloching v. Albertson's, Inc., 129 Idaho 844, 934 
P.2d 17 (1997) (lay person was not qualified to testify that 
the seizure he suffered immediately after using a blend of 
pork and beef insulin was caused by the insulin); Evans v. 
Twin Falls County, 118 Idaho 210, 796 P.2d 87 (1990) 
(husband was not qualified to testify that conduct by sheriffs 
deputies on April 15, 1987, in grabbing and shaking his 
wife was a cause of her cardiac arrest and death over eleven 
months later); Flowerdew v. Warner, 90 Idaho 164, 409 P.2d 
110 (1965) (patient was not qualified to testify that his injury 
was caused by physician's treatment). In support of the 
holding in Evans v. Twin Falls County, we quoted from 31A 
Am.Jur.2d, Expert & Opinion Evidence § 207 as follows: 
Where the subject matter regarding the cause of 
disease, injury, or death of a person is wholly 
scientific or so far removed from the usual and 
ordinary experience of the average person that expert 
knowledge is essential to the formation of an 
intelligent opinion, only an expert can competently 
give opinion evidence as to the cause of death, 
disease or physical condition. 
118 Idaho at 214, 796 P.2d at 91. 
The same considerations that disqualified the lay testimony 
in the above cases apply here. Whether or not the Cipro 
taken by Mr. Swallow was a cause of his heart attack is a 
matter of science that is far removed from the usual and 
ordinary experience of the average person. A jury, 
comprised of lay people, is simply not qualified to determine 
that issue without the assistance of expert 
testimony establishing that Cipro can cause a myocardial 
infarction. Absent such testimony, any finding in that regard 
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would be based upon speculation. In granting the motion for 
summary judgment, the district court wrote, "In this case 
without some reliable expert testimony relating Cipro to 
myocardial infarction, there is no chain of circumstances 
from which causation reasonably could be inferred." The 
district court did not err in granting Dr. Blahd's motion for 
summary judgment. 
Id., 138 Idaho at 597-98,67 P.3d at 76-77. 
Similarly, in this matter, Defendants submit the cause of decedent's death, which 
appears to be a saddle embolism, right and left pulmonary arteries, are matters of 
medical science which are far removed from the usual and ordinary experience of the 
average person; and, therefore, causation in this matter cannot be established by lay 
opinion. 
As is referenced in Swallow, quoted hereinabove, under Idaho law, a lay witness 
is typically not allowed to express an opinion relating to cause of a medical condition. 
lQ.. In Bloching, the Idaho Supreme Court upheld a grant of summary judgment to the 
defendant on the basis the plaintiff would be unable to prove a causal link between the 
alleged negligence and the alleged injury. Id. 129 Idaho at 846-847, 934 P.2d at 19-20. 
The Court specifically stated "a court should disregard lay opinion testimony relating to 
the cause of a medical condition, as a lay witness is not competent to testify to such 
matters." Id. 129 Idaho at 846, 934 P.2d at 19, citing Evans, supra, and Flowerdew, 
supra. Issues such as medical causation are not ordinarily within the knowledge or 
experience of lay persons. Maxwell v. Women's Clinic, P.A., 102 Idaho 53, 55, 625 
P.2d 407, 409 (1981); Hall v. Bacon, 93 Idaho 1, 3, 453 P.2d 816 (1969); Schofield v. 
Idaho Falls Latter Day Saints Hospital, 90 Idaho 186,194,409 P.2d 107(1965). 
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In order to prove a causal link between the alleged negligence of Dr. Coonrod and 
the death of Mrs. Aguilar, plaintiffs must come forward with expert testimony. The expert 
testimony must be in the form of medical opinion testimony based upon a "reasonable 
degree of medical probability." Bloching, 129 Idaho at 846-47, 934 P.2d at 19-20. The 
Idaho Supreme Court held: 
We also believe that the district court was correct when it 
determined that the statement by Bloching's treating physician 
was inadmissible. Admittedly, under Bloching's attorney's 
questioning, the physician said that it was "possible" that the 
insulin blend could have caused a reaction. However, expert 
medical opinion testimony must be based upon a "reasonable 
degree of medical probability" in order to be admissible. A 
mere possibility of causal connection does not satisfy the 
standard, and thus, the physician's statement also could not 
be considered for purposes of summary judgment. 
lQ., 129 Idaho at 846-47, 934 P.2d at 19-20 (emphasis added). 
If plaintiffs must use an expert witness to testify as to causation, and if the expert 
witness is required to provide opinions "to a reasonable degree of medical certainty," then 
the expert must testify as to causation with a reasonable degree of medical certainty. See 
also, Langley v. State, 126 Idaho 781, 785, 890 P.2d 732, 736 (1995); Roberts v. Kit Mfg. 
Co. Inc., 124 Idaho 946,948,866 P.2d 969, 971 (1993). 
VI. 
IDAHO LAW REQUIRES ALL NEGLIGENT ACTORS, INCLUDING NON-PARTIES, TO 
BE INCLUDED ON THE JURY VERDICT FORM 
Defendants submit, in accordance with Idaho Code §§ 6-801 and 6-802, and 
pursuant to the Idaho appellate authority, all actors, including non-parties, whose 
negligent conduct caused or contributed to the subject occurrence and resulting 
damages claimed by plaintiff must be included on the special verdict form. Vannoy v. 
Uniroyal Tire Company, 111 Idaho 536, 542, 726 P.2d 648, 654 (1985). In Pocatello 
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Industrial Park Company v. Steel West, Inc., 101 Idaho 783, 621 P.2d 399 (1980), the 
Idaho Supreme Court expressly approved the inclusion of non-parties on the special 
verdict form: 
It is established without a doubt that, when apportioning 
negligence a jury must have the opportunity to consider the 
negligence of all parties to the transaction, whether or not 
they be parties to the lawsuit and whether or not they can be 
liable to the plaintiff or to the other tortfeasors either by 
operation of law or because of a prior release. 
Id., 101 Idaho at 786,671 P.2d at 402 (citation omitted). 
Likewise, in Lasselle v. Special Products Company. 106 Idaho 170, 677 P.2d 483 
(1983), the plaintiff was injured while using a post hole digger by manufactured the 
Special Products Company and assembled and sold by D & 8 Supply Company. Prior 
to trial, the plaintiff dismissed his action against D & 8 Supply Company; and, at trial, 
Special Products Company submitted a proposed form of verdict that included a 
comparison of fault of all parties to the transaction, including D & 8 Supply Company. 
The trial court refused to include D & 8 Supply Company on the verdict form. On 
appeal, the Supreme Court held the refusal to include D & B Supply Company on the 
special verdict to the jury for the purposes of comparing fault was reversible error 
because evidence had been submitted that D & 8 had failed to provide the 
manufacturer's directions on assembly of the digger and the jury could have concluded 
D & 8 was negligent. Id. 
Pursuant to the application of Idaho Code § 6-801, and in accordance with Idaho 
appellate authority, non-parties are required to be included on the jury verdict form upon 
the presentation of evidence of their failure to exercise ordinary care to protect plaintiff 
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from harm and injury, breach of any applicable standard of health care practice (in the 
instance of health care providers), any statutory violation(s), and/or failure to perform 
statutory duties, which failure(s) and/or violation(s) caused or contributed to the subject 
incident and the injuries or damages allegedly sustained by plaintiff. Munns v. Swift 
Transportation Co.! Inc., 138 Idaho 108, 112,58 P.3d 92, 96 (2002). 
VII. 
PLAINTIFFS CANNOT CALL ANY EXPERT WITNES DURING THEIR CASE IN CHIEF 
OR FOR REBUTTAL WHOSE IDENTITY AND SUMMARY OF EXPECTED 
TESTIMONY HAS NOT BEEN PROPERLY DISCLOSED 
Under Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, a party has the right to require through 
interrogatories that the opposing party identify and summarize the testimony of each 
expert the party expects to call as a witness at trial. The pertinent rule reads as follows: 
Rule 26(b)(4). Trial preparation -- Experts. Discovery of 
facts known and opinions held by experts, otherwise 
discoverable under the provisions of subdivision (b )(1) of this 
rule and acquired or developed in anticipation of litigation or 
for trial, may be obtained only as follows: (A) A party may 
through interrogatories require any other party to identify 
each person whom the other party expects to call as an 
expert witness at trial, to state the subject matter on which 
the expert is expected to testify, and to state the substance 
of the opinions to which the expert is expected to testify and 
to state the underlying facts and data upon which the expert 
opinions are based, in conformity with Rule 705 LR.E. 
I,R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(A) (emphasis added). The foregoing rule is applicable in this matter 
because Defendants have requested such information by interrogatory. 
Courts have broadly construed the class of persons "whom the other party 
expects to call as an expert witness at triaL" "Expected" witnesses include the plaintiffs' 
rebuttal experts who may be expected to testify as well as experts used during the 
plaintiffs' case in chief. See In re Burch, 33 B.R. 1015, 1018 (D. Md. 1983). 
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A plaintiffs failure to disclose the identity of expected trial experts and a 
summary of the expert's testimony may preclude such an expert from testifying at trial. 
Fabrica Italiana Lavorazione Materie Organiche, S. A. S. v. Kaiser Aluminum & 
Chemical Corp., 684 F.2d 776, 780-81 (11 th Cir. 1982); Smith v. Ford Motor Co., 626 
F.2d 784, 794 (10th Cir.1980); Voegeli v. Lewis, 568 F.2d 89 (8th Cir. 1977). In Fabrica 
Italiana, the appellate court affirmed the district court's sanction for failure to disclose an 
expert witness, in part, because of an "apparent lack of good faith by ... [appellant] in 
producing the witness and the absence of any credible explanation for not making prior 
disclosure." lQ. 684 F.2d at 780. A failure to exclude the testimony of an undisclosed 
expert may constitute an abuse of discretion and require a new trial. Voegeli, 568 F.2d 
at 97; Smith, supra. The same should also hold true in the event plaintiffs withdraw an 
expert and subsequently attempt to call said witness at trial. 
VIII. 
TESTIMONY PROPERLY ADMISSIBLE IN THE CASE IN CHIEF 
CANNOT BE ADMITTED IN REBUTTAL 
In general, testimony properly admissible in a party's case in chief cannot be 
admitted in rebuttal. Skogen v. Dow Chemical Co., 375 F.2d 692, 705-06 (8th Cir. 
1967); Page v. Barko Hydraulics, 673 F.2d 134, 139-40 (5th Cir. 1982); United States v. 
McCollum, 732 F.2d 1419, 1426 (9th Cir. 1984) (surrebuttal in criminal case); United 
States v. Clark, 617 F.2d 180, 187 (9th Cir. 1980) (surrebuttal in criminal case); La Ro 
Corp. v. Big D Oil Co., 824 F.2d 689, 690 (8th Cir. 1987); and Gossett v. Weyerhaeuser 
Co., 856 F .2d 1154, 1156-57 (8th Cir. 1988) quoting Skogen, supra. The fact the 
proposed rebuttal testimony is important or necessary to remedy perceived defect in a 
plaintiffs' case in chief is no excuse. Page, supra. If the proffered testimony relates to a 
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plaintiffs' case in chief, it is subject to exclusion. lQ. According to 75 Am.Jur.2d, Trials, § 
157: 
lQ. 
As a general rule, the party upon whom the affirmative of an 
issue devolves is bound to give all evidence in support of the 
issue in the first instance, and will not be permitted to hold 
back part of his evidence confirmatory of his case and then 
offer it on rebuttal. Rebuttal testimony offered by the plaintiff 
should rebut the testimony brought out by the defendant and 
should consist of nothing which could have been offered in 
chief. 
This Court's right to exclude rebuttal testimony arises out of the Court's inherent 
power to control the mode and order of proof under Rule 611 (a), Idaho Rules of 
Evidence. The Idaho rule is identical to the Federal Rule which sets forth the power of 
the Court to exclude rebuttal testimony. Smith v. Conley, 584 F.2d 844, 846 (8th Cir. 
1978). Rule 611 (a) provides: 
lQ. 
Rule 611. Mode and order of interrogation and 
presentation. 
(a) Control by the court. The court shall exercise 
reasonable control over the mode and order of interrogating 
witnesses and presenting evidence so as to (1) make 
interrogation and presentation effective for the ascertainment 
of the truth, (2) avoid needless consumption of time, and (3) 
protect witnesses from harassment or undue 
embarrassment. 
The following discussion of federal case authorities illustrates the Court has 
broad discretion to exclude rebuttal testimony which relates to the subject matter of the 
party's case in chief. For example, in Page, supra, the plaintiff sought recovery for 
wrongful death of her son, who was killed in a fire allegedly caused by a limb lifter 
manufactured by defendant. One of the allegations was the defendant failed to warn of 
the danger of attempting to repair rather than replace a certain part of the lifter. The 
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defendant offered evidence to the effect the person who repaired the part in question on 
the day prior to the fire had not consulted defendant's repair manual; and therefore, any 
failure to warn was irrelevant. In rebuttal, the plaintiff sought to introduce testimony of 
the supervisor to the effect the supervisor had read defendant's manual, which 
contained no such warning. The trial court excluded the supervisor's testimony, which 
was affirmed on appeal. The appellate court provided the following analysis: 
The district judge acknowledged the relevance and 
importance of this testimony. However, he declined to permit 
plaintiff's lawyers to remedy what he perceived to be a 
defect in their case-in-chief through rebuttal testimony. The 
conduct of a fair trial is a matter within the trial judge's 
discretion. Excel Handbag Co. v. Edison Brothers Stores, 
Inc., 630 F.2d 379, 388 (5th Cir. 1980). The judge had 
forewarned all counsel that he intended to be strict in his 
rulings on rebuttal testimony. We find no abuse of discretion 
here. 
1Q.., 673 F.2d at 140. 
In addition, in Skogen v. Dow Chemical Co., supra, the Trial Court's decision 
excluding rebuttal testimony was affirmed on appeal. One of the issues in Skogen was 
whether the use of an insecticide caused the severe and permanent injuries suffered by 
the plaintiffs. After the defendants submitted testimony regarding the lack of a causal 
connection, plaintiffs sought to call expert witness Dr. Quinby on rebuttal to establish the 
symptoms of insecticide poisoning were similar to the injuries experienced by the 
plaintiffs. However, the trial court properly denied such testimony on the grounds the 
plaintiffs should have offered the evidence during their case in chief. 1Q.., 375 F.2d at 
706. 
After a defense verdict, the plaintiffs appealed, arguing the rebuttal testimony 
should have been permitted. However, the Eight Circuit affirm"ed, providing the 
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following analysis regarding presentation of rebuttal evidence: 
Normally, parties are expected to present all of their 
evidence in their case in chief ... At the time of the rebuttal 
request, we see that this was a complex case, covering 
many days of trial and many witnesses, including numerous 
expert witnesses, producing volumes of complex scientific 
and medical exhibits, charts, and other data. In this situation, 
it is most difficult to keep the issues clearly delineated. An 
orderly presentation of the evidence is essential. 
lQ., 375 F.2d at 705. 
The Eight Circuit also pointed to the plaintiff's lack of surprise as further support 
in affirming the lower court: 
The issues were known to plaintiffs when they presented 
their case in chief. In fact, proof that the Skogen boys 
suffered from insect pOisoning was a necessary element in 
their prima facie case. Likewise, the defense that the Skogen 
boys did not suffer from insect poisoning was certainly 
anticipated by plaintiffs. They did not demonstrate to the trial 
court's satisfaction, nor have they to ours, why Dr. Quinby 
was not called in plaintiff's case in chief. It is altogether 
possible that plaintiffs kept Dr. Quinby in reserve, hoping to 
achieve some tactical advantage by a dramatic final 
statement on the issue. We think under all of the 
enumerated circumstances the trial court did not abuse its 
discretion in preventing plaintiffs from presenting rebuttal 
testimony. 
lQ., 375 F.2d at 706. 
The rationale behind the exclusion of rebuttal expert testimony is based on 
policies of fairness and efficiency in the presentation of evidence. Rebuttal is not 
designed to allow plaintiffs to withhold part of their case in chief and submit it in rebuttal. 
Parties are expected to present all of their evidence in their cases in chief. In addition, 
rebuttal testimony is subject to exclusion if it is cumulative, of modest impeachment 
value, confusing, or would unduly delay an already lengthy trial. Goldberg v. National 
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Life Ins. Co. of Vermont, 774 F.2d 559, 565 (2d Cir. 1985); Van Dyke v. Coburn 
Enterprises, Inc., 873 F.2d 1094 (8th Cir. 1989); and Skogen, supra. 
IX. 
DAMAGES AVAILABLE FOR WRONGFUL DEATH ARE LIMITED 
In the event the jury finds the Defendants liable, it must be instructed as to the 
damages available in this wrongful death action, including the following limiting 
directive: "Death is inevitable. Although the law compensates for the untimeliness of a 
death caused by another, no damages are allowed for grief and sorrow. [There can be 
no recovery for any pain or suffering of the decedent prior to death]." IDJI2d 9.05. 
The right to recover damages for wrongful death is statutory . .t:f!illQ, 64 Idaho at 
245, 130 P.2d 859. Idaho's wrongful death statute is found at § 5-311, which states in 
relevant part: 
Id. 
Suit for wrongful death by or against heirs or personal 
representatives - (1 ) When the death of a person is caused 
by the wrongful act or neglect of another, his or her heirs or 
personal representatives on their behalf may maintain an 
action for damages against the person causing the death ... 
In every action under this section, such damages may be 
given under all the circumstances of the case as may be 
just. .. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has recognized that Idaho Code § 5-311 does not 
create a right for a survival action, but a cause of action for the benefit of the survivors. 
Vulk, 112 Idaho at 858,736 P.2d at 1312. 
For the past century, Idaho Courts have applied a "loss of support theory of 
damages." Pfau v. Comair Holdings, Inc., 135 Idaho 152, 155, 15 P.3d 1160, 1163 
(2000). This theory measures damages as the loss to the survivors of what the 
decedent would have contributed to them in the form of support if she had lived. Id. 
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Pursuant to the Idaho Supreme Court, the true question with regard to damages in a 
wrongful death cause of actions is as follows: 
What had these plaintiffs the right to expect to 
receive from the [decedentJ during h[erJlife? And, 
for the loss of this they are to be compensated. What 
they got after [her] death does not enter into the case. 
The loss spoken of is the taking away of that which 
they were receiving, and would have received had 
[s]he lived. It is the destruction of their expectations in 
this regard that the law deals with and for which it 
furnishes compensation. 
Pfau, supra, quoting Westfall v. Caterpillar, Inc., 120 Idaho 918, 923, 821 P.2d 973, 978 
(1991) (emphasis added). 
However, grief and mental anguish may not be considered for purposes of 
awarding damages. Volk v. Baldazo, 103 Idaho 570, 573, 651 P.2d 11 (1982). 
Furthermore, because pain and suffering are personal to the decedent and not suffered 
by the heirs, an action for pain and suffering under Idaho Code § 5-311 is not available. 
Vulk, 112 Idaho at 858-59,736 P.2d at 1312-13. 
X. 
PLAINTIFF HAS THE BURDEN OF PROVING DAMAGES, AND SPECULATIVE 
DAMAGES MAY NOT BE AWARDED 
The party asserting a claim for damages has the burden of proving not only a 
right to damages, but also the amount of damages. Beare v. Stowes' Builders Supply, 
Inc., 104 Idaho 317, 321, 658 P.2d 988, 992 (Ct. App.1983), citing Fish v. Fleishman, 87 
Idaho 126, 391 P.2d 344 (1964). "The law does not permit the arriving at the amount of 
damages by conjecture." Beare, supra. 
Idaho courts have consistently held damages must be proved with reasonable 
certainty and cannot be based on mere speculation. See, Hake v. Delane, 117 Idaho 
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1058,1063,793 P.2d 1230, 1235 (1990); Anderson & Nafziger v. G. T. Newcomb, Inc., 
100 Idaho 175, 182,595 P.2d 709,716 (1979). The rule was summarized by the Idaho 
Court of Appeals in Lewiston Pre-Mix Concrete v. Rhode: 
The general rule is that damages must be proven with 
reasonable certainty. The test for "reasonable certainty" has 
been held to require only that the damages be taken out of 
the realm of speculation. This has been construed to mean 
that the existence and extent of damages cannot be left to 
speculation. 
Id., 110 Idaho 640, 648, 718 P.2d 551, 559 (Ct. App. 1985). 
Pursuant to Lewiston Pre-Mix Concrete, Inc, supra, the party asserting damages 
must prove not only the existence of damages, but also the extent of the amount of 
damages with reasonable certainty. 1Q.; see also, Martsch v. Nelson, 109 Idaho 95, 
100, 705 P.2d 1050, 1055 (Ct. App. 1985). In other words, the amount of damages 
"must be supported by substantial evidence and not based upon mere conjecture." Id. 
Integral to plaintiffs presenting substantial evidence to establish the amount of 
damages is plaintiffs' presentation of competent evidence to establish a causal 
relationship between the claimed medical expenses and the claimed injuries suffered by 
decedent as a result of Dr. Coonrod's emergency medical care and treatment. See 
Farmer v. International Harvester Company, 97 Idaho 742, 745, 553 P.2d 1306, 1308 
(1976). 
With regard to speculative damages, the comments to prior Idaho Pattern Jury 
Instruction No. 935 are instructive. It is undisputed the Court has the authority to make 
an initial determination of whether evidence presented to a jury is speculative in nature, 
and evidence which is speculative in nature should not be admitted. According to the 
comments, "evidence as to damages which are unduly remote or speculative should not 




be admitted." The comments warn if such speculative evidence is admitted and is not 
properly connected, the Court should instruct the jury to disregard the evidence. The 
comments further state: U[I]f at the end of all the evidence the court concludes that the 
only evidence on certain damage items is too remote or speculative, no issue as to such 
damages should be submitted to the jury ... " !9.. 
XI. 
ANY FUTURE DAMAGE AWARD MUST BE REDUCED TO ITS PRESENT VALUE 
It is well established with regard to awards of future damages, said damages 
must be discounted to present cash value. See W.L. Scott, Inc. v. Madras Aerotech, 
Inc., 103 Idaho 736, 742-43, 653 P.2d 791, 797-98 (1982). According to the Ninth 
Circuit: 
Discounting means making adequate allowance for the 
earning power of money. An award for pecuniary damages, 
such as the lost earnings and medical expenses in this case, 
could in theory take the form of annual installments, but 
generally is paid to the plaintiff as a lump sum. The lump 
sum, however, cannot be computed simply by adding up the 
periodic payments. Because the money can be invested to 
earn additional money, the ascertained future benefits must 
be discounted to their present value. See Jones & Laughlin 
Steel Corp. v. Pfeifer, 462 U.S. 523, 103 S. Ct. 2541, 2550, 
76 L. Ed. 2d 768 (1983). 
Shaw v. United States of America, 741 F.2d 1202, 1205, n. 1 (9th Cir. 
1 ~84). 
In Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., supra, the United States Supreme Court found 
any future damage award should also take into consideration inflation and should be 
discounted to present value. Id., 462 U.S. at 537,103 S. Ct. at 2550,76 L. Ed. 2d 783. 
Courts have devised a number of different methods for determining inflation and have 
established different methods for determining the necessary reduction of an award to 
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present value. See Annotation, Michael A. Rosenhouse, Effect of Anticipated Inflation 
on Damages for Future Losses - Modern Cases, 21 A.L.R. 4th 21 (1983). The Ninth 
Circuit identified at least three acceptable methods for determining the acceptable 
discount rate; all methods requiring independent and adequate proof of each factor 
before inflation and discount rates may be compared. Shaw, 741 F.2d at 1207. Once 
an acceptable rate is selected, the rate should be applied to each of the estimated 
installments, and then the discounted installments summed to compute the award. Id. 
XII. 
CONCLUSION 
Defendants Nathan Coonrod, M.D. and Primary Health Care Center respectfully 
request this Court instruct the jury and adhere to the established rules of law set forth 
hereinabove. 
;'-. 
DATED this~ day of April, 2009. 
TOLMAN & BRIZEE, P.C. 
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M.D., NATHAN COONROD, M.D., MITCHELL 
LONG, D.O., and PRIMARY HEALTH CARE 
CENTER, an Idaho corporation, JOHN and 
JANE DOES I through X, employees of one or 














Case No. CV 05-5781 
PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO 
DEFENDANTS NATHAN 
COONROD. M.D. AND PRIMARY 
HEALTH CARE CENTER'S 
TRIAL BRIEF 
PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD, M.D. AND PRIMARY 
HEALTH CARE CENTER'S TRIAL BRIEF - P. 1 
piE.' 
COME NOW Plaintiffs above-named, by and through their counsel of record, and 
hereby object to Defendant Coonrod's Trial Brief on the grounds and for the reason that the 
Trial Brief is not timely filed. 
The Court's Order Setting Case for Trial and Pretrial specified that no later than 
seven (7) days prior to the Pretrial Conference; all parties were to file with the Court: "A. A 
concise written statement of the theory of recovery or defense, the elements of that theory 
and supporting authorities." The Order was filed on June 20, 2007 and has not been 
superseded. 
This last minute filing by Defendant Coonrod is prejudicial to Plaintiffs and therefore 
Plaintiffs object to its filing on the eve of trial. 
DATED THIS Z 1 day of April, 2009. 
~ A ~"ii \ = ~~---------
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD, M.D. AND PRIMARY 
HEALTH CARE CENTER'S TRIAL BRIEF - P. 2 
prJv 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of April, 2009, I served a true and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
Andrew C. Brassey, Esq. 
Brassey Wetherell Crawford & 
Garrett LLP 
203 W. Main St. 
Boise, 10 83702 
Attorneys for Defendant Andrew Chai, 
M.D. 
Steven K. Tolman 
Tolman & Brizee, PC 
132 3rd Ave. E 
P.O. Box 1276 
Twin Falls, 10 83303 
Attorneys for Defendants Nathan 
Coonrod, M.D. and Primary Health Care 
Center 
Gary T. Dance 
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & 
Fields Chartered 
412 W. Center, Suite 2000 
PO Box 817 
Pocatello 10 83204-0817 
Attorneys for Defendant Steven R. 
Newman, M.D. 
o U.S. Mail 
D Hand Delivery 
0- Facsimile (208) 344·7077 
o U.S. Mail 
D Hand Delivery 
G- Facsimile (208) 733-5444 
D U.S. Mail 
D Hand Delivery 
c:r- Facsimile (208) 232-0150 
PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD, M.D. AND PRIMARY 
HEALTH CARE CENTER'S TRIAL BRIEF - P. 3 
Apr-23-2009 03:16 PM 
GaryT. Dance, ISB No. 1513 
Julian E. Gabiola, ISB No. 5455 
MOFFATT, THOMAS? BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
412 West Center 
Post Office Box 817 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204 
Telephone (208) 233-2001 




Attorneys for Steven R. Newman, M.D. 
Lf-J7C"kr 
F '·A.k3£ 9.M. 
APR 2 3 2009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J HEIDEMAN, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE AGUILAR, individually, as the Personal 
Representative of the Estate of Maria A. 
Aguilar, deceased, and as the natural father 
and guardian of GUADALUPE MARIA 
AGUILAR, ALEJANDRO AGUILAR, AND 
LORENA AGUILAR, minors, and JOSE 




ANDREW CHAr, M.D., STEVEN R. 
NEWMAN, M.D., NATHAN COONROD, 
M.D. CATHERINE ATUP-LEAVITT, M.D., 
MITCHELL LONG, D.O., COLUMBIA 
WEST VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER, an 
Idaho corporation, MERCY MEDICAL 
CENTER, an Idaho corporation, PRIMARY 
HEALTH CARE CENTER, an Idaho 
Case No. CV 05-5781 
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION 
OF WILLIAM BLAHD, M.D. (DUCES 
TECUM) 
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION OF WILLIAM BLAHD, M.D. 
(DUCES TECUM) - 1 Clfent:1202097.1 
2866 
corporation, JOHN and JANE DOES, I 
through X, employees of one or more ofthe 
Defendants, 
Defendants. 
TO ALL PARTIES AND THEIR RESPECTNE COUNSEL OF RECORDS; 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to Rules 30 and 34 of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure, defendant, Steven R. Newman, M.D., will take the deposition of WILLIAM 
BLAHD, M.D., before an officer authorized to administer oaths 011 Friday, Apri123. 2009, at 
11 :00 a.m. at the offices of COMSTOCK. & BUSH, 199 N Capitol, Blvd., Ste. 500, Boise, Idaho. 
Such person is required to bring with him the following records or documents: 
All notes, reports, documents, correspondence, publications, learned treatises, 
photographs, film. videos, drawings, computer generated records, and any and all other 
infonnation and/or documents reviewed or generated by the witness regarding the above 
captioned case, d 
DATED this 23 day of April, 2009. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
By MIi&q f. $d~ vtt 
Gary T. Dance - Of the Flml 
Attorneys for Steven R. Newman, M.D. 
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION OF WILLIAM BLAHD, M.D. 
(DUCES TECUM) - 2 CUenl:1202097.1 
2867 
4/::> 
CERTIFICATE OF s:J-VICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this '23 day of April, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION OF WILLIAM 
BLAHD~ M.D. (DUCES TECUM) to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed 
to the following: 
David E. Comstock 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
P.O. Box 2774 
BorsE, ID 83701-2774 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
Byron V. Foster 
Attorney-at-law 
P.O. Box 1584 
Boise, ID 83701-1584 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
Andrew C. Brassey 
BRASSEY WETHERELL CRAWFORD & GARRETT 
203 W. Main Street 
Boise,ID 83702 
Facsimile: (208) 344~ 7077 
Steven K. Tolman 
TOLMAN & BRIZEE, P.C. 
P.O. Box 1276 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276 
Facsimile: (208)733~5444 
(lO.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(,-JFacsimile 
(1u.s. Mail; Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
(-1Pacsimile 
(1u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( -?Facsimile 
c-1""u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( 1Facsimile 
~ ft~wt-~~ 
Gary T. Dance 
NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION OF WILLIAM BLAHD, M.D. 




q-.)l Cu (ft 
_F_-'A.~ J5s 9.M. 
David E. Comstock, ISB No.: 2455 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Ste 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2774 
Telephone: (208) 344-7700 
Facsimile: (208) 344~7721 
Byron V. Foster, ISB No.: 2760 
Attorney At Law 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Ste 500 
P.O. Box 1584 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
APR 2 3 2009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
.J HEIDEMAN, DEPUTY . 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON COUNTY 
JOSE AGUILAR, individually, as the Personal ) 
Representative of the Estate of Maria A. Aguilar, ) 
deceased, and as the natural father and ) 
guardian of GUADALUPE MARIA AGUILAR, ) Case No. CV 05-5781 
ALEJANDRO AGUILAR, and LORENA ) 
AGUILAR, minors, and JOSE AGUILAR, JR., ) 
heirs of Maria A. Aguilar, deceased, ) PLAINTIFFS' SECOND 





ANDREW CHAI, M.D., STEVEN R. NEWMAN, ) 
M.D., NATHAN COONROD, M.D., MITCHELL ) 
LONG, D.O., and PRIMARY HEALTH CARE ) 
CENTER, an Idaho corporation, JOHN and ) 
JANE DOES I through X, employees of one or ) 
more of the Defendants, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
PLAINTIFFS' SECOND AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST· 1 
?Rh~ 
COME NOW, Plaintiffs, by and through their attorneys of record, David E. Comstock 
of Comstock and Bush, and Byron V. Foster, Attorney at Law, and pursuant to the Court's 
Scheduling Order, hereby submits the following list of exhibits to be utilized at the trial of 
this matter: 
1. Primary Health Medical Records (certified copy); 
2. Mercy Medical Records (certified copy); 
3. West Valley Medical Center Records (certified copy); 
4. Maria Aguilar's Autopsy Report; 
5. Coroner's Report; 
6. Canyon County Paramedics Records; 
7. Death Certificate; 
8. Cornelius Hofman Economic Report; 
9. Maria Aguilar Loss Summary; 
10. Maria Aguilar Funeral Expenses; 
11. Photographs; 
12. Maria Aguilar's Obituary; 
13. Maria Aguilar's Funeral Program; 
14. Maria Aguilar's Death Notice; 
15. Anatomical Charts (as yet undetermined); 
16. Timeline of Maria's Aguilar's Medical Care; 
17. Radiological scans and x-rays; 
18. Defendants' Discovery Responses; 
19. 2003 Calendar; and 




20. Maria Aguilar's Funeral Service Registry. 
Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement this list, not to use any of the exhibits listed 
herein and/or to use any exhibit listed by the Defendants. 
DATED This '2..'3 day of April, 2009. 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
PLAINTIFFS' SECOND AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 3 
?R71 
Apr-23-2009 04:4~ PM CUMS"UCK & J:SUSli C;Utj.j"l"lttc;l 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the '2-"] day of April, 2009, I served a true and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
Andrew C. Brassey, Esq. 
Brassey Wetherell Crawford & 
Garrett LLP 
203 W. Main St. 
Boise, 1083702 
Attorneys for Defendant Andrew Chait 
M.D. 
Steven K. Tolman 
Tolman & Brizee, PC 
132 3rd Ave. E 
P.O. Box 1276 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Attorneys for Defendants Nathan 
Coonrod, M.D. and Primary Health Care 
Center 
Gary T. Dance 
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & 
Fields Chartered 
412 W. Center, Suite 2000 
PO Box817 
Pocatello 10 83204~0817 
Attorneys for Defendant Steven R. 
Newman, M.D. 
John J. Burke 
Hall Farley Oberrecht & Blanton 
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700 
PO Box 1271 
Boise, 1083701 
Attorneys for Defendant Mitchell Long, 
D.O. 
PLAINTIFFS' SECOND AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 4 
2872 
o U.S. Mail 
o Hand Delivery 
G--- Facsimile (208) 344-7077 
o U.S. Mail 
o Hand Delivery 
c:::Y" Facsimile (208) 733-5444 
o U.S. Mail 
o Hand Delivery 
G- Facsimile (208) 232-0150 
o U.S. Mail 
o Hand Delivery 
[3-- Facsimile (208) 395-8585 
oJ/oJ 
4.-?-7 c l\.l~+ 
_F_'_A.k I~ ltM. 
APR 2 4 2009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DlslWt&fMAN. DEPUTY . 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
Jose Aguilar et al. Plaintiff(s): 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
vs. 
Andrew Chai, M. D. et al. Defendant(s): 
Case Number: CV 05-5781 
For: 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
Boise, 10 83702 
STATE OF IDAHO 
:ss 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
Received by TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SERVING LLC on April 9, 2009 to be served on THOMAS M. 
DONNDELINGER. 
I, Antonio Roque, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Monday, April 13, 2009, at 1 :38 PM, I: 
SERVED the within named person(s) by delivering to and leaving with THOMAS M. DONNDELINGER a 
true copy of the Subpoena and Letter. Said service was effected at Mercy Medical Center, 1512 12th 
Ave., Nampa, 10 83686. 
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over 
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action. 
Our Reference Number: 79038 
\\\"" ""," 1P.r 
...... ' \tl. K'<., 
.... .-..\. ~ ••••• \l' •• ~ .. Lh ••• ""~~ 
.: c.,".. ~ '{ '. .' 
Subscribed and sworn before me today 
Tuesday, April 14, 2009 
:~:,,~ 0y 
: ~: 0 "(J ~ o-,!!:,---...--~---~~-+-j;---=:'~---
: : -< #. ...... : x : 
_. <;;>'V. '" _ 
TRI-COUNTY PROCESS SE~VIN·Ci LL~ \.) ./ $ j 
P.O. Box 1224 ;'" .0 ......... 0«. ........ . 
Boise, 10, 83701 """, S T A \~,\\,,,\ :-:N-ot-+-ry-:P~U""'b~lic~fo-r""th-f-:l---~~:"'-~~---
(208) 344-4132 ""1111'" Re 'ding at Namp I aho 
My Commission E p' es on March 7th, 2014 
?R7~ 
J .. 
Apr-24-2009 01:51 PM att Thomas 2083855384 c./"i 
F I L 4-27 C .. lef 
~.M:~E 0 ~P.M. 
Gary T. Dance, ISB No. 1513 
Julian E. Gabiola, lSB No. 5455 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
412 West Center 
Post Office Box 817 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204 
Telephone (208) 233·2001 




Attorneys for Steven R. Newman, M.D. 
APR 2 42009 
CANYONC 
J HEIDEM~NUNTY CLERK 
. DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE AGUILAR, individually, as the Personal 
Representative of the Estate afMaria A. 
Aguilar, deceased, and as the natural father 
and guardian of GUADALUPE MARIA 
AGUILAR, ALEJANDRO AGUILAR, AND 
LORENA AGUILAR, minors, and JOSE 




ANDREW CHAI, M.D., STEVEN R. 
NEWMAN, M,D., NATHAN COONROD, 
M.D. CATHERINE ATUP-LEAVIIT, M.D., 
MITCHELL LONG, D.O., COLUMBIA 
WEST VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER, an 
Idaho corporation. MERCY MEDICAL 
CENTER, an Idaho corporation. PRIMARY 
HEALTH CARE CENTER, an Idaho 
corporation, JOHN and JANE DOES, I 
through X, employees of one or more of the 
Defendants, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 05·5781 
DEFENDANT STEVEN R. NEWMAN, 
M.D. 'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS' 
THIRD AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST 
DEFENDANT STEVEN R. NEWMAN, M.D.'S OBJECTION 
TO PLAINTIFFS' THIRD AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST· 1 Cllent:1203341.1 
?R74 
Apr-24-2009 01:52 PM 
COMES NOW defendant Steven R. Newman, M.D., by and through undersigned 
counsel, and objects to Plaintiffs' Third Amended Exhibit List. 
Specifically, Dr. Newman objects to Plaintiffs' Exhibit #20, Maria Aguilar's 
Funeral Service Registry on the basis that members of the jury may know people who attended 
the funeral and that this will improperly bias the jury in plaintiffs' favor. In addition, if this 
exhibit is allowed. then Voir Dire will take a much longer of period of time. as defendants will 
need to ascertain whether members of the potential juror pool know any of the long list of 
funeral attendees. 
~ 
DATED this ~ay of April, 2009. 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRED', ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
By tw4Vf11 ~ f.dtAr~ t? 
Gary T. Dance - Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Steven R. Newman, M.D. 
DEFENDANT STEVEN R. NEWMAN, M.D.'S OBJECTION 
TO PLAINTIFFS' THIRD AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST - 2 Client1203341.1 
?R7~ 
Apr-24-2009 01:53 PM 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this gr~ay of April, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT STEVEN R. NEWMAN, M.D.'S OBJECTION 
TO PLAINTIFFS' THIRD AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST to be served by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to the following: 
David E. Comstock 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
P.O. Box 2774 
BOISE, ID 83701-2774 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
Byron V. Foster 
Attorney~at-law 
P.O. Box 1584 
Boise, ID 83701-1584 
Facsimile: (208) 344-772 I 
Andrew C. Brassey 
BRASSEY WETHERELL eRA WFORD & McCURDY 
203 W. Main Street 
Boise,ID 83702 
Facsimile: (208) 344M 7077 
Steven K. Tolman 
TOLMAN & BRIZEE, P .C. 
P.O. Box 1276 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1276 
Facsimile: (208)733-5444 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( )j)vemight Mail ( 1" Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) 9Yemight Mail 
( '1Pacsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( 11'acsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ~vemight Mail 
( "'J l"acsimile 
t'u4tMA f f~' ~ 
Gary T. Dance 
DEFENDANT STEVEN R. NEWMAN, M,D. '8 OBJECTION 




APV24/2009/FR I 03: 49 PM LAW 
Steven K. Tolman (lSB #1769) 
TOLMAN & BRIZEE, P.C. 
132 3rd Avenue East 
P.O. Box 1276 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303~1216 
Telephone: (208) 733-5566 
FAX No, 208-7 p, UUj 
l(-;;>7 CuIv' f 
_F_~.~B~~ 9.M. 
APR 2 4 2009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J HEIDEMAN. DEPUTY 
Attorney for Defendants Nathan Coonrod, MD and Primary Health Care Center 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE AGUILAR, individually, as the 
Personal Representative of the Estate of 
Maria A. Aguilar, deceased, and as the 
natural father and guardian of 
GUADALUPE MARIA AGUILAR, 
ALEJANDRO AGUILAR, and LORENA 
AGUILAR, minors. and JOSE 




ANDREW CHAit M.D., STEVEN R. 
NEWMAN, M.D., NATHAN COONROD, 
M.D., MITCHELL LONG, P,O., and 
PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CENTER. an 
Idaho corporation, JOHN and JANE 
DOES I through X, employees of one or 
more of the Defendants, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 05-5781 
JOINDER IN DEFENDANT STeVEN R. 
NEWMAN, M.D.'S OBJECTION TO 
PLAINTIFFS' THIRD AMENDED EXHIBIT 
LIST 
COME NOW defendants, Nathan Coonrod, M.D. and Primary Health Care 
Center. by and through their counsel of record. Steven K. Tolman of Tolman & Brizee, 
JOINDER IN DEFENDANT STEVEN R. NEWMAN, M.D.'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFfS' THIRD 
AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST, PAGE 1 
?R77·· . 
.. 
APR/24/2009/FRI UJ: 4~ PM LAW ~AX NO. LUlV( 1'. UU4 
P.C., and hereby join in Steven R. Newman M.D.'s Objection to Plaintiffs' Third 
Amended Exhibit List. Additionally, defendants object to plaintiffs' Third Amended 
Exhibit List on the grounds it is untimely per the Court's Order, which states all exhibits 
are to be identified seven days prior to the pretrial conference . 
. ~ 
DATED this ~4 daYof April, 2009. 
JOINDER IN DEFENDANT STEVEN R. NEWMAN, M.D.'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS' THIRD 
AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST. PAGE 2 
.... -.... _---
-- ?R7R 
APR/24/2009/FRI 03:50 PM LAW FAX No. 208-7 444 P. 005 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this (i~ay of April, 2009, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing JOINDER IN DEFENDANT STEVEN R~ NEWMAN. M.D:S 
OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS' THIRD AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST to be forwarded with 
all required charges prepared, by the method(s) indicated belovy, to the following: 
Andrew C. Brassey 
BRASSEY, WETHERELL, CRAWFORD & McCURDY 
203 W. Main St. 
P.O. Box 1009 
Boise, ID 83702 
Byron V. Foster 
Attorney at Law 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
P.O. Box 1584 
Boise, 10 83701-1584 
David E. Comstock 
Law Offices of Comstock & Bush 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, ID 83701 
Gary T. Dance 
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & Fields 
412 W. Center, Suite 2000 
P.O. Box 817 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0817 
o First Class Mail 
o ~and Delivered 
~ Facsimile 
o Overnight Mail 
o First Class Mail g /Hand Delivered 
l..Y"" Facsimile 
D Overnight Mail 
o First Class Mail o ~and Delivered 
13" Facsimile 
o Overnight Mail 
~F'rst Class Mail o and Delivered Facsimile o Overnight Mail 
JOINDER IN OEFENDANT STEVEN R. NEWMAN, M.D.'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS' THIRD 
AMENDED EXHIBIT L.,.IST, PAGE 3 
"-~'R79 ...... ",," "_._. __ ._,,._--
, 
David E. Comstock 
LAW OFFICES OF COMSTOCK & BUSH 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Ste 500 
P.O. Box 2774 
Boise, Idaho 83701.-2774 
Telephone: (208) 344-7700 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
ISB#: 2455 
Byron V. Foster 
Attorney At Law 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Ste 500 
P.O. Box 1584 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344~7721 
IS8#: 2760 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
'1-.:z7(r.1H-
F A.k £u 9.M. 
APR 2 4 2009 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
J HEIDEMAN. DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
JOSE AGUILAR, individually, as the Personal ) 
Representative of the Estate of Maria A. Aguilar, ) 
deceased, and as the natural father and ) 
guardian of GUADALUPE MARIA AGUILAR, ) 
ALEJANDRO AGUILAR, and LORENA ) 
AGUILAR, minors, -and JOSE AGUILAR, JR., ) 
heirs of Maria A. Aguilar, deceased, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
ANDREW CHAI, M.D:, STEVEN R. NEWMAN, 
M.D., NATHAN COONROD, M.D., MITCHELL 
LONG, D.O .• and PRIMARY HEALTH CARE 
CENTER, an Idaho corporation, JOHN and 
JANE DOES I through X, employees of one or 















Case No. CV 05-5781 
PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO 
DEFENDANTS NATHAN 
COONROD, M.D. AND PRIMARY 
HEALTH CARE CENTER'S 
RESERVATION OF RIGHT TO 
CHALLENGE QUALIFICATIONS 
OF PLAINTIFFS' EXPERTS 
PAUL BLAYLOCK, M.D. AND 
DEAN LAPINEL, M.D. 
PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD, M.D. AND PRIMARY 
HEALTH CARE CENTER'S RESERVATION OF RIGHT TO CHALLENGE QUALlFICATIONS 
OF PLAINTIFFS' EXPERTS PAUL BLAYLOCK, M.D. AND DEAN LAPINEL, M.D. - P.1 
2880 
Apr-24-2009 & BUSH 20834411~1 
COME NOW Plaintiffs above-named, by and through their counsel of record and 
hereby object to the statement made by counsel for Defendant Coonrod and Primary 
Health on April 22, 2009 at the hearing on Motions in Limine to the effect that he reseNed 
the right to challenge the qualifications of Drs. Blaylock and Lapinel to testify in this matter 
based upon the grounds and for the reasons set forth below. 
ARGUMENT 
All Motions in Limine have been filed and heard by the Court. If Defendant Coonrod 
intended to challenge the qualifications of Dr. Blaylock and Dr. Lapinel to testify as expert 
witnesses in this matter; in order to preseNe his right to do so, he should have filed Motions 
in Limine on this issue and had them heard by the Court at the time all other Motions in 
Limine were heard on April 22, 2009. The deadline for Motions in Limine has passed 
without such a Motion being filed by Defendant Coonrod. To allow Defendant Coonrod to 
challenge Plaintiffs' experts' qualifications at this late date greatly prejudices Plaintiffs and 
will delay and impede the orderly presentation of evidence. 
The purpose of Motions in Limine is to eliminate from the trial issues which could 
have been dealt with outside of the trial so as to eliminate such delays and impediments. In 
addition, a party cannot lie in the weeds and wait until the last minute when to do so would 
disrupt trial and is a veiled attempt to do what should have been done in a more timely 
fashion. 
Defendant Coonrod well knew whether or not he had grounds to question these 
physicians' qualifications long ago and yet chose not to do so; choosing instead to ambush 
the doctors at trial. There was a vehicle in place by which to make these challenges and 
PLAINTIFFS' OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD, M.D. AND PRIMARY 
HEALTH CARE CENTER'S RESERVATION OF RIGHT TO CHALLENGE QUALIFICATIONS 
OF PLAINTIFFS' EXPERTS PAUL BLAYLOCK, M.D. AND DEAN LAPINEL, M.D. - P. 2 
?RR1 
Defendant Coonrod made a conscious decision to forgo its use. He should not now be 
heard to insist he still has that right. 
It is Plaintiffs' position that by failing to file Motions in Limine on these issues, 
Defendant Coonrod has waived the right to challenge the qualifications and foundation for 
the testimony of Drs. Blaylock and Lapine!. And Plaintiffs request that the Court so order. 
DATED THIS '"'2 '{day of April, 2009. 
~-8yr6).Q.y. Foster / 
Attorneys-mrf'1f8lntiffs 
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DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD, 
M.D. AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE 
CENTER'S SUPPLEMENTAL TRIAL 
BRIEF 
COME NOW the defendants, Nathan Coonrod, M.D. and Primary Health Care 
Center (hereinafter referred to collectively as "Defendants"), by and through their 
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counsel of record, Tolman & Brizee, P.C., and hereby submit this Supplemental Trial 
Brief, which this Court has indicated it would consider on the subject addressed herein. 
I. 
FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
In this wrongful death cause of action, plaintiffs allege defendant Nathan 
Coonrod, M.D. committed medical malpractice with regard to medical treatment 
provided to decedent Maria A. Aguilar during the approximate time period of April 26, 
2003 through June 4, 2003. Plaintiffs allege said negligence caused decedent's death 
on June 4, 2003. Plaintiffs further allege Primary Health Care Center is liable through 
the theory of respondeat superior, as Nathan Coonrod, M.D. was employed by them 
during the time in question and plaintiffs allege he was acting within the course and 
scope of his employment during his treatment of the decedent. 
Prior to trial plaintiffs have negotiated a settlement agreement with co-defendant 
Dr. Mitchell Long, D.O., causing Dr. Long to no longer be a party in this case. Plaintiffs 
may possibly negotiate settlement agreements with one or more co-defendants in this 
case prior to, or during, trial thereby increasing the number of non-parties in this case. 
Thus, Dr. Coonrod and Primary Health Care Center submit this Supplemental Trial Brief 
to address issues pertaining to a non-party or non-parties (hereinafter referred to as 
"non-parties") in this cause of action. 
II. 
DEFENDANTS NATHAN COONROD, M.D. AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CENTER 
HAVE ALWAYS RESERVED THE RIGHT TO EXAMINE PLAINTIFFS' WITNESSES, 
INCLUDING EXPERT WITNESSES, EITHER ON DIRECT OR CROSS-EXAMINATION 
TO ESTABLISH NEGLIGENCE AGAINST NON-PARTIES TO THIS CAUSE OF 
ACTION. 
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Idaho Code Section 6-1012 provides the requirements that Defendants Nathan 
Coonrod, M.D. and Primary Health Care Center (hereinafter referred to as "defendants") 
must meet, as part of their defense, to establish negligence at trial against any non-
party or non-parties in the above-entitled case. Idaho Code Section 6-1012 states, in 
relevant part: 
In any case, claim or action for damages due to injury to or 
death of any person, brought against any physician and 
surgeon or other provider of health care ... such claimant or 
plaintiff must, as an essential part of his or her case in chief, 
affirmatively prove by direct expert testimony and by a 
preponderance of all the competent evidence, that such 
defendant then and there negligently failed to meet the 
applicable standard of health care practice of the community 
in which such care allegedly was or should have been 
provided .... 
I.C. § 6-1012. Defendants may present as part of their defense, by direct expert 
testimony, and in accordance with the elements of Idaho Code Section 6-1012, that 
certain non-parties breached the applicable standard of health care practice of the 
community and that there was a causal connection between the breach of care of the 
non-parties and the death of the decedent in this case. To accomplish this, it is 
incumbent upon the defendants to call an expert witness. It is the defendants' intent to 
utilize plaintiffs' expert witnesses to show that non-parties were negligent in the above-
entitled case. Specifically, defendants propose to call plaintiffs' expert witness, Dr. Paul 
Blaylock, M.D., to establish the negligence of the non-parties in this case. 
The New Jersey Supreme Court stated that no party to litigation has "anything 
resembling a proprietary right" to any witness evidence. Fitzgerald v. Stanley Roberts, 
Inc., 186 N.J. 286, 301, 895 A.2d 405, 413-414 (2006). "Absent a privilege no party is 
entitled to restrict an opponent's access to a witness, however partial or important to 
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him, by insisting on some notion of allegiance. Even an expert whose knowledge has 
been purchased cannot be silenced by the party who is paying him on that ground 
alone." Id. at 301, 414. (citations omitted) (emphasis added). Also, "[b]y declaring that 
an expert witness will be produced at trial and providing the expert's identity and opinion 
to another party, as required by [the local discovery rules], the original proponent has 
waived his claim that the information is privileged. Thus, we hold that access to the 
testifying witness is allowed .... " Id. at 302,414. "[D1iscovery rules designed to protect 
consulting experts do not prevent a party from calling an adversary's expert when that 
expert has been designated a 'testifying expert,' even without a showing of exigent 
circumstances." Id. 
In addition, the United States District Court for the Northern District of 
Iowa Western Division ruled that "once an expert is designated, the expert is recognized 
as presenting part of the common body of discoverable, and generally admissible, 
information and testimony available to all parties. House v. Combined Insurance 
Company of America, 168 F.R.D. 236, 245 (N.D. Iowa 1996). In House v. Combined 
Insurance Company of America, the court reasoned that once a party deSignates an 
expert witness as probably testifying at trial pursuant to the applicable discovery rule(s), 
"the party will have to live with the consequence that the opposing party will likely be 
given the opportunity to depose the expert or even to call the expert at trial on their own 
behalf." Id. at 247. 
In the present case, plaintiffs designated in its initial expert disclosure Dr. 
Blaylock as an expert witness to be called at trial to testify pursuant to Idaho Rule of 
Civil Procedure (IRCP) 26(b)(4). Thereafter, plaintiffs designated Dr. Blaylock as an 
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expert witness to be called at trial to testify in accordance with IRCP 26(b)(4) in its 
supplemental expert disclosure, 2nd supplemental expert disclosure, 3rd supplemental 
expert disclosure, 6th supplemental expert disclosure, 7th supplemental expert 
disclosure, 8th supplemental expert disclosure, 9th supplemental expert disclosure, 
rebuttal expert disclosure, and supplemental rebuttal expert disclosure. 
At no time have plaintiffs de-designated or withdrawn Dr. Blaylock as an expert 
witness to be called at trial. In plaintiffs' expert disclosure, and subsequent 
supplemental expert disclosures, regarding Dr. Blaylock, plaintiffs provided Dr. 
Blaylock's opinions and related reports. Defendants have also deposed Dr. Blaylock. 
Accordingly, Dr. Blaylock is a testifying witness pursuant to IRCP 26. 
Furthermore, defendants have always reserved and maintained the right to 
examine plaintiffs' expert witnesses, including Dr. Blaylock, either on direct examination 
or cross-examination to establish its defense. The following documents, and responses 
contained therein, are specific examples of defendants' notice to plaintiffs of defendants' 
intent to use plaintiffs' witnesses, including expert witnesses, as well as using plaintiffs' 
witnesses' reports and depositions at trial: 
• Primary Health Care Center's answers to plaintiffs' first set of interrogatories and 
requests for production of documents, answers to interrogatories #1 and #2; 
• Primary Health Care Center's supplemental answers to plaintiffs' first set of 
interrogatories and requests for production of documents, answers to 
interrogatories #2, #3, #5, #16, #18, and #19; 
• Primary Health Care Center's answers to plaintiffs' second set of interrogatories 
and requests for production of documents, request for production #20; 
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• Primary Health Care Center's supplemental answers to plaintiffs' second set of 
interrogatories and requests for production of documents, answers to 
interrogatories #20, #21, and #22; 
• Nathan Coonrod, M.D.'s supplemental answers to plaintiffs' first set of 
interrogatories and requests for production of documents, answers to 
interrogatories #2, #3, #5, #17, #19, and #20; 
• Nathan Coonrod, M.D.'s answers to plaintiffs' second set of interrogatories and 
requests for production of documents, request for production #20; 
• Nathan. Coonrod, M.D.'s supplemental answers to plaintiffs' second set of 
interrogatories and requests for production of documents, answers to 
interrogatories #21, #22, and #23. 
As demonstrated in the list of defendants' discovery responses, there is no basis for 
plaintiffs' to argue that defendant's cannot call plaintiffs' disclosed expert witnesses in 
order for the defendants' to establish the negligence of non-parties in the above-entitled 
cause of action. 
Moreover, defendants' supplemental answer to interrogatory number five (5) to 
plaintiffs' first set of interrogatories and requests for production of documents 
specifically states ''[tlo the extent any other defendant in this action is dismissed prior to 
trial, this defendant reserves the right to call or cross-examine plaintiffs' expert 
witnesses at triaL" Defendant Nathan Coonrod, M.D. 's Supplemental Answers and 
Responses to Plaintiffs' First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents, p. 10 (emphasis added). Since plaintiffs' have disclosed Dr. Blaylock as an 
expert witness pursuant to IRep 26(b)(4), and defendant's have preserved their right to 
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examine plaintiffs' witnesses, the Court should permit defendants to examine plaintiffs' 
witnesses, including expert witnesses. 
III. 
CONCLUSION 
Defendants Nathan Coonrod, M.D. and Primary Health Care Center respectfully 
request this Court to permit them to examine plaintiffs' disclosed witnesses, including 
expert witnesses, either by direct or cross-examination to prove the negligence of any 
non-parties to this cause of action. 
~&/r-DATED thi~ day of April, 2009. 
TOLMAN & BRIZEE, P.C. 
Bis~----
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Pursuant to the Court's request at the pretrial hearing held on April 22, 2008, 
Plaintiffs respectfully submit this Bench Brief Regarding the Defendants' Undisclosed 
Expert Witness Testimony at Trial. 
In the present case, the Plaintiffs have retained experts who have opinions 
regarding each of the Defendants' care and treatment of Maria Aguilar and have offered 
deposition testimony that each of the Defendants had an opportunity, at some point, to 
diagnose and treat Maria's signs and symptoms of pulmonary embolus which she 
exhibited over the several weeks she was seeking care. During the course of discovery 
and depositions, the Plaintiffs' experts expressed criticisms of all Defendants, including 
settling Defendants, Dr. Long and Dr. Chai It is anticipated that the Defendants, 
Defendant Coonrod in particular, will attempt to present Plaintiffs' experts either by 
reading their depositions or by going beyond to the scope of direct examination. It is 
expected that the Defendants will attempt to elicit testimony from the Plaintiffs' experts 
regarding their criticisms of a settling Defendant's care and treatment of Maria Aguilar in 
order to persuade the jury to apportion fault to a Defendant no longer associated with 
the case. Plaintiffs maintain an objection to any Defendant attempting to do so based 
on a prior "reservation of a right" to do so in their expert witness disclosures. 
Such action is prohibited by the Court's Scheduling Order, the Idaho discovery 
rules and by Idaho legal precedent. Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(4), 
parties are required to identify each person whom the party expects to call as an expert 
witness at trial, to state the subject matter upon which the expert is expected to testify, 
and to state the substance of the opinions to which the expert is expected to testify. 
Failure to comply with this rule typically results in sanctions, including the exclusion of 
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the witness. Radmer v. Ford Motor Company, 120 Idaho 86, 813 P.2d 897 (Ct. App. 
2002). 
In White v. Mock, 140 Idaho 882, 104 P.3d 356 (2004), the Idaho Supreme Court 
expressly prohibited a party from caJling the opposing party's expert witness if there has 
been no disclosure of such testimony. As the Court pointed out, the Idaho discovery 
rules contain no provision addressing whether a party may call the opposing party's 
experts at tria/. 140 Idaho at 889, 104 P.3d at 363. However, in maintaining the spirit 
and purpose of the rules on discovery, the Court specifically stated that a "general 
reservation of rights to call the other party's witnesses is not the type of disclosure 
envisioned by the rule, in that it does not apprise the opposing party of the identity of the 
specific expert to be relied upon and does not reveal the general substance of that 
testimony or its relation to the legal theory of (the party attempting to call the witness)." 
Id. Citing, Gallo v. Peninsula Hospital, 164 Cal.App.3d 899, 903-904, 211 Cal. Rptr. 27, 
30 (1985). 
Washington Courts have similarly held that a party attempting to call the 
opposing party's witness without first disclosing the witness in discovery is prohibited 
from doing so. Allied Financial SeNices, Inc. v. Mangum, 72 Wash.App. 164,864 P.2d 
1 (1993). In that case, the court determined that the Washington rules on discovery, 
similar to the Idaho Rules, require that "(a)/1 witnesses must be listed, including those 
whom a party plans to call as a rebuttal witness." (Emphasis in opinion). Id. at 168. 
Thus, the Court held that that, in order to call witnesses at trial parties must list "any" 
and all witnesses, including those listed by the opposing party, unless the court orders 
otherwise for good cause. Id. 
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The Court in Defter v. Shop-Rite Supermarkets Inc., 332 N.J. Super. 540 753 
• 
A.2d. 1228 (2000) also recognized that "the f~ct that a plaintiff may settle with some but 
not all defendants in advance of trial can hardly be surprising to any defense attorney." 
753 A.2d. at 1231. The rules of discovery are premised upon the idea that" no party 
should build its case by foraging for opinions from the experts of the other party." 
Graham v. Gielchinsky, 126 N.J. 361, 599 A.2d 149 (1991). Citing, Smith v. Ford Motor 
Co., 626 F.2d 784,792 (10th Cir.1980), cert. denied, 450 U.S. 918,101 S.Ct. 1363,67 
L.Ed.2d 344 (1981). Similarly, in the present case, no Defendant can now assert 
surprise that he would be required to carry the burden of establishing fault against the 
settling defendants. The Defendants have known from the time the Complaint was 
served that the Plaintiffs were asserting fault against them, and the Plaintiffs should not 
now be prejudiced by the Defendants' decision to disclose the Plaintiffs' experts as 
witnesses because they apparently did not choose to seek the advice of another expert 
on the subject of a settling Defendant's liability. 
Accordingly, the Plaintiffs object to the Defendants' use of the Plaintiffs' experts 
as the Defendants have made no substantive disclosure of such testimony, other than a 
general "reservation of right" to call the Plaintiffs experts to the stand at trial. The Court 
ordered that the Defendants disclose expert witnesses by October 15, 2008. The 
Defendants did not notify the Plaintiffs or the Court that they intended to call the 
Plaintiffs' experts until the eve of trial, April 22, 2009. That is not the type of "seasonable 
supplementation" envisioned by the drafters of the discovery rules. Furthermore, Rule 
26(b) unequivocally requires that the substance of an expert's opinion be disclosed. 
This includes, "a complete statement of all opinions to be expressed and the basis and 
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reasons therefore." Idaho R. Civ. Proc. 26(b)(4). The Defendants have made no such 
disclosure. The undisclosed testimony would severely prejudice the Plaintiffs' case and 
should not be permitted. The prejudice is particularly strong in light of the fact that the 
Defendants would be seeking new, undisclosed, expert witness testimony. Clark v. 
Raty, 137 Idaho 343, 48 P.3d 672 (2002) (holding, "the potential for prejudice to the 
opposing party from the admission of evidence that was not disclosed in discovery is 
particularly acute with respect to expert testimony, for as the court noted in Radmer, 
"[e]ffective cross-examination of an expert witness requires advance preparation," and 
"effective rebuttal requires advance knowledge of the line of testimony of the other 
side.") (citing, Radmer v. Ford Motor Co~, 120 Idaho 86,813 P.2d 897 (Ct. App. 2002». 
Accordingly, the Defendants' general "reservation of a right" to call the Plaintiffs' 
experts to the stand to testify regarding their criticisms of settling Defendants is not a 
sufficient expert witness disclosure. The Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court 
prohibit the Defendants from doing so. 
DATED THIS Z t day of April, 2009. 
syro; ~ 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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Following the deposition of Dr. William Blahd, taken on behalf of Defendant 
Newman, held on Friday, April 24, 2009, Plaintiffs respectfully submit this Bench Brief 
regarding their intention to introduce evidence pertaining to Dr. Newman's character 
and or/impeachment testimony. 
The background giving rise to evidence relating to Dr. Newman's character is as 
follows. Over the course of discovery in this case, the Plaintiffs retained Dr. Blahd to 
qualify the Plaintiffs' experts so that the experts would be familiar with the local standard 
of care and thus, be able to offer testimony at trial in that regard. Dr. Blahd discussed 
the local standard of· care with the Plaintiffs' experts and Dr. Blahd indicated that he 
knows the standard of health care practice for an emergency medicine physician at 
West Valley MedicaJ Center in May of 2003 because he was one of those physicians. 
Dr. Blahd indicated that with regard to the diagnosis, recognition of signs and symptoms 
of and treatment of pulmonary embolus; there was no difference in the standard of 
health care practice for an emergency physician between the emergency department at 
WVMC and the emergency department at MMC. 
Plaintiffs' experts, Dr. Blaylock and Dr. Lapinel discussed with Dr. Blahd and 
agreed that there were, in May of 2003, no deviations from the standard of health care 
practice in Caldwell, Nampa, Portland or Boise (according to the standards existing in 
Boise regarding the following subjects, among others: 
1. The methodology for an emergency physiCian in diagnosing a showering 
of pulmonary emboli. 
2. The method which an emergency physician would utilize to approach a 
diagnosis of pulmonary embolus. 
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3. The capability at those hospitals to perform D-Dimer blood testing; 
pulmonary angiogram; VQ scan and/or pulmonary CT; 
4. The indications for ordering of a O-Dimer blood test; 
5. The steps to take when the O-Dimer result is positive; 
6. The fact that the emergency physicians should know that if a patient is 
experiencing a showering of pulmonary emboli, the risk of developing a 
fatal saddle pulmonary embolus is high: 
7. That when a patient is experiencing a showering of pulmonary emboli that 
cause intermittent signs and symptoms, the patient is more likely to 
survive if they are diagnosed and treated in a timely manner. 
The three phYSicians also discussed several issues that were addressed more fully in 
Plaintiff's Ninth Supplemental Expert Witness Disclosures. Obviously, Dr. Blahd's 
conversation with the Plaintiffs' experts has direct implications for Defendant Newman 
because it focused on the standard of care for emergency medicine in the 
Nampa/Caldwell area. Once the Plaintiffs filed this supplemental disclosure, Dr. 
Newman called Dr. Blahd on the telephone and asked Dr. Blahd to recant his 
statements regarding the standard of care. 
Specifically. Dr. Blahd testified at hiS deposition as follows: 
Q. (BY MR. DANCE) My client (Dr. Newman) apparently called 
you after he found out of your involvement. How long 
did that conversation take? 
A. (BY DR. BLAHD) Five minutes, ten minutes. 
Q. Did he intimidate you? 
A. He didn't intimidate me. He asked me if I would recant. That's the 
word he used. 
Q. Did he ask if you had anything against him personally? 
A. I don't know if he asked that. I don't know. . 
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Q. Did you feel intimidated or threatened by this phone conversation? 
A. I don't know all the legal -- what is appropriate and inappropriate. I 
thought it was a little inappropriate, to be honest with you . 
. Based upon Dr. Blahd's testimony, Plaintiffs contend that Dr ~ Newman was 
effectively asking Dr. Blahd to be untruthful and that the Plaintiffs are entitled, under the 
Rules of Evidence to allow the Jury to learn the questionable nature of Dr. Newman's 
character. Idaho Rule of Evidence 607 states, "(t)he credibility of a witness may be 
attacked by any party including the party calling the witness." Assuming, 1) the proper 
, 
foundation is laid, 2) Plaintiffs show Dr. Newman Dr. Blahd's deposition testimony and 
3) Dr. Newman testifies that he did not call Dr. Blahd and ask him to recant his 
testimony, than the Plaintiffs are entitled to impeach Dr. Newman's testimony. 
Moreover, Rule 608(b) states: 
(b) Specific instances of conduct. Specific instances of the conduct 
of a witness, for the purpose of attacking or supporting the 
credibility, of the witness, other than conviction of crime as 
provided in Rule 609, may not be proved by extrinsic evidence. 
They may, however, in the discretion of the court, if probative of 
truthfulness or untruthfulness, be inquired into· on cross-
examination of the witness concerning (1) the character of the 
witness for truthfulness or untruthfulness, or (2) the character 
for truthfulness or untruthfulness of another witness as to which 
character the witness being cross-examined has testified. 
The Court of Appeals in State v. Guinn, 114 Idaho 30,752 P.2d 632 (Ct. App. 
1988) did an exhaustive analysis on Rule 608(b). Although it was a criminal matter, the 
reasoning has the same application in the present case. The Court addressed whether 
extrinsic evidence of drug-related activities should have been admitted to contradict an 
informant-witness's cross-examination testimony. The Court articurated, 
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"Under the comparable federal rule, it appears that a cross-examiner must 
take the answer provided and may not call other witnesses to impeach the 
witness regarding collateral or extrinsic matters. However, the credibility of 
a witness may be attacked either by reference to his general character for 
truth and veracity, or by showing that the witness is biased or motivated to 
present false testimony. " 
114 Idaho 30, at 39, 752 P.2d 632 at 641. (Citing, McCORMICK, McCORMICK ON 
EVIDENCE 92 (E. Cleary 3d ed. 1984); J. COTCHETT and A. ELKIND, FEDERAL 
COURTROOM EVIDENCE 85.2 (1986). The Court went on to give guidance to the 
District Court on remand, stating that the critical question is whether the appropriate 
foundation is laid by the party seeking introduction of the evidence. td. The Court also 
discussed the implications of I.R.E. 403, and held that the factors to be considered 
include: (1) the importance of the testimony of the witness under attack, (2) the 
relevancy of the act to credibility, (3) the nearness or remoteness of the conduct to the 
event in question, (4) whether the matter inquired into is such as to lead to time-
consuming and distracting proceedings, and (5) any undue prejudice to a party or 
undue humiliation of the witness. Id. (Citing, McCORMICK, at 92). The Court further 
stated, 
"Should the (district) court determine that the allegation of false motivation 
is too attenuated, or the attack is simply upon a purely extrinsic matter, the 
court may exclude the proffered testimony. However, should (the 
defendant) provide sufficient foundation for his claim of bias and improper 
motivation, he may not only inquire of (the witness) regarding drug-related 
activities, but may introduce extrinsic evidence to refute (the witness's) 
testimony if he again denies such activities." 
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Id. Citing, McCORMICK, § 40. In a special concurrence, Justice Burnett wrote to offer 
further evaluation of Rule 608(b): 
"Impeachment is a vexatious subject because it brings into conflict several 
objectives of our judicial system. On one hand, we seek to ascertain the 
truth in factual disputes. If there is reason to doubt the credibility of a 
witness, the triers of fact should be so informed in order to make an 
intelligent assessment ·of the testimony. On the other hand, we also strive 
for judicial efficiency. If challenges to the credibility of witnesses are not 
regulated in some fashion, trials may become sidetracked by the pursuit of 
collateral issues. In addition, we seek to uphold the integrity of judicial 
processes and to protect the dignity of persons who participate in them. If 
attacks on witnesses are unrestrained, citizen respect for-and cooperation 
with-the courts may be impaired .... " 
"Today the Idaho Rules of Evidence and the similar federal rules reflect an 
increased concern for the truth-seeking objective of a trial. They broaden 
the opportunity to challenge the credibility of a witness on the basis of his 
prior misconduct. Rule 608(b) authorizes the trial judge, in the exercise of 
discretion, to allow inquiry upon cross-examination into any specific acts 
which are probative of the witness's character for untruthfulness .... " 
Guinn, 114 Idaho 30, 40 752 P.2d 632, 642. In applying the factors set forth in 
Guinn, the Court in the instant case should allow the Plaintiffs' inquiry into Dr. 
Newman's character. Dr. Newman's credibility is undeniably important for the Jury's 
evaluation in this case. Dr. Newman's motivation in urging Dr. Blahd to recant has 
direct relevance to the case, as he was effectively seeking to prohibit the Plaintiffs 
experts from expressing their opinions that Dr. Newman breached the standard of care. 
Further, Dr. Newman's attempts to get Dr. Blahd to recant are neither attenuated from 
the issues at trial nor remote in time. Based on the application of Guinn, Rule 608(b), 
and the administration of justice, Plaintiffs are entitled to cross examine Dr. Newman 
and inquire into Dr. Newman's character and truthfulness. 
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DATED THIS z..«ay of April, 2009. 
~w'~CCvrt-) 
Byro V. Foster 
Atta neys for Plaintiffs 
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Plaintiffs respectfully submit this Bench Brief in response to Defendant Coonrod 
and Primary Health Center's Supplemental Trial Brief. Defendant Coonrod and Primary 
Health Center (the "Defendants") contend that they are entitled to call Plaintiffs' expert, 
Dr. Blaylock to the stand or cross examine Dr. Blaylock regarding his criticisms of a 
settling Defendant, Dr. Long's care and treatment of Maria Aguilar. In addition to the 
argument set forth herein, Plaintiffs refer the Court to the Plaintiffs' Bench Brief Re: 
Undisclosed Expert Witness Testimony. 
The Defendants have cited to no Idaho law or precedent that would entitled them 
to call any of the Plaintiffs experts to the stand or cross examine them regarding 
criticisms they may hold of settling Defendants when they have never before disclosed 
to the Plaintiffs the substance of the expert testimony they intend to obtain from the 
Plaintiffs' experts at trial. To the contrary, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(4) 
specifically requires a substantive disclosure of all expert testimony a party intends to 
rely on, and White v. Mock 140 Idaho 882, 104 P.3d 356 (2004), specifically states that 
a party may not simply "reserve the right" to call another party's witness without 
providing the party with a substantive disclosure. 
The Defendants have asserted that they have given the Plaintiffs notice of their 
intention to call the Plaintiffs' experts at trial through discovery. The Defendants have 
listed the answers to interrogatories that they provided to the Plaintiffs. The Plaintiffs will 
address each one, in turn. 
• Primary Health Care Center's answers to Plaintiffs' first set of 
interrogatories and requests for production of documents, answers to 
interrogatories #1 and #2: 
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In this discovery response, the Defendants simply stated, "Primary Health may 
calL.any witnesses identified by the Plaintiffs. This is precisely the type of "reservation 
of right" to call an expert witness that White v. Mock prohibits. 
• Primary Health Care Center's Supplemental Answers to Plaintiff's first set 
of interrogatories and requests for production of documents, answers to 
interrogatories #2, #3, #5, #16, #18 and #19. 
In their answer to interrogatory #2, the Defendants stated they intend to call "any 
and all individuals identified by plaintiffs, through written discovery or formal 
disclosures." In their answer to interrogatories #3, #5, #16, #18 and #19, the Defendants 
simply referred to the Plaintiffs' Expert Witness Disclosures and depositions and stated 
that "it is expected that Dr. Blaylock will testify with his opinions previously disclosed." 
This response was not provided to the Plaintiffs until two months before trial, long after 
the October 15, 2008, deadline for the disclosure of the Defendants' expert witnesses. 
These answers are consistent with a genera! "reservation of right" to call the Plaintiffs' 
experts, and are not the substantive nor seasonal type of disclosures that comply with 
and are required by I.R.C.P. 26. 
• Primary Health Care Center's Answers to Plaintiffs' second set of 
interrogatories and requests for production of documents, request for 
production #20 
In this response the Defendants actually state "Primary Health has no specific 
opinion regarding the negligence of other persons or parties and lacks expertise 
in the professional fields of other persons or parties sufficient to provide the 
foundational basis for such opinion. Defendant Primary Health raises such 
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affirmative defense for the purpose of preserving the same." By this answer, the 
Defendants specifically notify the Plaintiffs that they do not have any opinions regarding 
the negligence of other parties. Again, "preserving" the right to utilize the Plaintiffs' 
experts is not permitted under the Idaho Supreme Court's decision in White v. Mock. 
• Nathan Coonroct M.D. 's supplemental answers to plaintiffs' first set of 
interrogatories and requests for production of documents, answers to 
interrogatories #2, #3, #5, #17, #19, and #20. 
In these answers to the Plaintiffs' interrogatories, Defendant Coonrod merely 
stated that he "may call witnesses identified by the Plaintiffs," or he "reserves the right" 
to call Plaintiffs' witnesses. Dr. Coonrod also referred to the medical records and stated 
that he "reserves the right" to supplement his responses. In response to Plaintiffs' 
Interrogatory No. 23, Defendant Coonrod stated, "to the extent any other defendant in 
this action is dismissed prior to trial, this defendant reserves the right to call or cross 
examine plaintiffs' expert witnesses at triaL" However, in Interrogatory No. 24, Plaintiffs 
specifically asked Defendant Coonrod to identify the health care provider named in 
Interrogatory No. 23 and set forth all principal and material facts known to him which 
supported such a contention. Defendant Coonrod's response was a reference to his 
answer to Interrogatory No. 23. Again, this is precisely the type of "reservation of right" 
to call an expert witness that White v. Mock prohibits. 
• Nathan Coonrod, M.D. 's answers to plaintiff's second set of interrogatories 
and requests for production of documents, request for production #20. 
In this response, Defendant Coonrod, similar to Primary Health, actually states 
that he has no specific opinion regarding the negligence of other persons or 
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parties and racks expertise in the professional fields of other persons or parties 
sufficient to provide the foundational basis for such opinion. Dr. Coonrod raises 
such affirmative defense for the purpose of preserving the same." By this answer, Dr. 
Coonrod, just like Primary Health, specifically notifies the Plaintiffs that they do not have 
any opinions regarding the negligence of other parties. Again, "preserving" the right to 
utilize the Plaintiffs' experts is not permitted under the Idaho Supreme Court's decision 
in White v. Mock. 
While the Defendants have "reserved the right" to call the Plaintiffs experts on 
multiple occasions, they have never provided the Plaintiffs with a sUbstantive expert 
witness disclosure. On this issue, the Court is bound by White v. Mock 140 Idaho 882, 
104 P.3d 356 (2004) and Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 26. 
Moreover, and importantly, if the Defendants are asserting the affirmative 
defense that the settling defendants were negligent and are third parties responsible for 
the Plaintiffs' damages, then the Defendants have the burden of proof as to that 
affirmative defense. The Defendants have never disclosed to the Plaintiffs that they 
believe or intended to prove that any party or non party was at fault. The Defendants 
would not only be required to disclose expert witness opinions consistent with that 
defense, but that would be required to prove their affirmative defenses in their case in 
chief through affirmative expert testimony. There is nothing in the Defendants 
responses to the Plaintiffs' discovery requests that suggests that the Defendants ever 
intended to put on affirmative proof of negligence of other medical providers. 
Furthermore, the Plaintiffs do not intend to proffer any opinions as to negligence 
of settling Defendants Long or Chai. Again, whether those Defendants were negligent is 
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not the Plaintiffs burden of proof. Any questions by the Defendants in that regard and 
offered to meet their burden of proof on their affirmative defenses would be outside the 
scope of our direct examination and the rule of evidence in that regard should be strictly 
construed. Moreover, if the Defendants were permitted to address Dr. Long and Dr. 
Chai's negligence beyond the scope of direct, the Jury would undoubtedly be confused. 
In order to elicit opinions from Plaintiffs' expert, Dr. Blaylock, as to the negligence of 
other doctors, the Defendants would have had to qualify Blaylock consistent with the 
statute. That necessarily means that the Defendants would have to question Dr. 
Blaylock on whether he knows the standard of care for a cardiologist and/or for 
emergency medicine and how he learned the standard of care in that regard. The Jury 
will be confused as to why the Defendants are discussing the issues with Dr. Blaylock of 
qualification and others medical providers. 
Plaintiffs request that the Court prohibit any Defendants from calling or cross 
examining the Plaintiffs' experts in order to elicit testimony regarding their criticisms of 
the settling defendants' care and treatment of Maria Aguilar. 
d:0~ 
DATED THIS ~ day of April, 200~9~ 6 
~I.&i" 
Byro'z! V. oster} 
Attoroo}l$JQL9(aintiffs 
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Your Affiant, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. That I am an attorney, duly licensed by the Idaho State Bar to practice law in the 
state of Idaho; 
2. That I am one of the attorneys representing Plaintiffs in the above-referenced 
matter; 
3. That I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge; 
4. That on 'or about November 29,2007, I caused paralegal Margie G. Rosenberg 
to fax letters to each and every physician listed as being a family practice 
physician in the 2007 edition of the Idaho Medical Association Referral Directory 
of Idaho Physicians for the locations of Nampa, Caldwell, Weiser and Emmett, 
Idaho; 
5. That copies of those letters, along with the fax verification documents, are 
attached hereto as Exhibit "An; 
6. That in response to those faxed letters, the only positive response was received 
from Michael Lee Roach, a family practice physician practicing with St. 
Alphonsus Medical Group in Caldwell, Idaho; 
7. That no other family practice physician in Nampa, Caldwell, Weiser or Emmett 
agreed to speak with Plaintiffs' expert, Samuel LeBaron, M.D. 
DATED This 2~9 day of April, 2009. 
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STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada. ) 
~ 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this [).t; day of April, 2009. 
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S~((Jd-O 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at Boise, Idaho 
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Attorney at Law 
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Telep one: (206) ase 140 
Fi!.C.'$iiYlile: (20a)~.w f 1 
t" 
lit t {-
FAX R~i_)EfVE'" I' t.;
NOV r 2007 
L, . 
--------------------------~------------+-----~~------~----~~~ 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
The information ill the facsimile m$$$age is legally pl'Mleged and confiden~alln rmafion Intended only for tile of the indivi ual 
or entity named below. If tlte reader of this message is not tile jnlal'ldea recipl nt, you are hereby l'\oUffed that ny d_mln n, 
dl$trlbution or copy of this 1elec;opy is stnctly prohibited. If you hav. I'$Cleived
J 
till telecopy rn error, prease imm diately notify u by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address.. Thank yo • . 
. i 
I 
Greetings. Myself and DaVid Comstock represent tl1e fa 'Iy of a 41 year old wOf'an who d Ld 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time 9f her death she had b~en under e 
care of a family practice physioian in Nampa, Idaho. I am n need of a family pra 'eli physi n 
who (1) practiced family. medicine in 2003 and (2) would e willing to speak to 0 r out-of-at Ita 
family medicine expert by telephone to disCiUSS the standa d of care under the circrumstance I of 
this case in order that our expert witness may detennine ether any local deviations exis pd 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s ndard of care as it exired where jur 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would pa you for your time in olved in :;:lis 
endeavor. ). 
Win you kIndly respond to this fax? You can check off th appropriate box and f x back to l~e 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co idered a deClination.\thank you, ~:or 
your time and consideration. if 
. II 
o Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and would be willing to speak wit you. Ple~3e 
" give me a call at Ij 
o No, I did not pra=tlce famny medicine in 2003. I j 
~ No thank you. 1 prefer to not participate in this ma r. 
Respectfully. 
Byron V. Foster 
~ 'd £ 6 ~ 'ON 
DEC. 3,2007 4:23 
199 N. Capflol alvd., SUile SOO 
PO Bo)(1594 
Balsa. 10 93701-1584 
DATE;, November 29, 2007 
TO: Michael Lee Roach. M.D. 




FROM: Margie G, Rosenberg. Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguifar MedIcal Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
'f'e!ephono: (208) a~6-444Q 
FaC3lm~a: (:lOa) ~m1 
, ' 
The infonnation in the FaC$lmile mes$age is legally privileged and oonffdentlal'hf'''nm:ll'fl~n fntended only for the use of the Individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of thrs message Is not the Intended YOQ are hereby nollfied that any di$semlnaUon, 
distrlbut10n ar copy 01 this lelecopy is slrlctly prohlbit~d. If you have telaoopy In error, please rmmedis($ly noalY lIII by 
telephone and'retum the origInal message to us at the above addres$. Thznk 
Greetings. Myself and Davfd Comstock represent the of a 41 year ofd woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I am need of a famify practice physicIan 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would wiIling to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the .::rl'':'I"rl,~rY! of oare under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determine any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the of care as it eXisted where our 
expert praotices and practiced in 2003. We would you for your time involved In this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off the appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344--7721. If no response is received it will be co Idered a declination. (thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
o 
o 
Yes, r practiced family medicine In 2003 and would 
give me a call at f'C$ - 3 3 ~ 3 . 
No, I did. not practice family medicine in 2003. 
No thank you. J prefer to not partIcipate in this 
Respectfully, 
~ \/. ft;~ / 5(GP 
Byron V. Foster 
Willing to speak with you. Please 
FAX RECEIVED 
NOV 3 tJ 2007 
NOV-30-2007 FRI 11:12 AM B CANYON MED 1003 
TIT 
Byron V. Fost 
Attorney at Law 
199 N. Capltoll3lvd., Sulta 500 
PO eoK1664 
801n, 10 e8't01·16e4 
FACSIMILE COVER SHt 
DATE: November 291 2007 
TO: Tina McGuffey, M.D. 
FAX #: 365-1003 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg. Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 







The Information 'n the faOlllmlle message Is legally plfvlleged and confidential Inf; ation tntended only for tile USB of the indIVIdual 
01' ent1ty named below. If the reader of thl$ mrt$SliIge i5 not the intended recipie to you are heraby notlHet:i ihat any dissemination, 
distribuC!on or copy ofthls teJecopy Is strictly prohiblted. If you havlil reCQived !hf5 terecopy In ertor. prease Immsciataly notify "$ by 
telephcl\1e and return the origInal massage to us at the above address. Thank you ' 
GreetIngs. Myself and David Comstock represent the fami y of a 41 year old woman who dred 
of a saddle' embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time 0 her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician In Nampa, Idaho, I am i need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practicad family medicine in 2003 and (2) would b willing to speak to our out.-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the standar of care under the olrcumstances of 
this case In order that our expert witness may determine hether any local deviations existsd 
between the standard of care In Nampa in 2003 and the sta dard of care as it existed where our 
exPert practices and practiced in 2003. We would pay you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you klndly respond to this fax? You can check off the ppropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response fs received it will be con dared a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
DYes, 1 practiced family medicine in 2003 and would e willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __ --------
o : . NOt I did not practice family medicine In 2003. 





,N'l1 V -3 0 -Q 0 0 7 F RIO 3 : 0 5 PM 
199 N. Capltoll3lvd., Sulta 500 
PO Box 1684 
Bol88,10 83701-1684 
DATE: November 29, 2007 




Attorney at Law 
FACSIMILE COVER SH 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg. Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 . 
RE: .1\guilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
AX No. 1003 
The Infotmatlon 11'1 the (acsimkQ mflssage Is resally privileged and conlldenl/al fnfibrmaUlon Intended only for the tl!.e of the IndIvidual 
or eouty named b$low. If the reader of this message is not the fntended hereby notified that any dissemInation, 
drstrlb!.1ion or copy of thi$ telecopy illltrictry prohibited. If you h~ve RI~lvtd In error, pi"" (mmedlately noUIY us by 
telephone and return the original message fa Us at the abolte address. Think 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Namp~ Idaho. J am need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would willing to speak to our outrof...state 
family medicine expert by teJephone to diseuse thEa ...... I~t'f ... lrH of care under the circumstances of 
this oase in order that our expert witness may detennine any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the of care as It eXisted where our 
, expert practIces and practiced in 2003. We would you fur your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You oan oheck off the ................ 1...+ .... box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be I'!nr'l!<ilrf~~rArt a declination. I thank you for 
your. tIme and consideration. 
o Yes, I practiced family medicine In 2003 and would willing to speak with you. Please 
gIve me a oall at ________ _ 
o . No. I did not practfce family medicine In 2003. 
~'NO thank you. I prefer to not particIpate In this 
Respectfully, 
~MVl~}~ 
Byron V. Foster 
p. 001 
TIT .,--;1. n;- I nn-:1. C"'7 _ A"". 
NO'V.30.2007 8:44AM 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., SUiIa 500 
PO Bo)(1G84 
Solse, 1003101.11584 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Paul A. McConnel, M. D. 
FAX #: 453-3280 
Byron V. Fos er 
. Attorney at La 
FACSIMILE COVER SH ET 
FROM: MargIe G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar MedIcal Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
NO. 5088 P. 1 1 
Telephone: (208) 336-'1440 
Facsimile: (2GB) 344-m1 
The lnforrnaUon in the facsimile message Is legally pfNi!eged and confidenflaf formation Inf.endad only far the usa of the Individual 
or entf~ named below, If the reader of this message is not the Intended remp ant. you are hereby notlffed tbat any dissemInation, 
distribution or copy of tf\Is telecopY is strictly prol11bHed. If you have receIVed is telecopy In error. please Immediately Ilol:ii'y u& by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the ~ove address. Thank.y IJ, 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time f her death she had been under the 
care oJ a family practice physician in Nampal Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine In 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-or-state 
family medicine expect by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case In order that our expert witness may determln whether any [ocal deViations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa !h 2003 and the andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You oan oheck off 1:11 appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344--7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination, I thank you for 
your tIme and consideration. 
o Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and wou! be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at _________ -
o No, I did not practice family medicine In 2003. 
~. No thank you. I prefer to not partICipate In this rna ter. 
RespectfullY, 
Byron V. Foster 
I ,"',..,., Y\ """ 1 ,...,. '"'''' f'('o.t\'r 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, 1083701·1584 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Richard A. Augustus, M.D. 
FAX #: 208-453-3233 
Byron V. Fos' er 
Attorney at La 
FACSIMILE COVER S EET 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344·7721 
The infonnation in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential iflfonnation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended recip ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank y u. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time f her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I am in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would pa you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off th appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
o Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __________ _ 
No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. I 




~ V • .f1~ (S/f:-F 
Byron V. Foster 
?Q?? 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, 10 83701-1584 
DATE: November 29,2007 
TO: Kevin Chicoine, M.D. 
FAX #: 208-453-3233 
Byron v. Fos~er 
Attorney at Lal 
FACSIMILE COVER S~EET 
I 
! 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
The infonnation in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential i~lfonnation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended recip ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t i is telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the or.iginal message to us at the above address. Thank yru, 
! 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the faTilY of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time f her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
iNho (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off th appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
o Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at ___________ . 
o No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
o No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this rna er. 
Respectfully, 
~ \J.~~ /S-Ff-
Byron V. Foster 
?Q?~ 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, 1083701-1584 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Samuel M. Summers, M.D. 
FAX #: 453-3233 
Byron V. Fos er 
Attorney at La 
FACSIMILE COVER S EET 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-n21 
The information in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential i!formation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended recip ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t ~s telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank Yru. 
Greetings. Myse~ and David Comstock represent the ra1i/Y of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time ~~f her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a~ in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) woul~ Ibe willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand~rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off th appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
o Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __________ _ 
D No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
D No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this ma er. 
Respectfully, 
~LA v. fr;~1 S)GF 
Byron V. Foster 
?Q?A 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Byron v. Fo~er 
Attorney at Lal 
Boise, 1083701-1584 i 
I 
FACSIMILE COVER S4EET 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Jocele A. Skinner, M.D. 
FAX #: 453-3233 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
i 
I 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
The infonmation in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential~' fonmation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the Intended reci ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 




Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time of her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off th appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
D Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __________ _ 
D No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
o No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this rna er. 
Respectfully, 
Byron V. Foster 
?q?!1 
I 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Byron V. Fos~er 
Attorney at La1 
Boise, ID 83701-1584 
I 
FACSIMILE COVER S EET 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Michael Lee Roach, M.D. 
FAX #: 453-3233 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336·4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344·7721 
The information in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential i formation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended reci ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank u. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time of her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off th appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
D Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at ___________ ' 
D No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
D No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this rna er. 
Respectfully, 
Byron V. Foster 
?Q?h 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, ID 83701-1584 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Samantha J. Portenier, M.D. 
FAX #: 453-3233 
Byron V. Fo ter 
Attorney at La 
FACSIMILE COVER S~EET 
I 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 I 
I RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
The information in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential i formation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended reel lent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or eopy of this teleeopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is teleeopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank ou. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time of her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off t e appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
D Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at ___________ ' 
D No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
o No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this rna er. 
Respectfully, 
Byron V. Foster 
?Q?7 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, 1083701·1584 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Gesa M. Lamers, M.D. 
FAX #: 453-3233 
Byron v. Fo~ter 
Attorney at Lat 
I 
FACSIMILE COVER slEET 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344·7721 
The infonnation in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential i fonnation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended reei ient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this teleeopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is teleeopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank OU. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time of her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003· and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off t e appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
D Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at ___________ ' 
D No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
o No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this ma er. 
Respectfully, 
Byron V. Foster 
?Q?R 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, 1083701·1584 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: James W. Gardner, M.D. 
FAX #: 208-453-3233 
Byron V. Folter 





FACSIMILE COVER S+EET 
i 
I 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344·7721 
The information in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential~formation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended reel ient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received Is telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank OU. 
I 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa~ilY of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time lof her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a~ in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off t e appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
D Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __________ _ 
D No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
D No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this ma er. 
Respectfully, 
~v·fj~l~ 
Byron V. Foster 
?Q?Q 
i 
Byron v. Fo~ter 
Attorney at LaJr 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, 1083701-1584 
FACSIMILE COVER SrEET 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Michelle Gardner, M.D. 
FAX #: 208-453-3233 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
i 
i 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
The information in the facsimile message is legally privileged and COnfidentiallnfOrmatiOn intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended reei lent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received is telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank ou. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time of her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would pay you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off t e appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
o Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at ___________ ' 
o No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
o No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this rna er. 
Respectfully, 
Byron V. Foster 
?a~n 
hp LaserJet 4345mfp seriels 
I Fax Call Report 
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T e Identification 
Send 4533307 
?Q~1 
i n 't • n t 
Duration Pa es Result 
1:37 9 Success 
I Byron V. Fos er 
Attorney at La 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Boise, 1083701·1584 Facsimile: (208) 344·7721 
FACSIMILE COVER S EET 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Nani Jane Cabrera, DO 
FAX #: 208-365-1068 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
The information in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential i formation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended recip ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank y u. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time f her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off th appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
o Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __________ _ 
o No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
o No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this ma er. 
Respectfully, 
Byron V. Foster 
?Q~? 
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I 
Byron v. Fos~er 
Attorney at La~-
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, 1083701·1584 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Bryan L. Drake, DO 
FAX #: 208-414-0947 
FACSIMILE COVER S EET 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need I 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
The infonmation in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential i~fonmatlon intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended reclp ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is telecopy In error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank y u. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa i1y of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time f her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off th appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
o Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __________ _ 
o No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
o No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this rna er. 
Respectfully, 
Byron V. Foster 
?a~A 
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10171 Nov-29-2007 16:22 Send 12084140947 1:08 1 Success 
I Byron V. Fos er 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, 1083701-1584 
Attorney at La 
FACSI~ILE COVER S~EET 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Bryon D. Hemphill, DO 
FAX #: 414-0947 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
I 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
The information in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential i formation intended only for the use of the individual. 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended recip ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy Is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is telecopy in error,please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank y u. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time f her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off th appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
D Yes, I practiced family medicine ,in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __________ _ 
D No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
D No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this rna er. 
Respectfully, 
~ 'J.-nMRA f~ 
Byron V. Foster 
?a~h 
?Q~7 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, 1083701-1584 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Lisa R. Koltes, M.D. 
FAX #: 453-3200 
Byron V. Fos er 
Attorney at La 
FACSIMilE COVER S EET 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
The information in the facsimile message Is legally privileged and confidential i formation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended recip ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank y u. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time f her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physiCian 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off th appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
D Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __________ _ 
o No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
D No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this ma er. 
Respectfully, 
Byron V. Foster 
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?Q~Q 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, ID 83701-1584 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Paul A. McConnel, M.D. 
FAX #: 453-3280 
Byron V. Fos er 
Attorney at La 
FACSIMILE COVER S EET 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
The information in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential I formation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended reci ent. you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is telecopy in error. please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank u. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time of her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off th appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
D Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __________ _ 
D No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
o No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this ma er. 
Respectfully, 
Byron V. Foster 
?QAn 
hp· LaserJet 4345mfp • ~P.l. sene 
; n v • n t 
F ax Call Report 1 
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?Q111 
199 N. Capitol Blvd .• Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise. ID 83701·1584 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Tina McGuffey, M.D. 
FAX #: 365-1003 
Byron V. Fo ter 
Attorney at La 
FACSIMILE COVER S EET 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
The information in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential nformatlon intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended reci ient. you are hereby notified that any dissemination. 
distribution or copy ofthis telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received is telecopy in error. please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank ou. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time of her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness maydetermin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off t e appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
D Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __________ _ 
D No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. . 
o No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this ma er. 
Respectfully, 
Byron V. Foster 
?QA? 

199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, ID 83701·1584 
DATE: November29,2007 
TO: Brett T. Mumford, DO 
FAX #: 365-1003 
Byron V. Fo ter 
Attorney at La 
FACSIMILE COVER S EET 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344·7721 
The information in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential i formation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended reci ient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank ou. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa i1y of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time of her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off t e appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
o Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __________ _ 
o No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
o No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this mer. 
Respectfully, 
~l),ft>~f~ 






Byron V. Fo~er 
Attorney at La 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, 1083701-1584 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
FACSIMILE COVE.R S EET 
TO: Eddie O. Rodriguez-Lopez, M.D. 
FAX #: 365-1068 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
The infomnation in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential i fomnation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended reei ient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this teleeopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank ou. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time of her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off t e appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
o Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __________ _ 
o No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
o No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this ma er. 
Respectfully, 
~\J'~/~ 
Byron V. Foster 
hp LaserJet 4345mfp series 
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199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, 1083701-1584 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Shannon D. Schantz, M.D. 
FAX #: 365-3589 
I 
Byron V. Fo~ter 
Attorney at Law 
FACSIMILE COVER S EET 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
The information in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential nformation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message Is not the intended reci lent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy Is strictly prohibited. If you have received is telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank ou. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time of her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off t e appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
D Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at ___________ ' 
D No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
o No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this rna er. 
Respectfully, 
Byron V. Foster 
?Ql1R 
hp LaserJet 4345mfp . pP.le sen 
i ft ¥ • n t 
F ax Call Report 1 
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Byron v. Fo~ter 
Attorney at La 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1564 
Boise, ID 83701-1584 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Barrie V. Smith, M.D. 
FAX #: 365-1003 
FACSIMILE COVER S EET 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
The infonnation in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential fonnation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended reci ient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank ou. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time of her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off t e appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be c nsidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
D Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __________ _ 
D No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
D No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this rna er. 
Respectfully, 
~ VI tz,~}SJcF 
Byron V. Foster 
2950 
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?q!11 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, ID 83701-1584 
DATE: November 29,2007 
TO: James F. Thomson, M.D. 
FAX #: 365-3589 
Byron V. Fos er 
Attorney at La 
FACSIMILE COVER S EET 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
The information in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential i formation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended recip ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank y u. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time f her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off th appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
o Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __________ _ 
o No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
o No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this rna er. 
Respectfully, 
Byron V. Foster 
?~h? 
hp LaserJet 4345mfp • p~. sene 
in v • n t 
Fax Call Report 1 
COMSTOCK & BUSH 
208-344-7721 
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2953 
, , 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, 1083701-1584 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: William H. Vetter, M.D. 
FAX #: 365-3589 
Byron V. Fos er 
Attorney at La 
FACSIMILE COVER S EET 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
The information in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential ifformation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended recip ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank y u. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa i/y of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time f her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off th appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
o Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at ___________ ' 
o No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
o No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this rna er. 
Respectfully, 
~V.~)~ 
Byron V. Foster 
2954 
· ,. 
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· ,. 
I Byron V. Fos er 
199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, 1083701·1584 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
Attorney at La 
FACSIMILE COVER S EET 
TO: Lore Beth Wootton, M.D., FAAFP 
FAX. #: 549-0104 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344·7721 
The information in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential i formation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended recip ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and retum the original message to us at the above address. Thank y u. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time f her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p y you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off th appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
o Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __________ _ 
o No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
o No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this rna er. 
Respectfully, 
Byron V. Foster 
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199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, 10 83701-1584 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Curtis Gedney, M.D. 
FAX #: 365-6330 
Byron V. Foser 
Attorney at La 
FACSIMILE COVER S EET 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
The infonmation in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential i fonmation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended recip ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank y u. 
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time f her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physician in Nampa, Idaho. I am in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would pa you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off th appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. I thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
o Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __________ _ 
o No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
o No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this ma er. 
Respectfully, 
~v.B~J~ 
Byron V. Foster 
2958 
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199 N. Capitol Blvd., Suite 500 
PO Box 1584 
Boise, ID 83701·1584 
DATE: November 29, 2007 
TO: Deland R. Barr, DO 
FAX #: 208-549-0104 
Byron V. Fos er 
Attorney at La 
FACSIMILE COVER S EET 
FROM: Margie G. Rosenberg, Paralegal 
PAGES: 1 
RE: Aguilar Medical Legal Qualifying Expert Need 
Telephone: (208) 336-4440 
Facsimile: (208) 344-7721 
The infonmation in the facsimile message is legally privileged and confidential i fonmation intended only for the use of the individual 
or entity named below. If the reader of this message is not the intended recip ent, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copy of this telecopy is strictly prohibited. If you have received t is telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by 
telephone and return the original message to us at the above address. Thank y u. -
Greetings. Myself and David Comstock represent the fa ily of a 41 year old woman who died 
of a saddle embolus in June of 2003. Prior to the time f her death she had been under the 
care of a family practice physiCian in Nampa, Idaho. I a in need of a family practice physician 
who (1) practiced family medicine in 2003 and (2) would be willing to speak to our out-of-state 
family medicine expert by telephone to discuss the stand rd of care under the circumstances of 
this case in order that our expert witness may determin whether any local deviations existed 
between the standard of care in Nampa in 2003 and the s andard of care as it existed where our 
expert practices and practiced in 2003. We would p you for your time involved in this 
endeavor. 
Will you kindly respond to this fax? You can check off th appropriate box and fax back to me 
at (208) 344-7721. If no response is received it will be co sidered a declination. J thank you for 
your time and consideration. 
o Yes, I practiced family medicine in 2003 and woul be willing to speak with you. Please 
give me a call at __________ _ 
o No, I did not practice family medicine in 2003. 
o No thank you. I prefer to not participate in this rna er. 
Respectfully, 
~ \J .-6 bt1A { Sfc:f 
Byron V. Foster 
2960 
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